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THE SPEAKER (1r Barnett) took the Chair at 2.15 pm, and read prayers.

PETITION
Human Rights - Burma

DR GALLOP (Victoria Park) 12.17 pm]: I have a petition which reads as follows -

To: The Honourable the Speaker and members of the Legislative Assembly of the
Parliament of Western Australia in Parliament assembled.
We. the undersigned, draw the attention of the Assembly to reliable reports which
indicate that

I. The Burmese Governiment is taking cruel and repressive action against its own
citizens,

2. Human rights and civil liberties have been denied, and

3. The security forces are using unacceptable, brutal force to suppress the people
of Burma during demonstrations,

and urge the Assembly to support calls for the restoration of peace. freedom and
democracy in that country.
Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that you will give this matter earnest
consideration and your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

The petition bears 46 signatures and I certify that it conforms to the Standing Orders of the
Legislative Assembly.

The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be brought to the Table of the House.

[See petition No 57.]

PET IT ION

Collard, Mr - Conviction
MR WATT (Albany) [2.18 pm]: I have a petition which reads as follows -

The Honourable the Speaker and members of the Legislative Assembly Parliament of
Western Australia, in Parliament assembled.

We the undersigned request that the Parliament look at the case of the Crown versus
Collard and take steps to revise the law and enable victims to legally protect
themselves and their families, and have the conviction against Mr Collard dismissed.

Your petitioners humbly pray and request that the House take some actions to protect
victims of crime as an urgent priority.

The petition bears 31 signatures and I certify that it conforms to the Standing Orders of the
Legislative Assembly.

The SPEAKER: f direct that the petition be brought to the Table of the House.

[See petition No 58.)

PETITION
Edwards, Mr Brian - Completion of Sentence

MR REGJ TUBBY (Greenough) [2.19 pm]: I have a petition which reads as follows -

To the Honourable the Speaker and H-onourable Members of the Legislative
Assembly of the Parliament of Western Australia in Parliament assembled.

We the undersigned request that Brian Edwards be made to serve his sentence of strict
security life imprisonment.

Edwards was convicted of murdering two young people while they were picnicking
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near Dawesville in 1979. He was sentenced to Strict Security Life Imiprisonmnent and
is now appealing against the sentence so that he can be free to marry.

The petition bears 57 signatures and I certify that it conforms to the Standing Orders of the
Legislative Assembly.

The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be brought to the Table of the House.

[See petition No 59.]
SPEAKER'S STATEMENT

Financial Administration and Audit Act - Annual Reports
THE SPEAKER: I have to inform the House that the respective Accountable Officers under
the Financial Administration and Audit Act 1985 will not be presenting annual reports for
1987-88 to Parliament on behalf of the following "deemed" parliamnentary departments:
Legislative Assembly, Joint Printing Committee, Joint House Committee, and Joint Library
Committee.
The Hon President and I are closely examining the implications of the Financial
Administration and Audit Act 1985 with respect to maintaining the clear demarcation
between Government and Parliament. At this stage we are not completely satisfied that the
Act together with its regulations and Treasurer's Instructions can be complied with in their
entirety while still maintaining Parliament's proper independence from Executive control.
Mr President and I are seeking further discussions on this matter with the Hon Treasurer and
until such time as we have all agreed on the proper course to take, no annual reports within
the terms of the Financial Administration and Audit Act shall be presented for tabling.

I have also received today the following letter from the Legislative Council -

Dear Mr Speaker

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL DEPARTMENT -
1987-88
The Financial Administration and Audit Act 1985 obliges me to inform both Houses
of Parliament, as the Accountable Officer for a deemed department, the Legislative
Council, of my inability to comply with the Act's requirements set out in s.62(1) as
modified by Schedule lA, Part 1.
As you aware, the heads of the parliamentary departments have experienced
difficulties in complying with the requirements of the Financial Administration and
Audit Act 1985 relating to the development and implementation of performance
indicators.
Discussions are proceeding among the several accountable officers within Parliament,
the Treasury and the Office of the Auditor General in order to overcome the
difficulties which stem from the unique nature of Parliament and its administration
and compliance with the Act as it stands. Further time is required before a
satisfactory solution can be arrived at, and I shall keep you informed as our
discussions proceed.

The letter is signed by Mr L.B. Marquet, the Accountable Officer for the Legislative Council.

CONSTITUTION AMENDMENT DILL

Introduction and First Reading

Bill introduced, on motion by Mr Stephens, and read a first time.

SOIL AND LAND CONSERVATION AMENDMENT BILL

Second Reading

Debate resumed from 23 June.

MR REG TUBBY (Greenough) [2.24 pm]: I indicate at the outset that the Opposition
supports this Bill, which mainly allows cosmetic changes to the Soil and Land Conservation
Act of 1945.
A63391-7
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There is no doubt that land degradation in Western Australia is a major problem.
Degradation can be in many forms because of the wide ranging conditions we have in this
State in respect of rainfall and soil types. Degradation can encompass damage to soil by
wind and water erosion, and by salinity, compaction and vegetation decline. It is of great
concern from the point of view not only of the community but also of farmers and the
pastoral industry, as it affects land productivity. I read an interesting article in The Bulletin of
2 August, which indicated that this is a matter of concern Australia wide. The article was
written by David O'Reilly and it is headed 'AiDS of the Earth". It reads -

Farmners have a name for it - "AIDS of the earth". The federal government
acknowledges it as an "astounding' problem, a $2.5 bilion cancer eating into the
fabric of the nation's economic resources. Fed up with years of ineptitude, scientists
lash out at the indifference and government incompetence that has pushed fragile
environments passed the point of collapse.

The experts have another nam-e for soil erosion, a very unglamnorous one - land
degradation. More and more Australians are concerned about a future without trees
and seek answers..

Now, in parts of Australia, it is too late. The soil is dead. In its nine or 10 forms, land
degradation is the greatest environmental crisis the country has faced. Yet, despite all
the evidence, nothing has been done until recently to confront the catastrophe
nationally.

The article continues -

..the Whitlamn government made a comprehensive analysis of the problem way back
in 1975.
The report was devastating. It pointed out That Australia's natural endowment was
poor. Its sails are of great age, often shallow and of low fertility. This is
compounded by an unreliable rainfall: droughts and Hloods. The report made no
bones about the extent of the problem and the need for action. And that was 13 years
ago.

...But the horrifying fact is that much more than half our agricultural and pastoral
land needs treatment if productivity is to be maintained.

That is a devastating report and it is a clear indication of the situation that now exists
throughout Australia. However, I am happy to note that in his second reading speech the
Minister indicated that this State has outdone the nation in soil degradation control. That is a
very pleasing factor indeed. I note that the Bill makes it easier for the setting up of soil and
land conservation districts and I think that is a very good move. While this is a serious
situation, a lot of action can be taken to stem the devastation of land degradation, and in
many cases such action can reverse the damage which has already taken place. I note that 90
soil conservation districts - as they are now known - are set up in Western Australia, but
many of these districts do not work effectively because of their size. It seems that a massive
task is faced by those district comrmittees in making a start on the control of the degradation
of land in the areas for which they are responsible. We had an instance in the Morawa. Shire
where that challenge was seen to be too great, so a group of four farmers, who were in a very
isolated watershed area, decided to approach the shire and the Department of Agriculture to
have that particular section of the district declared a group within the soil conservation
district.

This group received the full support of the shire and the Department of Agriculture, because
it is a relatively isolated area which was entirely responsible for the watersheds, and was seen
to be an excellent opportunity for a demonstration of the set up. The area that was chosen
was approximately 20) 000 acres of heavy country, extremely undulating and shedding water
readily. A portion of our property of 7 000 acres was part of the area. A submission was
made to the Department of Agriculture: it received the full support of the shire and the
Department of Agriculture, andI was eventually sent to the Government for its consideration.
Strict guidelines were set out before any Government assistance could be made available by
way of subsidy. It was suggested that finance could be made available for this project
provided that the Department of Agriculture drew up the specification and plans, supervised
the development and approved the subsidy when the development was completed.
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The banks were constructed 1.2 metres high. They were a set distance apart, as prescribed by
the department depending on the slope of the land. Before the project could be considered
for financial assistance it had to be proved to be a benefit to the community. In this case
there had been considerable road damage and, on a number of occasions, railway damage
which led to major train derailments. That the project would provide a solution to these
problems demonstrated that it would be of benefit to the community. As I said before, the
Government subsidy was one third of the cost of the construction of the banks and any
necessary fence realignment. The work was to be inspected for compliance with the plans
and specifications set out in the original submission before any payments could be made.
The work is progressing slowly. Two farmers have hopped in and completed their share, one
of whom is my son with his 7 000 acres. Those 7 000 acres are a fine example and
demonstration of what can be achieved - 100 kilometres of interceptor banks have been
constructed at a cost of approximately $600 a kilometre. Some of the work was carried out
by contractors and a lot has been done using the Canners' own dozer. A lot of work was
involved because the banks cannot be graded up, they have to be individually pushed up with
the dozer, and three blade pushers are required to obtain the required height of 1.2 metres.
The value of the area which has been treated was clearly indicated during the heavy rains
when five inches fell overnight in early May. It was interesting to see 7 000 acres, with LOG
kilometres of interceptor banks filled to the brim, holding water, and not a drop was shed.
Without those banks there would have been a considerable amount of damage done, and this
is a clear indication of what can be achieved.

Absorption banks are constructed, as I said before, 1.2 metres high, and they are level. There
is a spillway at the end of each of these banks - some are up to three kilometres long - and
they have a safety valve about 01.3 of a metre below the height of the bank. If there is to be an
overflow it goes over the end of the bank and falls away slowly; it does not flow over the
banks, with the cumulative effect of water rushing from one bank to the other, ending up
doing a massive amount of damage. During the tume we have had this construction the banks
have been absolutely full to the brim but no water has been shed. That has created a
tremendous amount of comnmunity interest. As I said before, it is very important for the
Government to encourage these localised, small demonstration areas which show the
community the benefit to be gained by this type of treatment. There was another side benefit
in that in most areas, after these heavy rains, seeding operations were held up but, in our case
where these banks are constructed, we had no problems at all and were able to get straight
onto the ground after the heavy rains. Because the banks are on the level and we are able to
work between them, the whole of our fanning operations were done on the level, which gave
us considerable fuel savings, as well as other benefits.

There is no doubt that projects of this type need community cooperation. In our case we are
on some of the highest ground and had no problem with water coming from neighbouring
property. However, in cases where Canners have other fanns above them shedding water
onto their property, they are unable to carry out this type of development satisfactorily
because the large volume of water from the other property would make it completely
unworkable. The stage may come where, in some dechired districts, farmers who are not
prepared to cooperate may be forced to do so. That move should be avoided because I
believe, by encouragement and the demonstration of the benefits to be gained, fanners will
feel obliged to fall into line and play their part with the rest of the community in the interests
of the prevention of soil degradation.

There is one problem which may arise from ths type of development. As I said before, the
banks are designed and operated as laid down by the Department of Agriculture, but because
they are absorption banks all the water is absorbed into the land where it falls. This water
goes underground and could increase the underground watertable, and salinity problems, in
the lower lying areas. This problem has yet to be proved, but there are some indications that
it may exist. Before that, water flowed over the top of the soil and ran away quickly,
saturating the low lying areas. There is a fear that penetration of additional water into the soil
may create a problem. In this case, the judgment was made that degradation caused by rapid
water run off, particularly from summer t "hunderstorms, was a problem that had to be dealt
with first and that the salintity problem should be dealt with properly in the future.

We have heard arguments in this House for and against the different types of banks. The
type that has received a great deal of publicity and has been effective in many areas is the
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WISALTS bank which is not used for general control of water run off, but for salinity
control. The WISALTS bank is not a level bank and is designed so that the water runs off it
slowly. According to the specifications of the WISALTS bank the drain from which the
earth is scooped must have a clay base and the walls of the bank off which the water runs
must be sealed with clay. The banks that have been constructed on our property allow for the
water to be absorbed as it falls. The WISALTS bank is designed to trap the water and then
divert it to a natural watercourse. With this type of bank a great deal of cooperation is
required from neighbouring properties and the local shire council in order that the water will
reach a common watercourse. The shire council must allow the water to cross roads at given
places and install culverts or low level crossings as required. In many areas the construction
of the WISALTS banks has been successfual. From my observations 1 have found that a large
area of land has been free from salt for a number of years because of the construction of these
banks. As a result, the land has become productive.

At the moment a lot of work is being done in regard to the salinity problem. The difficulty is
that most areas affected by salinity are relatively level areas and the ditches, which are
expensive to install, are anything from eight to 10 feet deep in order that the slope is
sufficient to allow the water to get away quickly. The water is drained from surrounding
soils and again the cooperation of the local shire council and neighbouring farmers is
required in order that the water can be diverted to a salt watercourse without damage
occurring.

I know that the two examples I have given only take care of iwo of the many problems
associated with soil degradation. I know that with our lighter soil type areas there are a lot of
problems associated with wind erosion. Last May there was a great deal of soil erosion in
lighter soil type country and it was certainly of concern to the farmners. There is no doubt that
in the future the method of fanning will have to be adapted to reduce this problem. Whether
it is solved by minimum cultivation or the retention of stubble and trash on the surface of the
soil, which is a valuable way of preventing this type of erosion, I do not know. However, a
lot of work must be done in this regard because wind erosion can be devastating.

With the construction of the Whittington and WTSALTS banks many improvements have
been made. I refer to one farm at Perenjori owned by Mr Jim Gilmour who planted gum trees
along his banks a few years ago when he had no stock on his property. The trees are now
almost touching one another and are up to 12 and 15 feet high. It is an impressive sight and
no doubt it has played an important part in not only protecting the soil from the wind and
providing shelter for the stock, but also in absorbing surplus water from the soil. It is
aesthetically pleasing because a lot of fanns in that area are devoid of trees.

All methods to improve soil and land conservation are costly and, as I indicated, our group
received a one third subsidy provided by the State Government from Commonwealth
Government funding. The thought of farmers receiving subsidies is not really acceptable to
the community. It is considered by farmers that in order for them to be given encouragement
in this area they should receive a 150 per cent tax deduction on all money spent on the
prevention of soil degradation. They are of the opinion that it could be far more acceptable
than receiving a subsidy that would be seen by the community as being a handout. It would
lead to many more farmers becoming interested in these projects and they will be able to
carry out this work if the money is available rather than go tough the red tape that is
necessary to obtain a subsidy. The actual subsidy received by farmers is not the only burden
on the community. The cost of processing those subsidies is quite considerable.

Mr Grill: Most of this work is 100 per cent tax deductible.

Mr REG TUBBY: I know, but many farmers have suggested to me that rather than receive a
100 per cent tax deduction on the prevention of soil degradation, plus a subsidy, it would be
better to receive a higher tax reduction. They see it as a much more acceptable way of being
encouraged to canry out this type of work.

There is no doubt that we have a responsibility to protect our natural assets for future
generations and both Federal and State Governments have a major role to play in achieving
this end. Production from our land plays a major part in the economy of our country and it
deserves a lot more consideration than is normally given by Governments. An enormous
amount of work is required to solve these problems which have come to light over the last 13
years because of devastating seasons. Dry seasons followed by heavy rains have deprived the
land of vegetable growth and have done an enormous amount of damage.
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Wherever possible every encouragement should be given to farmers to move in this direction
to help protect our national asset. We are aware that because of the economic situation many
farmers find it very difficult to obtain the additional funds to carry out this work; but, every
encouragement should be given to them to become involved in these projects. I commend
the Governiment on the formation of these soil conservation districts and, if groups can be
fanned and recognised within those districts on the demonstration basis to which I have
referred, I am sure it will catch on with the farmers because they will see the direct benefits
of them. Those farmers who are reluctant to become involved in these types of operations
will feel they have a community obligation to become involved.

The Opposition supports the Bill and looks forward in the future to its working weUl in the
best interests of Western Australia by preventing this devastation of our soil.

MR CRANE (Moore) [2.51 pm]: I would like to say a few words on this important Soil
and Land Conservation Amendment Bill. Although I am in the eve of my political career, I
have been associated with the rural industry for many years, and I entirely support the very
wise words of my colleague, the member for Greenough. I do not intend to raise the issues
he covered when talking about gradient banks and the so called Whituington banks, which are
part of the process of improving the land. Through my own experience of putting in contour
banks, I know that they work very effectively. I am fortunate in having stolen a few thousand
acres of land from the kangaroos and turned it into very valuable farmland in Western
Australia. I have left my monument behind, and no-one will have to build it for me. During
my fanning years I have always believed that we do not own the land and I maintain that
belief; we are the custodians of the land while we have the privilege of fantning it. I am sure
the member for Greenough, as one who has cleared many acres himself and left behind his
own monument in Western Australia, will agree with me.

[ was very pleased to hear and to be a part of the announcement made by the Leader of the
Opposition that it was prepared to pledge $10 million towards soil conservation. That is a
tremendous undertaking which will be of great value to agriculture in Western Australia. I
have several points to make, without covering ground which has already been covered,

The majority of farmers have a great deal of love for the land; but unfortunately one cannot
make an omelette without cracking eggs. Therefore, the land must be cleared before it can
produce anything. When I saw the beautiful bushes and trees on the land it was always with
a great deal of sadness that I began clearing the thousands of acres. I felt [ was destroying
something - although the purpose in that destruction was to prepare the land to produce to
feed many mouths and clothe many people. In that way I had to crack the eggs to make the
omelette, but although I knew what I was doing, a great deal of sadness was involved. In the
early days this country, as God gave it to us, was something to behold; but we turmed it into
useful farmland. The results of that activity have been explained here today and we have to
combat that salt problem.

The best people to combat the salt degradation of our land are the farmers. However, they
must be given the wherewithal to do it and the incentive to put in place those measures which
are so necessary to return the soil to its previous condition and to prevent further degradation.
Of coarse, this takes money and when anyone asks for assistance in this area some people are
quick to say that they are asking for handouts. It is not necessary for Governments to give
money directly to the people, but they could help in many other ways. One form of
assistance that could be given on a Federal level - I am sure the State Minister for Agriculture
will take notice of my comments. - is tax concessions which will enable farmers, to carry out
some of the necessary work, for example, fencing the area to keep the stock away. I am sure
the member for Greenough will agree that when an area is becoming poor one of the first
priorities is to keep the stock away from it. It is no use getting in front of the sheep and
making noises like a bag of oats because that will not work. The only effective method is by
fencing off the area; but, unfortunately, that costs a lot of money for which there is no
immediate financial return. In the last few years in particular farmers have faced an
economic climate which did not allow them to make a false move if they were to retain their
viability; therefore, it was not possible for them to spend money in areas in which there was
no immediate return. So it is necessary for the proper taxation concessions to be put in place
so that the benefits will return, not only to the farmer as the landowner, but also to Western
Australia as the true owner of the land-
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I ask the Minister to support that proposition, not only in association with this legislation, but
at every opportunity he gets. The fanner will do what is necessary but he must be given an
incentive and the wherewithal. A taxation concession is the best way I know of rnalking it
possible for the fanner to make the necessary changes in his farming management. Fencing
is only one aspect but it is particularly important, just as it is important to put in the banks to
which the member for Greenough referred. These measures must be introduced by people
who know how important it is but who sadly do not have the capital with which to do the
work. That is most important and, if the measure does go through, I am sure that very few
Canners will take unfair advantage of it. Most farmers love the land and the soil and they
want to leave it in a better state than it was when they began fanning. I left behind a legacy
to Western. Australia of a very weUl developed and weUl maintained property. I am happy to
say that the person who bought my property is carrying on in the same manner and it is a
pleasure to look at that land because he loves it so.
I am very pleased that the Opposition has bitten the bullet and stated that it is prepared to put
its money where its mouth is and make the necessary contribution in this area. I am sure the
Minister for Agriculture agrees with this step and will be prepared to make a similar
announcement. I hope he is. Unless some action is taken our farming land will become
wasteland.

In conclusion, this presents a tremendous opportunity for unemployed people - whether
young or old - to be put into the work force to plant trees throughout the agricultural and rural
areas, and in other areas devoid of such vegetation. Thiere is nothing as beautifu as a tree.
We ought to plant trees because the aesthetic appeal of such reforestation in rural areas is of
tremendous importance. It would not cost a great deal to do this when we consider the
advantages to the State and to our future generations. I believe these young people could be
gainfully employed as gangs of people going into rural areas to plant trees, with the help and
advice of the rural landholders. This may sound like a scheme which is way out. It may
sound a bit senile from a person who perhaps in the eyes of some has been here too long.
However, I am sure that many people in our community would agree with me that this would
be of tremendous benefit to Australia; it would improve our soil and stop a lot of the soil
erosion, particularly wind erosion, as referred to by the member for Greenough. I commend
my suggestion to the Minister and the Government to look at the possibility of having these
young people going out there in teams to plant trees where we have destroyed so many over
the last 100 years.
The comments I have made are not particularly along the lines of digging deeper banks or
shallower banks, or arguing about whether the banks work. We know that in some instances
a bank will work, but in other instances the deep drains - such as those the Minister no doubt
saw at Watheroo on the Scotts' property - work very well. It is horses for courses, and we
have to apply the technology which will work in a particular area. I am not saying that the
deep drains are better than the banks; they all have their place in the soil conservation
programs which we need to implement. It is most important that we have reforestation of
trees throughout the rural area because that would mean not only that some young people
would be gainfully employed but also that we would be putting in place an insurance policy
for our own heritage.

MR SCHELL (Mt Marshall) [3.04 pm]: The National Party joins with the Liberal Party in
supporting this Bill. Land degradation is one of the most serious problems facing agriculture
in this State today. [ will not go into a lot of detail about the situation in Western Australia
because the members for Greenough and Moore have preceded me in this debate and I do not
intend trying to match the colourful explanations given by the member for Moore.

I would like to emphasise that there are two factors which the Government should consider
seriously. The first is the effect of soil and land degradation on the economy of this State and
nation; the second is the expertise required to correct the situation and to stop any further
degradation to get us back onto the path of regenerating lost soils and land. The results of
soil and land degradation have a direct impact on the whole community through lost
production, thus reducing the agricultural output and curbing agricultural expansion. The
Government and the community must recognise that agriculture plays a major role in our
economy and that we need to spend money in this direction to ensure our future and the
future of agriculture. The Budget allocation of $244 000 in this area is a dismal expenditure
on behalf of the Government, bearing in mind the extent of the problem. I would like the
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Minister to point out to me and to ris Parliament how he intends to combat this problem and
to encourage the development of sail and land conservation groups on such a small budget.

For the reasons I have given, soil and land conservation must be recognised as the
responsibility of the whole communtity. We have the means, through the use of Government
allocations and taxpayers' money, for the whole community to play its part in curbing land
degradation and turning soil and land areas which have degenerated back into full production.
I come from an agricultural area, and I know that the majority of young farmers are aware of
this problem and that their actions, and those of the rural community, are the key to their
future. The Government should encourage them by providing the expertise and education to
bring out the potential of their concerns. I would like the Minister in his summing up on this
Bill to enlarge on that fact, and let us know in more detail what his Government intends to do
to provide the expertise and encouragement for young farmers and soil conservation groups
throughout the State to resolve the problem.

We have heard quite a lot from the member for Greenough and the member for Moore about
what can be achieved by some of the methods used in soil conservation. I have been
fortunate in that on my property this year, because of higher wool prices and the like, I have
been able to put some money back into the land. I have put in five kilometres of interceptor
banks and planted 1 000 trees. 1 did not expect to see improvements within the first season,
but I have. It has been a reasonably wet year, and the catching of the flow of water by the
interceptor banks has increased the productivity in one particular lupin crop on my property
by about 20 hectares. This land would have produced about a one or two bag crop, and it will
now produce a crop which is probably in excess of seven bags. So straight away I have been
able to see the benefit of the money I have spent. If we multiply many hundreds of times
what I have done throughout the State, bearing in mind that different soil types need to be
treated in different ways, as explained by the member for Moore, I believe we will start to see
the tide turn, and some of the soils and land we have lost through lack of knowledge of our
environment in past generations will be brought back into production.
I support the Bill and look forward to the Minister's comments.

MR MASLEN (Gascoyne) (3.08 pm]: I support the Bill and endorse the comments of the
members who spoke before me. However, I take a slightly different tack on this matter. As a
fourth generation member of a pastoral and fanning family, I am somewhat ashamed that
there is a requirement for legislation to protect our land, although I do believe such legislation
is necessary. The damage which has been done on a lot of farming and pastoral properties
occurred in the early years. The excuse for it was ignorance. These people went into areas
where the rainfall was not actually known. In some cases they went onto the land in good
seasons or following good seasons, and then put too much stock onto the land. When the
droughts came, the land suffered because in those days there was no such thing as transport
or other means of shifting the stock off the land. Unfortunately a great number of people in
the agricultural and pastoral sectors have not had the hindsight to benefit from this
experience. Consequently today, throughout the pastoral and fanning regions of this State
and, indeed, Australia we find people continuing to degrade the land in the hunt for the
mighty dollar, in many cases. I am pleased to say, however, that most of those guilty of this
process are not bona fide farmers or pastoralists.
In the matter of land degradation and soil conservation districts, I believe droughts have
aggravated much of the degradation of the earlier days, as have other natural phenomena such
as cyclone Herbie which passed through the Gascoyne and Murchison and into the goldfields
earlier this year, denuding the ground, uncovering the roots of trees, and also sarndblasting
much of the foliage. These natural phenomena, including bushfires, have happened on a 40
or 50 year cycle and are not the fault of any person, but those who have been around and
have enough experience to understand what they observe will see significant evidence of
natural phenomena having caused degradation of foliage throughout the countryside.
Consequently we must accept that there is a natural cycle which does in many cases
aggravate the situation and in some cases actually causes a change in the environment.
Cyclones and fires are the main culprits, and they are aggravated by droughts or prolonged
dry spells.

The thought of introducing incentives for looking after our heritage is, I think, wanting to eat
our cake and have it too, but I understand what people really are asking for If they are
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allowed to retain some of the earnings from their land to reinvest on a tax free basis it could
be deemed assistance rather than an incentive and would enable people either to return their
land to its pristine state or to make provision against further degradation.

I am. somewhat sceptic 'al of any legislation that seeks to bring in another bureaucracy - no
matter how small it may start off or how well meaning it may be - that will cost the taxpayer
money. At the moment we have the Soil Conservation Act, the Department of Agriculture
and the Department of Land Administration. I know that those two departments, as they
pertain directly to the pastoral industry with which I am familiar, have not done the job at all
since their inception. The rangeland division of the Department of Agriculture is making
some attempt nowadays, and in fact has came a long way. I endorse what it has done in the
last couple of years, but the Department of Land Administration arnd the Pastoral Board have
been worse than useless. I say that from some experience, having served on the Pastoral
Board at one stage under a Liberal Government, and also having suffered as a pastoralist at
the hands of the Pastoral Board under a Liberal Government and later under a Labor
Government. Therefore, I do not think any particular political party has been at fault. It is a
fact that nobody has been big enough to take the tiger by the tail and shake the fleas out of it.
I wanted to voice my fears of building another bureaucracy, or creating an opening for one. I
believe a total shakedown or perhaps the abolition of the Pastoral Board as it has existed in
the past would be a start, I suggest that the required powers be transferred to the rangeland
division of the Department of Agriculture, and that that department continue along its
new-found line whereby it uses not only the academic approach but also expertise that has
been gleaned through hard experience by people in the industry.

I support the Bill.

MVR HOUSE (Katanining-Roe) [3.16 pmn]: Most of the points I wished to raise have been
touched on by previous speakers so I will not take too much of the House's time.

Many of the problems created in agricultural and pastoral areas with regard to soil
degradation are a direct result of a decline in the general economics of farming. That has
come about because farmers with smaller holdings have tried to run too much stock, or to
overcrop their land, or to take measures such as not using enough fertiliser. and their land has
become generally run down. While they have battled to make a living off the land they have,
to use a term we use in our part of the world, thrashed the country to the extent that it is laid
bare, to wind and water erosion especially. I do not doubt for a minute that that is one of the
bases of the problems, and it is not due solely to farmers' lack of knowledge of what they are
doing or their lack of wanting to do something about it. In many cases it is due to the fact
that they have hung onto their properties for too long so that economically those properties
have not produced a living for the farmers and their families.

Many of the problems we have in our area stem from a series of dry years followed very
quickly this year by what I can only term an overly wet year. Many soil problems have
resulted, including wash where country has been blowing in years gone by. Fortunately in
the past few years we have established a number of soil conservation groups, which are to be
congratulated as they are self help groups. They have put into practice what they thought
ought to be done, with the help of the Department of Agriculture in every instance. They
have had some Government assistance and have been encouraged in every way, but largely
their success has been due to the fact that they are local people making local decisions about
local problems. Once again it has been an "encourage and help each other" system rather
than a "force people to do things" system and that is why it has worked so well. It is
absolutely essential these groups remain in the control of local people and are not dictated to
by bureaucrats sitting in an office far away from the problem.
Undoubtedly there is a lack of soil scientists in Western Australia to help these soil
conservation groups - people with the expertise to tell us exactly what is happening on the
land. For example, in my district different measures are used to combat the same problem.
To get rid of salt water some people drill holes to allow the water to come up out of the
ground and then channel it away to the creeks and rivers; others hold it on the property in
places where they can contain it. The method used depends on the topography of the land.
Many of these people are not certain what will be the end result. They are trying to solve the
problem and their hearts are in the right place, but the end result is as yet unknown.
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Over the years many arguments have taken place about the so-called Harry banks. In no case
is the argument valid because sometimes the banks work and in other places they do not. We
do not know why this is so. If we had more soil scientists to assist perhaps we would
understand., We must also increase tax incentives for farmers and an old saying in my area,
and used by the member for Moore, reminds us that the land is not given to us to own but to
improve for the next generation. The saying is a very valid one, If people receive only a 100
per cent tax deduction for improving and bringig country into production immediately, that
is not enough. If an extra incentive of 150 per cent deduction were given the benefit would
be definite for the next generation, whether for one's own family or some other family. I
remind the Minister that in the past a 150 per cent deduction was given to the film industry; if
it is good enough to encourage the 'film industry in that way, it is good enough to encourage
the agricultural industry in the same way.
In the late 1950s and early 1960s land was opened up for agriculture in the mallee districts of
Western Australia, the Esperance sand plains, the lake districts and pants of the great
southern. These releases of land should never have been made, and the land should never
have been cleared. Indeed, I go so far as to say that that land should be repurchased by the
Government over a period of time and reforested. In that way, at least, the land will not rum
to salt or wash away. In my electorate a large watercourse developed after the land was
cleared. The area is two or three miles wide and stretches for 20 to 30 miles; it is farmed in
the sense that it is cultivated and stock mun on it. Every year the area becomes more salty and
the soil is being washed away. The solution to that problem is, when it comes on the market,
for the Governent to purchase the land for reforestation. The fauit lies with the, previous
Government's releasing that land. I do not lay any great blame on that Government because
the problems were not as evident then as they are now. But we must take steps to make
corrections now. In that sense, the trend into agro forestry can be initiated without financial
loss to the Government over a long period.
I turn now to the soil conservation groups. Often in water catchment areas the people at the
bottom of the area who receive the end results of neighbours' problems, and who are
desperately trying to do something about that - such as putting in appropriate banks - do not
receive cooperation from neighbours. The neighbours do not take measures to alleviate the
problems in the area. This Bill covers that problem and I am pleased about that. Perhaps if
we cannot make those people cooperate we will have to force them to do so.

I am pleased to support this Hill, and I believe the time is fast approaching in Western
Australia when we will need to be more positive about our actions. Despite the progress over
the last five or six years we have only just begun to set up soil conservation groups and to
encourage the department to bring the problems to the attention of all people. We have a
long way to go. We need to make sure that farming remains profitable and that people are
encouraged to put money and resources back into the land. People should not be encouraged
to thrash the country, leaving nothing for future generations.

MR GRILL (Esperance-Dundas - Mintister for Agriculture) [3.25 pm]: I thank all members
for their generous support of this Bill which provides for the better admninistration of soil
conservation and for the more effective implementation of the 1982 Act.

In a recent paper put out by a Committee of the upper House under Hon David Wordsworth it
was said that the saltation of much of the territory in Western Australia was the AIDS of the
earth. That is a form of land degradation commnon in this State. It is not a problem peculiar
to Western Australia but certainly a problem we seem to have to a much greater degree here
than in other States. The language used by Mr Wordsworth in his Press statement to the
media was rather flor-id and I note that the Farmers Federation has taken objection to that
language. I have not taken such objection because, although the language may have been a
little sensational, I believe the problem needs to be underlined. If the language is florid, so be
it. The problem needs highlighting and we need to put more resources towards the problem.
In my view, in the view of the Commnonwealth Government and, I suspect, probably the view
of most people in this House, land degradation is the biggest environmental problem facing
Australians today. Envirornentalists have taken up many more glamorous and high profile
topics from time to time, such as the question of forests, but a proper analysis of the situation
reveals that the biggest problem relates to the earth and our soils - basically the soils which
we farm. We now have a Federal Government that recognises the problem and that is good
to see. Although we can all be critical from
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timne to time of the Federal Governiment in different arenas, in this jurisdiction the Federal
Government has been prepared to grasp the nettle and put up money.

Mr Stephens: How much has been put in?

Mr GRILL: A very substantial amount; for instance, the Federal Government finances over
half of the program in Western Australia today. It has indicated that another $10 million will
be put into the program almost immediately, and paid out over the next three years. In 1991,
I think, the Federal Government intends to have a year of soil conservation, followed by a
decade of soil conservation.

Mr Stephens: I asked the question because although I recognise what is being given. I feel
the Federal Government does not give this matter the appropriate priority. An amount of
$5 million has been spent on the landscaping of the new Parliament House; and $5 million to
the whole of Australia towards the problem of soil degradation. It has not taken the proper
perspective.

Mr GRILL: It may not have, but this is the first Federal Government to apply any real
resources to this problem; the first Federal Government to recognise the problem and decide
to do something concrete about it. In some respects the beginnings look small but at least the
beginnings are substantial. The Federal Government is now taking the problem very
seriously. The $10 million mentioned is an additional $10 million to the contribution made
annually to the problem. The Federal Government, as I have mentioned, now finances a very
large pant of the program against soil degradation in this State. Presently the State
Government spends about $7.2 milion in ts area. I am hopeful that over the next few years
the figure will increase dramatically.

The Liberal Opposition has indicated that if it were to come into Government in the future it
would apply a further $10 million to the problem. I congratulate the Opposition for making
that commitment. It will give us a target to aim at next year. In the present Budget and on
top of the $7.2 million which is allocated to the problem each year, the Government is
making available an additional $250 000 to soil conservation committees, to which most
members who have spoken this afternoon have referred. The soil conservation committees
set up in this State - about 90) in all - represent the best contribution that can be made towards
solving the problem. Two resources need to be applied to solving the problem of soil
degradation: First, the human resource and, secondly, the finances for the continuation of the
soil conservation districts programs. The conservation committees are composed almost
entirely of farmers and they represent the human resources fighting this problem. In 1982,
when the legislation was originally introduced into this Parliament, I think those people
responsible thought they would be doing well if 12 comittees were up and nunning at this
stage. We now have 90 of them and I appear to sign a new one into existence almost every
week. We are doing far better than we originally contemplated. The soil conservation and
the range land management sections of the Department of Agriculture are now starting to
come to grips with the problem.

Mr House: Don't you think that there is no overlapping with some of these groups?. They
work as individual units and do not realise the problems they are causing others down the
line.

Mr GRILL: I know that there is a realisation within the department that the committees need
to work on a catchment by catchment basis. That is the catchcry at this time. There is no
point in attacking the problem at the bottom of the catchrnent if the real problem is at the
head of the catchment. In that respect there will shortly be a unique form of cooperation
between the Western Australian Water Authority, the Department of Conservation and Land
Management and the Department of Agriculture in an attempt to rehabilitate a whole river
system; that system is to be the Denmark River.

Mr House: To that end do you agree to logging on the river and stream systems in the south
west?
Mr GRILL: One must rely on the advice of the experts in this field and they have indicated
to me and their relevant Minister that logging can be carried out without jeopardising water
quality.

Mr House: Why risk it?
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Mr GRILL: We have to rely on the advice from the experts. There are too many lay people
today who, for one reason or another - for personal benefit, for scare tactics, or simply to
make a name for themselves or further the cause of an environmental group - will say all
sonts of emotive things against the Department of Agriculture, the Environmental Protection
Authority, CALM and the dedicated scientists within the Health Department. It is time that
members in this House camne to the defence of what are very dedicated and hard working
professional officers and scientists within these departments. I have made speeches on this
theme at various public functions; we need to give these people more support. In particular,
we should give the EPA a lot more support. If there is a view shared by the conservation
movement and the public generally that the EPA is not a fair and impartial umpire, I do not
know who has been the fair and impartial umpire, and I do not know who we will turn to in
the future for a fair arid impartial decision. When some members feel tempted to be critical
of officers within the departments I have mentioned I suggest they think again because in the
final analysis we will rely on their veracity for the judgments we make.
Mr Wiese interjected.

Mr GRILL: Not at all. A lot of people want to knock them for many reasons. I would like
the member to dwell on that.

In this State the Canners have given enthusiastic and overwhelming support to the soil
conservation districts and committees. As a result, the commnittees are working successfuly -
they have been successful beyond all expectations.

I pay tribute to the farmers of this State who are coming to realise some of the problems
which have been created in the past in respect of improper and inappropriate farming
practices and who now believe they need to be at the forefront of the environmental
movement to rem-edy some of the problems that have been caused. The member for
Greenough spoke with some authority about specific instances which came within his
knowledge of management practices. I thank him for those remarks which indicated a depth
of experience. I do not know whether the formation of smaller groups, under the control of
soil conservation commnittees, is a wise move. Superficially, it seems to be attractive and I
will ask department officers to consider it. It does appear to be the right way to go.
I would support the proposition that moneys spent by farmers on soil conservation measures
should be 150 per cent tax deductable. In fact, I have written to the Federal Government on
this matter in the past. As yet, I have not been successful in having the Federal Government
approve a 150 per cent tax deduction in this regard but it has pointed out to me that a great
range of activities carried out by farmers today are, in fact, 100 per cent deductable and
farmers are not well enough aware of that fact. As members of Parliament we have a duty to
make them aware of that fact and that many of the practices in which they indulge today arid
which directly and indirectly are aimed at soil conservation are tax deductable. In most
cases, the planting of trees is tax deductable and I know that many farmers do not appreciate
that fact.

Mr Blaikie: It would be important if what you are talking about was available in a form of a
schedule.
Mr GRILL: There is such a schedule and I think we can give it same publicity.

Mr Reg Tubby: I think the idea of a 150 per cent deduction was to take care of the fact that
they receive 100 per cent now, plus a subsidy. They are looking at 1501 per cent as an
alternative. It would be a more attractive proposal than their receiving a subsidy.

Mr GRILL: The member is saying that it would be a more efficient mechanism and I accept
that. I have put similar arguments to the Federal Government, without success. It is a big
problem. However, we have a Commonwealth Government which accepts that soil
degradation is a problem and we will find a gradual change in its attitude in the future.
Certainly Senator Peter Cook, who has made it almost a personal campaign, will be receptive
and will take the message to some of his colleagues in Canberra.
In respect of the question raised by the member for Moore about renant vegetation, I
indicate that the Govertnent is keen to do something in that regard. Within a few weeks, the
Minister for Conservation and Land Management and I will take a submission to Cabinet
along those lines. We certainly need to do something in that respect and an emphasis needs
to be placed on it as soon as possible in the wheat belt areas. We can draw a distinction in
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some respects between the wheat belt areas and same of the heavily forested areas of the
south west.

The member for Moore suggested we put together teams of young people to plant trees. That
sounds like an attractive idea, but it is not an area in which I have a great deal of expertise.
We can probably discuss it with the Minister for Employment and Training.

Mr Reg Tubby: It is very expensive to protect trees from stock. The major cost lies in the
protection rather than in the planting of the trees.

Mr GRILL: That is another point that has to be taken into account.

Mr House: Some tree guards have been developed in Europe. However, if we brought them
into Australia they would attract sales tax, It would be a good idea if the sales tax were
removed from things of that sort.

Mr GRILL: That is a suggestion that could also work.

The member for Mt Marshall referred to the need to encourage young farmners to take
effective steps to care for their soil. The steps that we will take will be to put more scientists
into the field and to produce an effective policy for the protection of remnant vegetation.
Young farmers should be drawn into the expanded soil conservation districts and committees.
Perhaps we could also use the smaller groups mentioned by the member for Greenough.
The member for Gascoyne was his usual candid self when he presented his contribution to
the House. I congratulate him for it because we need to have some honesty in relation to the
problem. The problem has basically been caused by inappropriate farming and grazing
techniques in the past. In the grazing areas, most of the problems occurred more than three or
four decades ago. Nevertheless, the problem was man-made and we need to shoulder a lot of
the burden. We should admit that we made mistakes in the past. Nonetheless, as the member
pointed out, much of the problem in the grazing area now stems from absentee land holders.
For that reason, we need legislation. I believe the legislation will be more effective than the
1982 legislation which it will improve. I echo the words of the member for Gascoyne when I
say that I hope that we do not build up in the process an ineffective and top heavy
bureaucracy. We will keep out a weather eye for that.

The member for Katanning-Rue mentioned the success of the soil conservation commnittees. I
thank him for that. People involved in those committees need as much encouragement as we
can possibly give them. The member for Katanning-Roe was quite right when he said that
the committees were made up of local people and that the decisions were made locally. This
Bill actually gives more power and greater jurisdiction to the sail conservation committees.
That is something I would expect him to applaud.

The member for Katanning-Roe also called for more soil scientists. I indicate that we are
building up the number of soil scientists. There will. be some more recruits very shortly and
the numbers will build up over the next few months and years. He also mentioned
reforestation and buying back land that has been inappropriately farmed. No procedures for
that are in place at present. It is a problem we need to tackle. We tackled the problem in the
fishing industry by introducing buy back schemes. In time, we could well need to put such
buy back schemes in place in the rural industries. In the fishing industry, boats are bought
out of the industry by the Government; the taxpayer makes a contribution towards the fund,
as does the industry. We may well need to trm to the agricultural industries for a
contribution towards any buy back costs in due course. That will have to be thought about.

I think that covers the remarks made by the various members. I thank them for their support.
This Bill is a very worthwhile one indeed. I commend it to the House.

Question put and passed.

eil read a second time.
Third Reading

Leave granted to proceed forthwith to the third reading.

Bill read a third time, on motion by Mr Gril (Minister for Agriculture), and transmitted to the
Council.
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ELECTORAL AMENDMVENT BILL

Council's Amendments

Amendments made by the Council further considered from 30 August.

Committee
The Deputy Chainman of Committees (Dr Alexander) in the Chair; Mr Pearce (Minister for
Parliamentary and Electoral Reform) in charge of the Bill.

Progress was reported after amendment No 1 had been partially considered.

Mr PEARCE: Prior to the reporting of progress yesterday, I had moved that amendment No
1 made by the Council be not agreed to and spoke to that motion accordingly. The member
for Flareat had asked to have a discussion outside the Chamber before the matter was dealt
with and I agreed to that, but it came up on the Notice Paper yesterday a little more rapidly
than I had anticipated. I therefore agreed that the debate be adjourned for the purpose of
reporting progress so that the member for Floreat and I could have that discussion. We have
now had it. [ hope that the member for Floreat will not mind my saying that he asked me to
provide him with a copy of the legal opinion on which the Government was acting with
regard to the proposition that to move to accept the member for Floreat 's amendment would
involve us in a referendum and not just in a straight change to the Act. I said that I would
discuss with the Attorney General whether I could make that opinion available. I have no
difficulty in making it available, but it is not mine to cast around. I have not yet had an
opportunity to take up the matter with the Attorney General. Nevertheless, I would like to
see the Bill dealt with by the Chamber at present and I have undertaken to the member for
Flareat that he, the Deputy Leader of the National Party, and I will meet to discuss the
question of legal opinions and whether a referendum is really required before the matter is
reconsidered in another place. We have done that because we are all in agreement that we are
prepared to accept the amendments in substantial terms that the member for Rloreat seeks and
it is only a question of finding a way to get the process right, so that we do not find ourselves
in the position of enabling someone to challenge the validity of the whole election due to be
held in six months' time. We are very concerned about not having a technicality mnvalidate
the coming election. Everyone needs to be clear that the election being held will be legal.

Secondly, the Electoral Commission is anxious to have the rules clarified for this election so
that its preparation can be on the basis of certainty; that is why this Bill needs to be dealt with
expeditiously. I propose to put it through the Assembly today and to have further discussions
with the member for Floreat.

I have already given the member for Floreat and the Deputy Leader of the National Party an
undertaking that I am prepared to put this before the Chamber, and to hold a referendum on
these matters if the results of our discussion indicate that it is required. I hope that is
sufficient to convince the Chamber to continue with the Bill in the original form which does
all the things the Government set out to do, and to address the separate matters raised by the
member for Rloreat in separate legislation, if necessary.

Mr MENSAROS: As the Minister said, some discussions were held on this matter but,
without prolonging the debate, I wish to place on the record what we are dealing with. Of all
the Minister's comments, one point is not clear to me. We face a situation in which the
originally introduced Bill has been amended by the Legislative Council and the Minister is
proposing to disagree with those amendments. I understand the amendments are twofold.
One is a comparatively simple machinery amendment which proposes to allow the groups or
parties participating in the election to have sufficient time to organise the ticket they submit
to the Electoral Commission for the voting. With ticket voting - which can involve either
individuals or groups, but mainly involves groups - the political parties in the election have
the right to submit a ticket which will be the official how to vote card of that parry, The vote
of any person who votes for that ticket will be in accordance with the proposition of the party
concerned with regard to the first, second and third, etc, preferences. The original Act
contained a provision that the ticket had to be submitted 24 hours after the close of
nominations. The Opposition does not consider that time is sufficient for a party to officially
organise its ticket, because parties have to discuss these matters with various electoral
committees and candidates. Also, bearing in mind the huge size of the State, 24 hours is not
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considered sufficient time. The Opposition suggested that nominations should close on
Friday in which case, albeit that the 24 hour provision would remain, because of the two day
holiday the rickets could be submitted on Monday and the parties would have two or three
days for preparation.

The Government and the Electoral Commission did not oppose this proposition in principle
but the commnissioner claimed that~if that happened the aggregate time between the first writ
being issued and the holding of the poll would be extended. The Government is anxious to
keep the four week period, and said that although it would allow a longer period than 24
hours for submitting the ticket, the provision should not be made for nominations to close on
Friday. The Opposition did not disagree with that so long as the longer period is allowed.
The commissioner suggested that the nominations should close on Wednesday. To my best
understanding the Minister did not have adverse legal opinion and I do not know whether he
will want to incorporate that in the Bill by taking appropriate action either in this Chamber or
in another place. I ask the Minister whether that provision will be incorporated in this Bill by
the proper procedure.

Mr Pearce: I agree with the member's comments. Originally we discussed a 48 hour period
and I agreed with the proposition to close the nominations on Friday in the course of
parliamentary debate and in principle. However, I sought technical advice. I am prepared to
agree to the proposition that nominations should close a day earlier than previously proposed,
but I intended to use another Bill as the mechanism. I planned to introduce a separate
electoral amendment Bill which would do three things; the Opposition's two amendments
plus the referendum proposal.

Mr MENSAROS: I wonder why. If there is no disagreement. why not make the amendment
to this Bill?

Mr Pearce: We probably could but I want to get an amendment drafted by Parliamentary
Counsel. I think it would be easier to include the provision in another Bill rather than do it
on the rush. That happened in the Legislative Council and got us into trouble.
Mr MENSAROS: The Opposition would much prefer that the amendment be made to this
Bill, bearing in mind that there is no disagreement on the matter, and that legal opinion is not
against it. The Opposition accepts that the Friday closing day has some disadvantages, but if
the comnmissioner recommended that the closing day should be on another day and that 48
hours be allowed, that is acceptable. I do not think the drafting would create difficulties for
the Government, whether the amendment is made in this Commnittee or in another place.

Mr Pearce: I will have the drafting done before the Bill goes to the other place.

Mr MENSAROS: With regard to the second set of amendments, for various reasons which I
do not want to canvas again - but mainly because it was said that the invalid vote was
disproportionately high in the recent by-elections - the Governiment proposed to do away with
ticket voting in the Legislative Assembly. The Opposition agrees with this amendment
because its preferred position is not to have voting tickets. That opinion was expressed in the
original debate. If the voting ticket will nor be used for Legislative Assembly elections, but
the Government wants to retain tickets for Legislative Council elections - which the
Opposition thinks is superfluous - the Opposition suggests that we should give the smaller
parties the advantage of not having to decide to give all their preferences to one major party.
In the past some of the smaller parties were in the habit of printing how to vote cards on one
side with the preferences given to one party and on the other side with the preferences given
to another party. In other words, they split their official preferences. I would like that to be
done again with ticket voting, if that type of vote is absolutely necessary in the Government's
view. The Government has the numbers and it would be difficult to persuade the
Government that the ticket is not necessary, but it is more in the interests of electors to allow
them to express themselves in the way they choose. Although the Government agreed with
that position a legal opinion from Crown Law states that it cannot be done. I understand that
it is because a provision exists that the member shall be directly elected by the people.

Mr Pearce: That is right.

Mr MENSAROS: Secondly, because it was found that a one ticket situation does not
infringe this provision, the two or three ticket situation would infringe it. I ask the Minister
to obtain this legal opinion because I could not find which provision asks for a direct chokce.
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Mr Pearce: It is in the Western Australian Constitution.

Mr MENSAROS: Could the Minister point to the section? It is definitely in the
Commonwealth Constitution. During the time the Minister looks for it, I would lie to tell
the Chamber that section 7 of the Commonwealth Constitution provides that -

The Senate shall be composed of senators for each State, directly chosen by the
people of the State.. .

(The member's time expired.]

Mr STEPHENS: The member for Floreat has raised an exceedingly good point and one
supported by the National Party, in the original Bill we went along with ticket voting in the
Assembly because it was our understanding that the Federal Governmuent was going to
introduce the same sort of ticket voting for the House of Representatives and we believed that
on the basis of uniformity it was desirable to do so. However, it is now evident that that will
not be the case, so it is desirable that we also revert to the normal preferential voting in the
Assembly. Ticket voting is being retained in the Senate and for the sake of uniformity, I
believe it is desirable to also retain ticket voting in our Council, bearing in mind it is
reasonable to assume that under the proportional representation system, there will be more
candidates involved than have been involved previously. Those parties wishing to give
voters an alternative way of directing their preferences should be taken into consideration.

The member for Floreat brought this matter to the notice of the Chamber, but it was not
accepted in this place; however, the Council did accept his point of view, which is supported
by the National Party. We understand the Government's problems with this amendment. I
amn not a legally qualified person and would not be in a position to judge whether the Crown
Law opinion is reasonable, but it would be unfortunate if we were to hold an election, which
was subsequently challenged and the challenge was upheld, and we had to go through the
ritual of a second election. I doubt whether having a second election in the space of about six
weeks would produce a different result from that in the first election but it would involve a
tremendous cost to the people. Therefore, if the Government could promise us that it will
introduce legislation requiring a referendum to be held at the next election, we would look
favourably on agreeing to insist on the Legislative Assembly's original position being
maintained.

Mr MENSAROS: I thank the Deputy Leader of the National Party for his contribution to the
debate, which enables me to continue and to conclude my argument. I was saying that
sect ion 7 of the Commonwealth Constitution provides for a direct choice by the people to
elect senators. There is, however, section 9 which provides that Parliament may make laws
prescribing the method of choosing senators. It is being argued that because of this section 9
the Federal Government is able to fill casual vacancies in the Senate not by direct choice of
the people but by chokce of the parties. I do not agree with this because I do not think the
method which the Federal Parliament can prescribe for choosing senators can diminish the
main provision in section 7 which says that senators should be directly chosen. So I suggest
with all due respect that a person who challenged the Federal Senate elections might well
succeed because the senator being elected to fill the casual vacancy is not being directly
elected by the people. The same applies to ticket voting.

To come back to our situation, I would say that without seeing the legal opinion - and I could
not find it in the Constitution - even if there is a provision that members should be directly
elected, I do not see by what logic one could say that one voting ticket equals a direct choice
or a direct election by the people but two or three voting ticket alternatives does not mean
that. I cannot see how that is established because it does not seem logical to me. Once we
accept one voting ticket, that is not in itself a direct choice, let alone the fact that it exists in
the Senate, and based on my previous argument it would not be legal in the Senate either.

I would like to resume our preferred situation. I took the liberty of talking about both points
because I actually started with the second point. We would like to see the legal opinion, as I
said before, and would lie to see the Government accept multiple ticket voting for the
Council. If that is not possible, our second preferred position would be for the Council. and
the Assembly to have no ticket voting. Our third preferred position is to retain the single
ticket voting in the Council and no ticket voting in the Assembly. However, we would very
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much insist that the amendment regarding the longer term between the closing of
nominations and the submission of the ticket to the Electoral Commissioner should be
incorporated in this Bill.
The next step regarding the future Bill is to our mind not particularly important because if the
Minister introduces another Bill in order to satisfy the legal opinion and in order to have a
referendum for multiple ticket voting in the Legislative Council, that would apply only to the
election following the next election. As!I said to the Minister privately, it is no secret that if
one or the other of the major panties wins the election by a majority, and possibly in both
Houses of Parliament, it is then very likely - because our views regarding the matter of
electoral reform are so different - that that party would further amend or restore certain
provisions, not exactly as they were but based on a different principle, and therefore that
legislation would apply in four years' time; so I cannot see that as being necessary. If the
Minister says that that should be part of the exercise, we would be entitled to say, first, let us
have the legal opinion, and secondly, let us have the Bill. The Electoral Commissioner told
me privately that it would be no problem to draft the Bill; we could have it within a very
short rime. He admitted that although it was not his decision but the Minister's decision, he
could see the logic of insisting on seeing the Bill that we had agreed to. With due respect to
the Minister - and I do not blame him - he must admit that he undertook to me privately to do
a lot of things, but he had to come back the next day and say to me that he could not do them
because the Attorney General, his party or Cabinet did not accept it.
I understand that, but he should equally understand that in the circumstances we are entitled
to say that this is his undertaking but we want to see the legal opinion and possibly be able to
make a reply to it. We would like to see the Bill which is proposed to be introduced, and in
any event we would like to have the alteration for the extension of the 24 hours in this Bill. I
do not think that would cause any difficulty. With regard to the legal opinion, I could not see
the argument of the Attorney General that it is confidential.

Mr Pearce: The Attorney General didn't say it was confidential. What I said was that when I
raised the matter of the legal opinion with my officers this morning they pointed out to me
that it wasn't my legal opinion but the Attorney General's legal opinion, and I haven't had an
opportunity today to speak with the Attorney General.

Mr MENSAROS: All right, but just in case that is the verdict, I cannot understand that.
Quite obviously a legal opinion would not have any value if the Minister said, "I have a legal
opinion. I will not show it to anyone but you must accept it and this will be the
consequence." A legal opinion is only of value if it is published and everyone can see for
themselves that it contains valid legal arguments which should be accepted, or alternatively
they can argue against it and bring up more valid arguments.
That is our position: We would like to see the Bill passed even if both amendments are
amended, but remain in the same spirit. If it is not possible in connection with the voting
ticket then at least we would like to see tabled the Bill which will be introduced. We would
also like to see the legal opinion so we can have a considered opinion about it and make up
our own minds.

Mr PEARCE: The member for Floreat sought some constitutional advice. I am not a
constitutional lawyer but the Clerk is a bit sharper than I am in this regard and he pointed out
to me that in part VII section 73(2) of the Constitution it says -

(2) A Bill that -
(c) expressly or impliedly provides that the Legislative Council or the

Legislative Assembly shall be composed of members other than
members chosen directly by the people;

That is the direct election provision, which requires a referendum. Further on it says it must
be passed by an absolute majority of both Houses and requires a referendum. That is the
basis on which this discussion is being held.

I suppose the logic of the legal opinion - if one can talk about logic and law without being
automatically contradictory - would be that if, for example, a single ticket were to be put out
by a party, that ticket would be published by that party in the same way that parties hand out
how to vote cards at the present time. An elector who ticks, say, the Democrats' box knows
the ticket he or she is following. When they tick it they know precisely what they are voting
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for. On the basis of two, three, four or more tickets an allocation of a percentage would be
made. For instance, if the Democrats were to put up three tickets, one third of the ticket
would be allocated in one way, a third another way and the remaining third a third way; so an
individual voter would not know which voting ticket he was following.

Mr Stephens: But they would still be chosen directly by the people.

Mr PEARCE: I am just pointing out the logic of it, if one can talk about the law as being
logical. I have no personal problem in providing the legal opinion but, as I have pointed out,
it is not my legal opinion. The crucial point about the legal opinion is not what is in it. One
might get another legal opinion which says something different. My guess is that if we
obtained six legal opinions we would get six different views about what might be the fact of
the legislation. The wonry about the legal opinion is that there are clearly grounds for
challenge of the election. Even if we got 10 other legal opinions to say that the Solicitor
General's legal opinion was wrong, anybody could go to the court on the basis of that view
and challenge the election, and the court would decide whose legal opinion was right.

The worry in that is that the election might not be validly held. No matter how many legal
opinions we obtain to say that it will be validly held, if that doubt exists somebody could go
to a court afterwards and get the court to rule. Then we would have a situation whereby the
whole State would come to a halt while the court decided who had won the election, whether
a proper election had been held or whether we shouldhave another one. That is the kind of
hiatus which would be very damaging to our economy and to confidence in the stability of
our political institutions, and it is the kind of thing we would not want.

The reason I am taking the legislation through now despite the talk about the legal opinion is
that, in a sense, it does not matter if the member for Floreat can get a different or a better
legal opinion. The fact that there are different legal opinions on the matter only serves to
emphasise the fact that a challenge to the election would be possible. We must play on the
safe and cautious side and not do anything which could lead to such a challenge to the
election being mounted. I am happy to talk to the Attorney General about providing the
member with the legal opinion and I am happy to have his views on that legal opinion, or the
views of any of his lawyer friends on that legal opinion; but the fact that there are differing
legal opinions leaves open the possibility of challenge and that is not something the
Government is prepared to contemplate.

Mr MENSAROS: Mr Deputy Chairman -

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Dr Alexander): Order! I point out that the member for Floreat
already has spoken three times on this amendment, once last night and twice this afternoon.
Question put and passed; the Council's amendment not agreed to.

Mr PEARCE: I move -

That amendment No 2 made by the Council be not agreed to.

In so moving, I have agreed and have instructed the Electoral Commission that it is to draw
up amendments to the legislation which would have the effect of doing what the member for
Floreat is asking; that is, to have a 48 hour period between the close of nominations and the
time at which the voting ticket must be registered with the Commission to give panties time to
consult on the allocation of preferences. The proposal is to do that by taking a day off the
nominating period; so the period between the issue of the writs and the close of nominations
would be one day less than is the case under the current legislation, and that extra day would
go to the 48 hour period before the tickets have to be lodged. The reason I have done that is
that the only alternative, effectively, is to take the time off the amount of time available for
postal votes.

Having agreed to that, we need an amendment different from the one which was made by the
Legislative Council, which was to anchor the close of nomination dates to a Friday. That has
all sots of practical problems so we ought not to agree to the amendment. If the member for
Floreat can talk to his colleagues in the National Party in another place and make them insist
on that amendment in the revised form, I will accept it when it comes back, but my offer is to
put this provision into the extra electoral Bill which I have already undertaken to bring
forward in order to carry the two constitutional referendum matters. My preference would be
to wrap up this Bill now and deal with the other Bill in a week or two when we bring it in. I
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agree in principle to the proposition but the form of words in this amendment by the
Legislative Council will create imrmense practical problems.

Mr MENSAROS: Mr Deputy Chairman, I am sorry that you had to rule that I had spoken
three times on the first amendment. I thought I only said a sentence the other day. I say this
now so that this fact appears in Mansard because otherwise your ruling would probably not
appear in Mansard.
The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Dr Alexander): Order! The ruling has been made and is not to
be contested.
Mr MENSAROS: That is all right; I only wanted to ensure that it appeared in Mansard.
What I wished to say on that previous occasion was that the fact that we do not divide the
House or shout no does not mean our opinion has changed from what I hope I have clearly
made out. I think the Minister will understand that our position still is that even this point
regarding the time allowed for submitting the tickets should be incorporated in this Bill. I
cannot see any difficulty in that, and I was advised by the Electoral Commissioner - together
with the Leader of the Opposition in another place when we had a conference so that he was
able to brief us, which we appreciate - that there is absolutely no difficulty in having any
appropriate, acceptable amendment in this Bill.

Therefore I would like to prevail upon the Minister that - despite the fact that we will not
divide the House now, which would not achieve anything practical - we would like him to
incorporate at least that provision in this Bill, in which case I understand the Bill would end
up with a single voting ticket in the Legislative Council and no ticket in the Assembly as one
side of it, and with a 48 hour leeway between the close of nominations and the submission of
the tickets. That would be in this Bill and the rest of it would be handled differently.
Mr STEPHENS: The member for Floreat has clearly outlined the situation. The National
Party supports his point of view. We now have 48 hours to include preferences and instead
of seven days we will have six days to nominate. When this matter returns to the other
Chamber, will an amendment along those lines be inserted?
Mr PEARCE: I do not know whether this will occur; perhaps this will go to a Conference of
Managers. Whatever the procedure I am happy for this matter to be dealt with so that this
Bill will apply before the election.

Mr STEPHENS: I make the point that we can make requests of National Party members in
the Legislative Council but we cannot direct it; certainly the requests would be along those
lines.

Question put and passed.
Report, etc.

Resolutions reported and the report adopted.

A committee consisting of Mr Mensaros, Mr Stephens, and Mr Pearce (Leader of the House)
drew up reasons for not agreeing to amendments Nos I and 2 made by the Council.
Reasons adopted and a message accordingly returned to the Council.

OFFICIAL CORRUPTION COMMISSION BILL
Second Reading

Debate resumed from 23 June.

MR GRILL (Esperance-Dundas - Minister for Agriculture) [4.29 pm]: This Bill was
introduced by the Opposition on the basis that the Opposition felt the public had a perception
of corruption within Western Australian public offices. The Government does not share the
Opposition's view that any corruption exists in the Public Service of Western Australia or
within the parliamentary process in Western Australia. Having said that, I would like to
demonstrate that the Government has nothing to hide; that the Government is completely
open in respect of this matter; that the Government would welcome further scrutiny of its
activities at every level -

Mr Hassell: We have seen how open you have been. We have seen how many questions you
have answered!
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Mr GRILL: We are prepared to agree with the broad thrust of this piece of legislation which
is before the House. The Premier has already indicated, by public Press release, that the
Government is prepared to go along with the broad thrust of this legislation. In fact, we are
prepared to go further. We are prepared to accept this legislation with some safeguards. Thie
legislation is not objectionable to the Government, but it feels there should be built into the
legislation some safeguards against false and malicious reports of corruption. I say
evenhandedly that in our society today parliamentarians are easy targets for rumour and
scuttlebutt, and for people who want to make outrageous allegations. The Government does
not want to prevent people from making allegations against Government officials,
parliamentarians or members of the Government where there is appropriate cause, but it feels
that those members of the Public Service, parliamentarians and members of the Government
deserve some protection against false and malicious reports. They are easy to raise and I am
sure all members would agree that at times they are hard to expunge. The Government is of
the opinion that there should be mechanisms within this legislation to protect the innocent
against the type of allegations which all too easily can be made from time to time.
The decision to support this legislation was recently made at the last meeting of Cabinet. It
was agreed at that time that the Attorney General should put together some appropriate
amendments for incorporation in the legislation introduced by the member for Floreat in
order to prevent the false and malicious defaming of public servants. To date. the Crown
Law Department has not put those amendments together. I would have preferred that this
debate be deferred, but when the proposition was put to the Leader of the Opposition he said
that his boys warned to debate the matter today. The Government is prepared to go along
with the debate although, on occasions, when I have been requested - I am requested quite
often - by members opposite to defer debate on particular legislation to allow them to better
prepare themselves or to put forward amendments I have always agreed. Not once have I
knocked back the Opposition's requests. However, the Opposition wants to proceed with
this debate today even though the Government is not ready. The Government is of the
opinion that an adjournment is appropriate and I indicate to the Opposition that if the
Government wanted to use the rules of the House this piece of legislation could be quashed
immediately because it does not comply with the rules of the House. It does not have
attached to it an appropriate Message. It is a Bill which will, in due course, entail the
expenditure of Crown funds.

Mr Mensaros:. Have a look at clause 2.

Mr Pearce: It requires a Message and you know that perfectly well.

Mr GRILL: It requires a Message and the Government has a ruling on it, but it is nor taking
advantage of that technicality.

Mr Hassell; Are you providing a Message?

Mr Pearce: If the amendments are agreed to we will accept the Bill and provide a Message.

Mr Macinnon: What amendments?

Mr Pearce: Haven't you been listening.

Mr Macinnon: You have read the Bill - it is covered.

Speaker's Ruling

The SPEAKER: Order! Perhaps this is an error on my part and prior to the debate on this
Bill I should have looked more closely at the issue to determine whether a Message was
required. I am loathe to take this action in the middle of a Minister's speech, but if I do not
and I allow the Minister to continue, I feel that I might be taking the wrong action. Had I
realised before the Minister rose to speak that there was a problem, or may have been a
problem, in respect of a Message I would have suggested an alternative course of action.

I will be guided by the House, but at the moment I feel quite strongly that it is necessary for
me to say that this matter should go to the foot of the Notice Paper until such time as I have
investigated whether a Message is required for it. If the House considers that is an
inappropriate ruling it has a course of action to take.

Points of Order
Mr MENSAROS: Mr Speaker, -
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The SPEAKER: I know I am being presumptuous, but I am not prepared to have chat ruling
or any other nulings canvassed. Other actions can be taken. If the member has a point of
order about same other matter, that is fine. On this occasion I will listen to the point of order.

Mr MENSAROS: Mr Speaker, you said in your ruling - if it was a ruling - which I did not
understand, that you would make it subject to the will of the House. You cannot ascertain the
will of the House in any other way except to listen to what members have to say. If that
opportunity is not given to members the only option they have is to disagree with your ruling,
which they do not want to do.

The SPEAKER: I will make it clear: My concern was not that I should cause the Bill to be
placed at the end of the Notice Paper, but whether I should interrupt the Minister's speech or
wait until he had finished. It was my view that as he had raised the point at the beginning of
his speech he may have well used the time allotted to him to canvass that matter rather than
the matters more relevant to the Bill. In my view it is far more appropriate for the Bill to be
put at the end of the Notice Paper, as it should have been prior to the Minister rising to speak,
to allow time for me to consider whether it required a Message. If, at that time I consider it
does not it can be properly debated. I am not worried about that pant of the ruling. The point
that concerned me was interrupting the Minister in the middle of his speech and that is the
point on which I felt I may need the guidance of the House.

Mr HASSELL; I will raise two points. First, the Minister mentioned the matter of the
Message only in the context of specifically making it clear that the Governmnent was not
taking that point. I understand that you, Mr Speaker, have a duty to the Constitution and to
the Standing Orders that is beyond anything to which we might agree across the House.
However, the Minister was making the point very clearly that the House wanted to debate the
Bill and the Government agreed to it. I wondered perhaps whether you, Mr Speaker, had
thought that the Minister was referring to the need for a Message, whereas he was making the
point that he did not want chat point taken.

On the other matter of the point of substance that you are suggesting that the Bill be placed at
the bottom of the Notice Paper until you make a ruling, I do not know whether we should be
making submissions to you now about that ruling or whether you want that done privately. I
would have thought it appropriate to make submissions in the House in the presence of other
members as to what that ruling should be. In that connection I draw to your attention clause
2(2) of the Bill which has been included very deliberately by the member for Floreat, who
introduced the Bill, as a means of ensuring that the Bill might be debated even though a
Message is not provided. It is highly relevant to the issue that you have to consider.

On a third point, could you be given some advice so that the will of the House may be
satisfied? It is very clear that the Government is prepared to debate the Bill because of its
decision in relation to the substance of it - given that the Government will move its
amendments - and the Opposition desires to debate the Bill. Can some way be found?

Mr PEARCE: I refer to the suggestion the Government made to the Opposition in the first
place; that is, if the concern is to pass the legislation and not conduct a political stunt, the
Governiment will attend to the provision of a Message and that will make it possible for the
debate to take place. The Message will be made available at the same time as the
amendments which are necessary to provide the safeguards to which the Minister for
Agriculture referred. With regard to your ruling, Mr Speaker, I will attend to the provision of
a Message and the matter can be debated at that time.

The SPEAKER: We have to resolve the matter in some way and obviously no-one wants to
take a course of action which will prevent debate on this matter. I shall perhaps give a ruling
later in the day that will facilitate debate. At this time my ruling that the Bill be placed at the
bottom of the Notice Paper while I deternirne whether or not it needs a Message, is
appropriate.

Mr MacKINNON: I seek some clarification. I am concerned that the Bill has been on the
Notice Paper since 23 June. A similar Bill that required a Message was introduced on 15
June and was put at the bottom of the Notice Paper for the same reason.

Mr Pearce: That is not getting a Message, I can tell you now.

Mr MacKINNON: I thought the Leader of the House supported that principle too. How can
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the Opposition sensibly handle the legislation it brings to the Parliament if the rule is not
made until the Bill is debated? It seems unfair. I ask for your guidance, Mr Speaker. How
can the Opposition handle these Bills? It has been available to the Parliament for a couple of
months, we have not sought to frustrate the House, the Bill has been on the Notice Paper for
all to see every clause in the proper way. Now that we want to debate the Bill we are
prevented from doing so.

Mr Pearce: You have made no approach for a Message.

Mr MacKINNON: As the member for Cottesloe indicated, we did not believe a Message was
needed, and the member for Floreat drafted the Bill accordingly.

The SPEAKER: I take the point made by the Leader of the Opposition, but by the same
token I think he is asking that I read in detail every Bill that comes before the House before it
hits the deck. The Leader of the Opposition knows that would be an extremely difficult, if
not impossible, task. I realise that the Bill has been on the Notice Paper for some time and
perhaps I made an error by not examining it in more detail before today. I have given an
undertaking to assess the matter as quickly as possible and it may be that at a later stage of
today's sitting I can give a ruling on the matter. That is my intention at this stage, but I do
not want to make a firm commitment because I want to look at the matter very closely.

Debate Resumed
Debate thus adjourned.

CRIMINAL CODE AMENDMENT BILL

Second Reading

MR HOUSE (Katanning-Roe) [4.46 pm]: I move -

That the Bill be now read a second time.

When the Government announced its new law and order package it heralded a significant
change in direction. The Government had finally adopted the sort of approach that the
National Party and, more recently, the Liberal Party have been advocating for years; that is,
greater community and family involvement in crime prevention. It is appropriate to note that,
in general terms, the law and order policies of all three parties are probably closer now than
they have been for a long time. That bodes well for a more positive onslaught on the crime
rate.

I am happy to applaud the Minister for Police and Emergency Services who has been
prepared to adopt a commonsense approach to the issues. I am also happy to applaud the
decision of the Leader of the National Party to take an active role in the promotion of what is,
more or less, the policy that we have been pushing for years. Of course, it is unlikely that all
of us will agree on the fine print of the Government's new law and order package, but the
general thrust of the package is right.

Consistent with the overall direction of the law and order package, this Bill deals with the
legislative restraints on persons who act to defend their property. Most members will be
aware that currently section 244 of the Criminal Code providing for the defence of one's
home is far wider than other sections relating to the protection of property. In the defence of
his home a person may use -

... such force as he believes, on reasonable grounds, to be necessary in order to
prevent the forceable breaking and entering of the dwelling-house ..

That force is qualified by what is reasonable and necessary in order to defend the home. It
does not limit that force by the condition that it does not cause bodily hairn. In the defence of
other property the use of force is limited by the condition that the person defending the
property does not cause bodily harm to the person committing the offence, as well as the
proviso that the force is both reasonable and necessary. The first and main purpose of this
Bill is to remove the condition that the force does not cause bodily harm. It is intended to
amend the Criminal Code so that a person who is legitimately and reasonably defending his
property can do so without the fear that he may face a more serious charge than the person
against whom he is defending the property. At present a person defending his property may
use force that any court would uphold as reasonable and appropriate and yet, if the
wrongdoer suffers bodily harm, he may find himself on a serious charge.
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I refer briefly to a recent example of a person who acted reasonably in the defence of his
property and ended up in court on a serious assault charge. This person is an agricultural
contractor who lives a little way out of a country town. Because of the nature of his business
his wife and children are often in the house on their own at nights. Whenever he was away
some of the local youngsters sought the opportunity to help themnselves to fuel and tools from
his shed. On one occasion they intimidated his wife and children. On another occasion, the
person I have mentioned was at home, but his vehicle was elsewhere. The offending youths
came for their regular theft of fuel and were not expecting him to be at home. They went
about their criminal activities without a care in the world. The man, as members will
understand, decided that the appropriate action was not only to frighten the thieves off, but
also to ensure that they would not return in future when he was away on business again. I
point out to members that when thai man decided to defend his property it was dark outside,
he had no idea how many thieves there were, and he knew that on a previous occasion they
had been armed and had threatened his family. I doubt that any member of this House would
say chat the action he took to defend his property was either unreasonable or unnecessary. He
fired a shotgun in the air, aiming well away from the thieves, but unfortunately one bullet
ricocheted off something and hit one of the thieves. He never intended to cause bodily harm
and used the gun purely to frighten the youths. That person was charged with assault. Some
of the charges against the thieves were dropped, and minor penalties were handed down for
other charges against them. That is one example. There are others, and I am sure that most
members, as a result of their constituency work, have sintilar tales to tell. This is a serious
problem. The distinction made by the Criminal Code between the home and other property
causes unnecessary confusion. How are people, faced with making an on the spot decision
about using force to defend their property, supposed to consider all the finer points of the
definition of the home and other property?

I would like to stress, so that it is clearly understood, that if this Bill succeeds, the use of
physical force in the defence of property will still be subject to the condition that such force
is both necessary and reasonable in the circumstances. It would not encourage, I hope, a
gung ho approach to the defence of property.

The second purpose of the Bill is to include, in the description of persons who may use
reasonable and necessary force in the defence of property, any person who genuinely is
helping in the defence of that property. Finially, the Bill proposes a new section 255(a)
dealing with the anticipation of an assault against a person's property. Members will note
that it is proposed that the use of force in such circumstances is limited by the proviso that it
is not intended to do bodily harm, as well as the condition that it is both reasonable and
necessary. The Bill is designed to protect people who act in good faith in the defence of their
property. Cases such as the one I have outlined serve to encourage people to take little or no
action to defend their own property. The thrust of the new law and order package is
supposed to encourage people to take more action in the defence of their property. Once
again I stress that this Bill in no way alters the requirement that any force used in the defence
of property must be both reasonable and necessary; but the proviso that currently applies to
property other than the home places an unreasonable limitation on us all.

I commend the Bill to the House.

Debate adjourned, on motion by Mrs Buchanan.

MINING AMENDMENT BILL

Second Reading
MR HOUSE (Katanning-Roe) [4.54 pm]: I move -

That the Bill be now read a second time.

The purpose of this Bill is to insert into the Mining Act a minor amendment relating to the
relationship between the owner of an exploration permit and the private land holder. As
many members are aware, this relationship is, in most cases, satisfactory. However, from
time to time there arc difficulties. Some of those difficulties occur because the relationship
between the parties gets off on the wrong foot. As a matter of courtesy a person holding an
exploration permit should make every reasonable endeavour to meet the landowner before
exploring the property. The effect of section 31 of the Mining Act in a case where the
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private land is a farm is that the bolder of the permit has to call in at the house. If the owner
is home the permit balder gives him a copy of the permit. If na-one is home the permit
holder must leave a copy of the permit in a prominent place. Invariably it is stuck on the
door. The Act does not require permit holders to rake reasonable steps to make personal
contact with the owner on that first visit. It is important that, where possible, that initial visit
is a personal contact, as it provides the opportunity for both parties to come to a mutually
acceptable understanding about practical matters such as the layout of the farm, which gates
should be used, where the permit holder's vehicle might get bogged, and so on. If the
landowner's first contact with the pennit holder is via a notice stuck to his door, it can lead to
unnecessary misunderstandings which may then get out of all proportion. It is not my
intention to insert a formal provision requiring that permit holders rake all reasonable steps to
make personal contact with the landowner on the first visit. That may have the effect of
putting unreasonable hurdles in the way of the permit holder. The purpose of this Bill is
simply to require that the first entry to private land by a holder of an exploration permit is
during reasonable hours. My proposal is that it should be between the hours of 9.00 am anl
6.00 pm on weekdays. The intention is to increase the likelihood of someone being at home
when the permit holder calls in.

Mr Speaker, the problems that have caused me to introduce this Bill are not widespread, but
they are real. This Bill will not address all the problems that can and do arise from time to
time between private landowners and exploration permit holders. It deals with one important
aspect and, if successful, will help create a more cordial relationship between landowners and
exploration permit holders. For that reason, the Bill is worth supporting.

I commend the Bill to the House.

Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr Thomas.

STANDING ORDERS SUSPENSION
No 178

MR MENSAROS (Floreat) j4.57 pm]: I move -

That in order to oblige the Hon Premier, who said on August 23rd, during the debate
on a matter of Public Interest, that 'Instead of inviting this House to have a general
debate about everyone of the four questions (of the Referendum) the Opposition has
focused on one issue only", Standing Order 178 be suspended to enable me to move
and for the House to subsequently debate on the same day of sinting, a motion dealing
with the forthcoming referendum.

Mr Penrce: Before you go on, we are quite happy to give you the suspension of Standing
Orders which you require in order to get the substantive motion before the House, rather than
spend time debating the suspension.

Question put and passed.

MOTION
Constitutional Altreration -Referendum

MR MENSAROS (Floreat) [5.00 pmn]: I move -

This House views with grave concern the aim of the Commonwealth Governiment -

(a) to reduce the State's influence on Federal legislation by weakening the Senate
as a State House;

(b) to severely restrict and take over some of the powers and responsibilities of
the people of the sovereign State of Western Australia;

(c) to weaken the structure of local government by extending Commonwealth
jurisdiction over it; and

(d) to restrict rather than extend some of the inherent rights of individuals by
subjecting them to interpretation by the High Court;

through the proposed amendments to the Constitution, which are misleadingly
represented in the September 3rd Referendum questions designed to fraudulently
obtain a 'Yes' vote from deliberately misinformed voters.
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This House therefore condemns the Federal Government's actions and directs the
Government to make strong representation with the Commonwealth Government to
withdraw the referendum questions.

We do not want to take a tremendous amount of time on this, but 1 would like to concentrate
on question 1, and particularly on question 2. Dealing with question 2, 1 would like the
Minister to note what I am saying, because it will be something entirely novel which has not
come up before in the debate on the referendum; it will have something to do with the
Government's policy and decisions.

I would first like to dwell on the characteristics of this referendum question, which, to my
mind, are twofold. The first and main characteristic is that it fraudulently extracts
amendments from the people of Australia. That fact comes home to people slowly. When
the amendments were originally proposed, before a dare was set for the referendum, it was
claimed by various public opinion polls that the electors of Australia were overwhelmingly in
favour of these amendments. When it was brought home to the people how deceptive these
questions are, albeit with very little cooperation from the media, the public opinion polls
started to go the other way. Not only do the questions not express what is being asked of the
people of Australia, but also they are telling half-truths and leaving the other half unsaid.
They are sugar coated to the extent that if these questions were put in the atmosphere of
private enterprise, where they would be subject to competing companies, surely they would
gravely offend against any trade practice Act, or any legislation of a State or the
Commonwealth. which requires fair dealing between individual participants. But because this
comes from the Government, it goes unpunished, except that the Government even violated
its own legislation. This came out when the Federal Opposition queried in court the
Government's action regarding the advertisement, and the cowrt found it had transgressed its
own legislation.

Every question has a hidden agenda behind it; every question is really a confidence trick.
That is the first characteristic of the referendum. The second characteristic, which has been
emphasised and to which people will wake up slowly, is the power to be held by Canberra in
every one of the four questions, directly or indirectly. This is not unusual; it goes on under
every Government of whatever colour, and it is going on in every federation.

If one is interested in the Constitution - unfortunately the people in Australia are not because
none of the schools makes it its business to teach something about the Constitution, whereas
in the United States even primary school children know about it and are proud of their
Constitution. The first reading, and possibly the best ever written, about the Constitution
consists of the four lectures of Sir Robert Menzies at the University of West Virginia after he
retired. In those lectures Sir Robert said that every federation has a centripetal power
working, meaning the opposite of centrifugal force. The power collects towards the centre,
so there is nothing unusual in this power grab. It is the first characteristic of the hidden
agenda behind the questions.

In the First question, the people are asked to agree to a four year maximum term for both
Houses of the Federal Parliament. There is absolutely no mention of shortening the term of
the Senate, nor of taking away the fixed term of the Senate. There is absolutely no mention
of taking away the rotation in electing senators so that only half the House is elected at one
time, except in the event of a double dissolution. There is no mention of simultaneous
elections, a question which the Australian people rejected three times. It is not a matter of
having a maximum term of four years; it is a matter of not having a fixed six year Senate
term which in itself assured an efficient second House of Review. There is an efficient check
and balance within the constitutional framework of Australia. That is proposed to be done
away with. There is no mention that all senators would be elected at the same time instead
of having a perennial Senate with half of its members elected. If we look at other Western
style democracies, whether they have a Westminster system or presidential system,
everywhere there is a different term for the upper House or second Chamber than for the
lower Chamber, with the sole exception of the new electoral law in Western Australia, to our
eternal shame.

What is the purpose of this? If it is claimed, as it is at present by the Labor Party, that it does
not want to do away with the second Chamber, why make provisions which make it virtually
superfluous? In a recent letter to the editor a supporter of the yes question said, very
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logically, "Why do we have a Senate in any case? It should be enough to have a House of
Representatives." Indeed it would be if we elected senators simultaneously; if we elected
them all at the same time, whatever issue has an influence on the election of the House of
Representatives, the same issue, as a result of the same public opinion, television
advertisements and happenings, will influence the election of the Senate. If that question is
passed in the affirmative in due course we would have two Houses of Parliament entirely the
same, with the same majority, not checking each other at all. The upper House would be a
rubber stamp, and the old policy which was justifiably set aside for convenience for a short
time by the Labor Parry would come back and we would ask, "Why do we have a Senate? Let
us do away with it." That is the real purpose, the hidden agenda behind this first question.
And of course to fit in with what I said was the second characteristic, there is no doubt that if
we reduce the Senate to an unimportant entity, it will cease to be the States' House and it will
cease to effectively represent them. Therefore this is definitely a power grab.

I refer now to the second question and I would like to open a new horizon, which has not yet
been dealt with because people apparently have not read the relevant Bill, which is the basis
of this referendum. Again, I do not wish to say very much about how unfair and deceitful
this question is, but I would like to draw the attention of the House and the Minister
particularly to the fact that this Bill has very interesting further provisions. If one looks at the
Federal Bill, which is the basis of the referendum question, it provides that this so-called fair
election - or one-vote-one-value - should prevail in the following way: Each State or
Territory should introduce legislation, in case they do not have one already, for a House of
Parliament - note the singular, not plural - which will have individual electorates where the
number of constituents is equal by a variant of 10 per cent up or down. In proposed new
section 124(b) arnd (c), the legislation goes further. It says that should a State omit to bring
down such legislation within a year of the referendum being passed, or if a State has such
legislation but did not have a redistribution within the last seven years giving effect to this so
called one-vote-one-value situation, then automatically - which is in the Bill, although
nobody has talked about it to my knowledge; I have not read it anywhere - the State becomes
one electorate and proportional voting will take place.

That means that if the referendum were to be passed, any State such as Western Australia,
which does not comply presently with its existing electoral Act to the requirements of this
referendum Bill, which will become an Act of Federal Parliament, can have an election
within a year of passing the referendum, but after the year has lapsed the State must bring
down legislation to bring in this so called one-vote-one-value system. It is up to the
Government of the day to decide what to do. I give the House a scenario which is to my
mind tremendously important and to which I want the Minister to respond: Supposing the
referendum is carried and this Government is re-elected whenever the next general State
election is held; it will be up to the Governiment to decide what to do. The Government can
introduce a Bill for one-vote-one-value for one House of Parliament or it can leave it. I
suggest that the Labor Government would deliberately leave it because it does not suit their
purposes. We have experienced so many contradictory assertions, even one from the
Minister lately. I was sorry about that because I have a great deal of respect for himn but, with
great hypocrisy, he said the system was unjust. It is a system which the Labor Government
legislated for, and this is how unjust it is. That one-vote-one-value, which was in the original
electoral Bill, was taken out of the legislation by the Labor Attorney General in the upper
House -

Mr Pearce: Only because he had to do that.

Mr MENSAROS: For whatever reason.

Mr Pearce: Because a minority representation in the Legislative Council --

Mr MENSAROS: I will tell the Minister the real reason. One of our members would have
supported it and he would have put all of the Labor Party's members on the roast, saying,
"That was your bible, that was on your car stickers for years, that is why Mr Tonkin
committed political suicide;, here you are and now you must vote against it." That is what
Labor Party members would have done. Why? Because they do not care about their bible or
their beliefs; they only care about pragmatism. Everybody who has a little experience in
electoral law knows that a one-vote-one-value situation in Western Australia would be
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against the interests of the Labor Party. There is absolutely no doubt about it. Where would
the members for Geraldion, Collie and Bunbury be with one-vote-one-value? They would
not be here. Does the member for Geraldion think that he. would still be here with one-vote-
one-value?

Mr Carr: Don't you count on it.

Mr MENSAROS: If the member changed pairties, he might be. If we accepted him into the
Liberal Party, he might be.
Therefore, my prediction in this scenario is that if this referendum were to be passed, the
Government would deliberately not do anything because it is very much more in the
Government's interest to have the whole State under proportional representation. That is
what this Bill provides. If nothing is done by way of legislation, the whole State will become
one proportional representation electorate and as near as possible - and those are the words
used in the Bill - it wild have to elect its members according to the rules of election in the
Senate. That would mean that one fifty-eighth of 100 - I would need a mathematician to
express that in percentages; probably a 1.6 or 1.7 percentage of quota - would give a party a
member. Therefore, we would finish up with a House where preferences would not matter
very much because only the last member would enjoy preferences, but the two major parties,
according to their support, would have 40-odd per cent each, and then the little parties fill in
the rest, and possibly there would be more created because it is not very difficult to get 1.6
per cent. There would be an mray of independent, small panies. That would suit the Labor
Party rather than having a House of individual electorates based on one-vote-one-value.

The next question also suits the Labor Party because the Bill is utterly unclear about two
Chambers in Parliament. When one carefully reads proposed sections 124(b) and (c) in
combination with proposed section 124(a), one realises that it only talks about "a" House of
Parliament for the State. What would happen to the Legislative Council? I imagine that the
High Court would think about it for a long time and then it would say that according to the
interpretation of this referendum Bill, there should be only one House of Parliament anyway.
That would kill two birds with one stone, by not doing anything and letting one Chamber of
the Parliament of Western Australia become whole State proportional representation,
debarring every elector from being represented in a single electorate by a member. This
would arrive at the situation which exists in some countries, such as Austria, where nobody
has a member of Parliament to whom they can make representation because the allegiance of
the member of Parliament is with his party machinery. If he is high enough on the list, he
will be elected. It has nothing to do with the electorate; there is nobody to represent that. If
one asks someone, 'Why don't you tell your local member to fix something?" they will
simply tell one, "We do not have a local member; we do not know who our local member is."
Their local members are on a big list and after the election, their electoral commissioner tells
them, "Number 24; that is the cut. Those people above that have been elected; the rest are
out."

I suggest that this second referendum question would result in this scenario if the
Government were re-elected and the referendum were carried. It is in the interests of the
Labor Party not to have a single electorate representation with one-vote-one-value, but to
have a single House with Statewide proportional representation. That would do away with
the representation. From a party political point of view I personally would support one-vote-
one-value, but I do not support it because I do not think it is equitable to the people of
Western Australia. They would not be represented properly. However if we were to take a
whole State proportional representation, they would not be represented at all - not only not
properly, but not at all. From that point of view - and I always tr to be objective - I applaud
the attitude of the National Party in this referendum because it took a decision in principle,
not of self-interest because quite obviously if the first question were carried, the National
Party would have had a larger chance of electing more senators. The National Party did not
take that action because it considered the interests of the electors which was contrary to the
position adopted by the Australian Democrats. The interest of the electors is to be properly
represented. I adopt the same attitude. Politically, I should support one-vote-one-value
because it would benefit my party and would disadvantage the Labor Party. However, I do
not support it because it is utterly inequitable to the people..

I hope what I have said has sunk in. I would be interested to hear the Minister teli us how he
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would prefer this question dealt with. [ also wanted to draw the House's attention to this
additional and tremendous danger which is inherent as a hidden addendum in this second
referendum question. It has never been mentioned by the media or anyone else. I believe
they were too lazy to read further than the first page. 1 hope the seconder of the motion will
deal with other questions of the referendum.

MR CLARKO (Karrinyup) [5.22 pm): I second the motion but will concentrate on one part
of it only. I strongly support the paragraph which refers to this House viewing "with grave
concern the aim of the Commonwealth Government to weaken the structure of local
government by extending Commonwealth jurisdiction over it". If the third question were
successful, a new section I 19A would be included in the Federal Constitution. That would
lead Co interpretation questions relating to local government being dealt with by unelected
High Court judges, the majority of whom are centralist and their judgments would continue
to transfer political power to Canberra as has happened for nearly 90 years to the
disadvantage of Western Australia.

In addition, no-one can predict how these High Court judges will interpret the words, "there
will be a system of Government" except for one point; that is, when it decides what shall be
the system of Government, it will decide that there will be only one system of local
government. In other words, every State in Australia will be required to have one system of
local government. History proves that the likelihood would be that the system of local
goverrnent decided on would be one that suited the most populous States of Australia - the
States of New South Wales arid Victoria. If that happened, Western Australia would be
disadvantaged. That system of local government would naturally involve the electoral
arrangements of local government. The Federal Office of Local Government made a
submission on the question of Federal constitutional recognition for local government, The
price of that recognition would be one-vote-one-value. The Country Shire Councils
Association of Western Australia which represents 112 of the 139 local authorities, has
repeatedly and overwhelmingly opposed one-vote-one-value and compulsory voting. A
system of local government including so called "democratic principles" would also
disadvantage Western Australia and in particular the remote, sparse and unevenly populated
areas of the State.

Local government does not need more recognition. It is well recognised now. It has a high
standing throughout Australia except where it is unethical or poorly administered. Local
authorities are regarded highly or lowly in their localities depending on how successfully they
operate. Constitutional recognition in Western Australia exists already in sections 52 and 53
of the Western Australian Constitution. To give local government in Western Australia some
sort of Federal recognition gives it nothing. It would give it nothing in New South Wales,
Victoria or South Australia, all of which recognise local government in their Constitutions.
That flowed from the Constitutional Convention held in Hobart in 1976 at which I was
pleased to be a delegate. It was decided at that conference that Federal constitutional
recognition of local government was not an issue. Each of the States were requested to
include it in their State Constitutions. That has happened in four of the States and I am
informed that it is about to happen in Tasmania and in Queensland. If the question is passed,
Federal recognition will be imposed on Queensland and Tasmania but will be redundant in
the four other States and specifically in Western Australia.

As I have said, in 1979, the Liberal-National Country Party under the premiership of Sir
Charles Court introduced constitutional recognition of local government in Western
Australia. It is interesting that there is nothing about recognition in proposed section 1 19A;
the word is not used. It says "there shall be established a system of local government". There
is nothing about giving extra political power to local government and it certainly will not
allow for more funding. Everybody knows that local government wants more money from
the Federal Government. They know that the present Government has cut funding to local
government fromi two per cent of income tax to 1.66 per cent. They know also that in the
May mini Budget, the Federal Government cut funding to local governm.ent by
approximately $35 'milion. At present, about $1 billion a year is available from the Federal
Government to local government and that will not change. Proposed section 11 9A says
nothing about money and certainly does not say anything about consultation.

The Australian Local Government Association in Canberra has said that the passing of the
local government question will give local government a new standing and a greater right of
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consultation. I reject that statement out of hand. The truth is that the Australian Local
Government Association has had ready access to Federal Ministers for many years. In fact, it
holds discussions with the Federal Treasurer before each Budget is brought down. It will not
mean more money. There is no evidence that there will be any so called extra status.
However, it will move into an area where the interpretation of the question, if passed, will
mean that powers in relation to local government will pass to the High Court in Canberra. Its
passage will not prevent the dismissal of councils by State Governments, one of the points
strongly pushed by the ALGA. It issued a pamphlet urging the yes vote for constitutional
recognition of local government and, among the four points, said that a yes vote would give a
guarantee "that your council will be democratically elected'. There is no guarantee
whatsoever because nobody knows how the High Court will interpret this system of
Government.

Mf Pearce: You really have it in for the High Court, haven't you?

Mr CLARCO: I certainly have. The High Court is one of the greatest weaknesses in the
Australian national political structure. The arrangement whereby highly partisan persons
such as Lionel Murphy or Garfield Barwick are made High Court judges is disgraceful. Such
appointments make a complete fraud of the system. We should have political neuters as our
judges- When Lionel Murphy was a High Court judge a very large p[oportiofl of the people
of Australia had no confidence that he could make a judgment separate from his lifetime of
partisan association with the Australian Labor Party.

Mr Pearce: He was very respected by the legal profession.

Mr CLARRO: There was some dispute about that. [ do not want to get into that argument.

[Leave granted for speech to be continued at a later stage of the sitting.]

Debate thus adjourned.

(Continued on p 2435.]
QUESTIONS ON NOTICE

Speaker's Ruling - Out of Order

THE SPEAKER (Mr Barnett): Before taking questions without notice I refer to two
questions on notice. Question 982 is referred to the Treasurer, and asks for information about
a private banking account. I feel quite strongly that matters of private banking accounts are
just that; that is, private, and that if a member wants to address questions to the Treasurer in
respect of banking matters, those questions should be about policy or administration rather
than private bank accounts. Accordingly, I rule question 982 out of order.

Question 1000 is also out of order. However, I indicate that with the changing of one or two
words it would be acceptable.

[Questions taken.]
Sitting suspended from 5.58 to 7.15 pm

ACTS AMENDMENT AND REPEAL (FAIR TRADING) BELL
Receipt and First Reading

Bill received from the Council; and, on motion by Mr Pearce (Leader of the House), read a
first time.

Second Reading

MR PEARCE (Arrradale - Leader of the House) [7.18 pm]: I move -

That the Bill be now read a second time.

[Leave granted for the following text to be incorporated.)

In the spring session of Parliament of 1987 the Pair Trading Act was passed. That Act
contained provisions regarding codes of practice, conditions and warranties and mirrored
part V of the Trade Practices Act at a State level. In addition, it updated and modernised
legislation relative to false advertising and other unfair trading practices which were the
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subject of a number of Acts. As a consequence of the passage of the Fair Trading Act, the
following Acts should be repealed -

Clothes and Fabrics (Labelling and Sales) Act 1973;
Pyramid Sales Schemes Act 1973;
Trade Descriptions and False Advertisements Act 1936;
Unsolicited Goods and Services Act 1973.

In addition, pant VIII of the Factories and Shops Act 1963 is to be repealed.

The Bill also increases the statutory monetary limit from $5 000 to $40 000 in section 18 of
the Consumer Affairs Act. That section allows the commissioner to institute or defend legal
proceedings on behalf of consumers.
In recent weeks it has become apparent that the Golden Aeroplane game is being played in
the north west of the State. The Golden Aeroplane game is not illegal under the existing
Pyramid Sales Scheme Act but will become illegal under the relevant sections of the Fair
Trading Act. However, before the Fair Trading Act can be proclaimed it is necessary to
repeal the Pyramid Sales Scheme Act. As soon as this legislation is passed by Parliament the
relevant sections of the Fair Trading Act will be proclaimed; thus it is likely that the Golden
Aeroplane game will become illegal in the very near future. On that basis I would urge
anyone wishing to join the Golden Aeroplane game to reconsider. They will not only lose the
opportunity to make profits, but they will lose their contributions and face charges. The
chances of anyone making a profit other than those people who originate the games are
practically nil. Those people who organise the gamnes take the money and run and the
ordinary people who are conned into playing will once again lose out. To prevent this from
occurr ing I would ask the House to give consideration to the speedy passage of this
legislation.

The Ministry of Consumer Affairs and the Police Department will actively investigate
instances where the game is being played and [ would expect prosecutions to follow once the
game is illegal. Apart from losing substantial amounts of money, participants in the Golden
Aeroplane game will soon make themselves liable to charges involving penalties of up to
$20000.

1 commend the Bill to the House.

Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr Watt.

MOT ION
Constitutional Alteration - Referendum

Debate resumed from an earlier stage of the sitting.

MR CLARKO (Karrinyup) [7.19 pm]: Many people have said that voting yes to question
three will give recognition to local government and add to its status. I tried to argue earlier
this evening that I do not believe that is the case. It has also been said that many people on
my side of politics once gave some form of support to constitutional recognition and then
changed their minds. I have been quoted as having mentioned this in the debate held at the
Country Shire Councils Association conference last week. What I said there was that as long
as it did not upset the existing power relationship between State and local government, I
could give support to recognition. The words that are quoted in the agenda booklet regarding
the sort of recognition show quite clearly that my position is totally consistent because there
is a change. The new section 1 19A could have been phrased so that it was not subject to
judicial review, and that was considered by one of the groups looking at the question of
Federal constitutional recognition; but that did not happen. It is proposed to be included in
such a way that it is entirely within the judicial review of the High Court of Australia and I
have already indicated to the House that I have no confidence in that court's decisions from
the point of view of centralism.

The Constitutional Commnission had a number of advisory comm-ittees. One was called the
Distribution of Powers Committee and that one, as most people who have been studying this
subject would know, recomnmended local govemtment not be accorded recognition in the
Federal Constitution.
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Dr Alexander: Don't you support local government?

Mr CLARKO: Yes, but I do not support its being included in the Federal Constitution so that
High Court judges will decide what system of local government will apply in each of the
States of Australia and that all States shall have the same system. That is what it amounts to.
If it does not - if one cannot say things as conclusively as that - the other way of looking at
the question is, as Sir Harry Gibbs, High Court Chief Justice, said that nobody can predict
what the High Court will determine in the future, regarding the Constitution. As I said
before, the record of the High Court's interpretation is one of increasing centralism. The
High Court is taking power from the States. I know the members opposite think that is
lovely. They were happy to take the pledge and say, "I give up my intellect from here on in.
Once I take my Labor Party pledge I will not use my brains again; all I will do is put up my
hand whenever the leader says so."

Several members interjected.

Mr CLARKO: That is what being a member of' the Labor Party means. Members sign the
pledge and never think again. The only group in Australia which never has a headache is the
Australian Labor Party, because members do not use that part of their anatomy. The Federal
Labor Party brought in this question before the Constitutional Commission had put forward
its own recommendation. The Labor Party did not bother about the body - it cost only $6
million - that it set up to make such recomnmendat ions. That body would have included the
Territories, and it is an absolute disgrace that the Northern Territory is prevented from being
involved in this. If the matter is so important, why has the Northern Territory been excluded?
Local government in Western Australia does not need constitutional recognition - it has it
right now. Western Australia has had it since 1979. There is a case for the continuance
issue, and that will shortly be addressed by the House. The National Panty has an important
motion before the House, and I will be interested to see how the Government votes on that
matter when it comes up.

Mr Pearce: Local government is already recognised by the Western Australian Constitution.
That's all you know.
Mr CLARKO: I know that. Does the Leader of the House know which section it is? It is
sections 52 and 53. However, those questions do not provide continuance.
Mr Pearce: Come on.

Mr CLARKO: No, they do not. I spoke to the Local Government Association representative
at a meeting in the East Fremantle Council Chambers, a representative from Cockbumn.

Mr Pearce: lHe would be a constitutional expert! He was a National Party candidate.

Mr CLARKO: I ask the Leader of the House to let me seriously address the point. This
representative said that Parliament could pass overnight through the two Houses here a
motion to abolish local government, and that would be the end of it. That is not technically
true. That is why my party, on 31 May, decided that when we are in Government we will
amend the Constitution, if it has not already been done, to ensure its continuance. That is
where the Leader of the House is wrong, once again.

The Australian, in its editorial of 2 August this year, said that "question 3 is an unnecessary
intrusion into the internal administration of the States, and could be the cause of endless
confusion and a deluge of litigation." There is a good deal of argument about the question of
dismissal of a council. It is the policy of my party, and was announced at the time of the
1986 State election, that when we return to Governn-ent, councils may be dismissed only
after a judicial or equivalent hearing. People have tried to show that councils will not be able
to be dismissed. That is false. A question was asked of the Minister for Justice, Senator
Tate, about Sydney, where the State Labor Party of New South Wales sacked the Sydney
Council and put in commissioners. One was Sir Nicholas Shehadie, a man one would not
want to meet on a dark night. He is a former Australian rugby union player. Senator Tate
was asked if this sort of dismissal could happen if this question is passed, and he said yes. In
addition, this legislation does not require a Stare to have local government everywhere.

Mr Donovan interjected.

Mr CLARKO: That is what was said. The notes on the individual clauses of the Bill that
went through Federal Parliament which, under the Interpretations Act, has legal strength,
say -
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Section 119(A) is not intended to oblige a State to establish local government bodies
throughout the whole of the State. A State would be free to determine that, having
regard to the nature of a particular region and other relevant circunstances, it would.
not be appropriate for the region to be administered by a local government body.

Far from protecting local government, this Bill says in black arid white that local goverrnent
in various parts of the State could be abolished. I put to the Country Shire Councils
Association that there could be a situation where there would be no local government outside
Perth. All sorts of false information is being given out. It is regrettable that the Australian
Local Government Association authorises. a pamphlet that supports voting yes on this matter.
It says -

A Goverrnent member interjected.

Mr CLARKO: I disagree with Peter Kyle, and I have debated the matter with him.

Mr Donovan interjected.

Mr CLARKO: There is nothing wrong with disagreeing with people about the matter,
although I know members of the member for Morley-Swan's party cannot because they have
signed the pledge and their brains have gone into neutral. Then the member for Perth picked
up an obscure European manual and started using its word for "corruption'.

Dr Alexander: You used that word during the debate. You quoted me.

Mr CLARKO: That is right. I have often quoted Winnie the Pooh too. It says specifically.
as one of' the four reasons, that by voting yes there will be "A guarantee that your council will
be democratically elected." That is absolutely false. There is no guarantee that a council will
be democratically elected because Senator Tate says that a council may be dismissed in the
same circumstances as arose in Sydney, when commissioners were put in. As we know, the
commissioners were there for months and months, and I think the situation is being addressed
at the moment.

That is quite false. People should vote no to question 3 because the inclusion of section
1 19A means that the interpretation of systems of local government throughout Australia in
the future will be in the hands of High Court judges who are appointees of the Government of
the day. At present the judges are stacked 4:3 which is an absolutely disgracefu arrangement
and represents centralist control. Section 1 19A puts before the arch central ists the ability to
make decisions about systems of local government. The fundamental point is that we will
have one system of local government for the whole of Australia - not one appropriate system
for each State. An attempt to interpret the words "system of local government" could go on
and on; it will begin with the question of electoral arrangements and then move to the
question of powers and so on.

Mr Bertram: We do not want politics in local government.

Mr CLARKO; The member is one of the few people who could say "partisan politics", if that
is what he means. This question does not give access to arty money-, certainly in the hands of
the present Hawke Labor Governiment funding for local government has been cut
substantially both in general terms and in specific terms. Road funding in Australia is at its
worst since the last war. In parts of Australia, bitumen roads are being tortn up and returned
to grave! due to the actions of the Federal Labor Government which presently collects over
$7 billion in road taxes and excise. Last year that Government handed back $1.2 billion and
the same amount for the year before. So over three years road funding has received the same
amount in dollar terms, which is a reduction of 30 per cent in real tenms, while costs have
increased to a greater extent than the CPI. The Federal Government has siphoned off
$6 billion of taxpayers' money and put it towards providing surfboards in the north coast
areas of New South Wales. What a waste of money! At the same time, the Federal Treasurer
admits a surplus of $5 billion.

This question will not provide local government with new access to major organisations
around Australia or a greater opportunity to negotiate, and above all will provide a change
from the current system where we elect State members of Parliament to frame our system of
local government. Some judges 3 000 kilometres away will make decisions; they are the
centralists against the main interests of Western Australia arnd against the interests of those
people outside the metropolitan area.
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Mr Donovan: Do you say that the councillors in this State do flat know what they are talking
about?
Mr CIARKO: The CSCA received a recommendation from its executive to support the yes
vote and they voted overwhelmingly against it. This was because they did not want to be led
by the nose; they wanted to make their own decisions. The senior people in associations
around Australia have been led by their noses and that is the problem. Anybody who thinks
local government will be advantaged by this question has not read the material. The outback
areas of Western Australia will be gravely hurt by this legislation and I was delighted to hear
on the Channel 7 program Newsworld that Clive Robertson said the latest survey has shown
that the Australian people will vote no. I hope that is the case because Western Australians
should vote no on ths issue.

Local. Government councillors and all people involved in local government should vote no.
They should not be led by people who think some form of indefinable greater status will
occur because it will flat. In 1979 when recognition took place in the Western Australian
Constitution, no dancing in the streets took place and people did no: bow down to councillors
in the main street. The change made no difference whatsoever. Recognition wit a small "r"
is what is earned by good councillors and good councils. That is the test, and to take this
matter out of the hands of State Governments is quite inappropriate.

MR PEARCE (Armadale - Minister for Parliamentary and Electoral Reform) [7.36 pm]:
The Govenmnent made the situation easy for the member for Floreat to move this motion
rather than have an argument about Standing Orders because the member sought to introduce
the motion a week or so ago. The Government was disappointed on that occasion when the
Oposition concentrated on only one of the four referendum questions.

Mr Court: And the Minister would not debate it; he was not in the House.

Mr PEARCE: I am the Minister on this matter. I was here and spoke at some length and
with some impact on the whole matter. The motion which the member for Floreat put
forward is quite fascinating; it has four parts, labelled (a), (b), (c) and (d), which relate to the
four questions. The summation that the member for Floreat makes on question one is to
reduce the State's influence on Federal legislation by weakening the Senate as a States'
House. The way in which the Senate is to be weakened is to give it the same four year term
as applies to our own State upper House under the new legislation, and bring it to an election
at the same time as the House of Representatives. That is to say, the Senate is to be put in
precisely the same position as the Legislative Council in Western Australia. Somehow that is
designed to reduce the States' influence on Federal legislation. The fact is that the State will
not have one more or one less Senator in the Senate as a result of a yes vote on that question.
The Senate's capacity to deal with legislation is not weakened one iota.

Question two is designed to ensure that the principle of one-vote-one-value applies across
elections in the nation. This is how this proposition, which has been moved at least a dozen
times by the Labor Party in the last 12 years, is seen by the member for Floreat: To severely
restrict and take over some of the powers and responsibilities of the people of the Sovereign
State of Western Australia. That referendum question will give the vast majority of Western
Australians who would like the one-vote-one-value arrangement the capacity to have it.
Ironically, a referendum is the one time Western Australians have the chance to vote, apart
from the House of Representatives elections, when the one-vote-one-value principle applies.

Mr Hassell: There is not a one-vote-one-value system in a referendum because there has to
be a total majority.

Mr PEARCE: Everyone's vote is worth the same. The requirement is for more than 50 per
cent.

Mr Hassell: There is protection for outlying States just as we have for outlying areas.

Mr PEARCE: No, there is not. Queensland, Western. Australia and Tasmania could all vote
yes and all be done over by New South Wales, Victoria and South Australia - the non
outlying States. What members opposite are saying is that it is a protection for the outlying
States, but they have not looked at the statistics. Western Australia, which is the most
outlying of all the States, has voted yes more frequently in referendums than has any other
State.
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Mr Hassell: It will not do that this time.

Mr PEARCE: We will see about that. I will be very surprised if Western Australia does not
vote yes on question two.
Mr Hassell: You are in league with the Democrats on this.

Mr PEARCE: The fact of the matter is that every political organisation in Australia, apart
from the National Party and the Liberal Parry is supporting the four referendum changes. In
Queensland the Liberal Party is supporting the one-vote-one-value question.

Mr Hassell: You have an arrangement with the Democrats. You advertised together the
other day.

Mr PEARCE: I do not think there is any arrangement with the Democrats in that sense. It
turns out that the Democrats, Jo Vallentine's Peace Group and the Labor Party in Western
Australia are of the same view about the referendums.

Mr Clarko: You are working together.

Mr PEARCE: I think we have put out a joint how to vote card to indicate there is an
agreement on this matter. It is simiular to the agreement the Liberal Party has with the
National Party.

Mr Hassell: Did you advertise together?

Mr PEARCE: I do not know about advertising together, but it is the case that there will be a
joint how to vote card.

Mr Hassell: A joint advertisement was in the paper on Monday.

Mr PEARCE: The third question which will give constitutional recognition to local
government across the nation and which is strongly supported by the Australian Local
Government Association is characterised in the member for Floreat's motion as weakening
the structure of local government by extending Commonwealth jurisdiction over it. It is
hardly a fair characterisation of that question.

Fourthly, the question that will give freedom of religion, the right to compensation for
resumed property and freedom under the law is characterised by the member for Floreat as
restricting rather than extending some of the inherent rights of individuals by subjecting them
to interpretation by the High Court. The High Court must be the htighest defender of
freedoms of the land because it has the carriage of the Constitution.

Mr Wiese: And the rights of the States.

Mr PEARCE: The member for Narrogin casts himself as a conservative. In fact, he is a
particularly loud mouthed conservative in this place and he is boring in his -

Mr Lightfoot interjected.

Mr PEARCE: I will have words with the member for Murchison-Eyre and if I were he I
would stay inside this House tonight, because I would like to have words with him outside as
well.

Several members interjected.

Mr PEARCE: I had a chat to one of his caucus colleagues about him and he said that if
someone grabbed him by the tie, he would faint. He said one has to be pretty quick to hit him
because he jumps to the floor. I suggest that he keep out of the bar.

Mr Lightfoot: I will see you after you have finished speaking.

Mr PEARCE: That will do - out in the corridor.

As far as the conservatives are concerned the position is that the document they seek to
protect is the Constitution of Australia. The national institution which has, as its major
responsibility, the protection of the Constitution, is the High Court. There is no other
institution in Australia, apart from all the people in Australia by referendum, that has any
power over the Commonwealth Constitution The State Parliament has no power over the
Federal Constitution and the Federal Parliament has no power over it. The only institution
which has in its keeping the Constitution is the High Court.

Mr Cowan: That is not true.
ASI-8
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Mr PEARCE: It is the truth.
Mr Cowan: No, it is not. There are a number of areas within the Australian Constitution
which can be altered without the need for an interpretation of the High Court or a
referendum. You know that.

Mr PEARCE: The Constitution gives certain powers to certain people. The Constitution
delegates certain powers to the Federal legislature, but that does not mean that apart from
those areas where the Constitution delegates powers to the Federal Parliament -

Mr Cowan: You made a very broad statement that there is only one way to change the
Constitution.

Mr PEARCE: [ said that the one national institution which has in its power the keeping of
the Constitution is the High Court. Members on the conservative side of this House who
allege an allegiance to the Constitution should also display an allegiance to its protector, the
High Court. I finid it difficult to understand that the issue concerning freedom of religion - a
matter that is given under the protection of the High Court - should be something that causes
concern to Opposition members. Each of the characterisations of the four referendum
questions are so dishonest and so typical of the campaign that is being run by the
conservative parties around this nation that it is not appropriate for the House to make a
judgment on those four distortions. In fact, the House should have the opportunity to
consider an alternative proposition and it is my duty on behalf of the Government to put the
alternative proposition to the House. I give notice that I propose at the end of my speech to
move an amendment in the following terms -

Thai all words after the word "that" be deleted with a view to substituting the
following words -

This House recomrmends a yes vote on each of the four referendum questions
on 3 September and deplores the misrepresentation and distortion which is
characterised in the Opposition's campaign against these proposals.

It is appropriate as we come up to voting day on Saturday for one of the nation's Parliaments
to put on record the fact that the Opposition's campaign on these matters has been one of the
most dishonest political campaigns that it has been my misfortune to see in my 42 years as a
citizen of Australia. Over the course of the last few weeks we have had propositions put
before us that to vote for freedom of religion will give legal sanction to barbaric rights of
initiation carried out by various ethnic groups. We have had the totally erroneous proposition
that funding for non Government schools would be cut off. We have had the bizarre
proposition that to move from a three year term to a four year term will mean more frequent
rather than less frequent elections. The bizarre proposition has been put forward that to have
the position of local government - which is keenly sought by local government authorities -
placed in the Constitution is somehow to allow for the Federal Parliament to override local
government on every matter.

Mr Clarko: Would you defend having the three questions together in question four? Do you
think it is logical?

Mr PEARCE: I am prepared to be supportive of all three questions in question four. The
member for Karrinyup lays claim to having some knowledge of the history of this country.
When the original Constitution which consisted of more than 100 provisions was put before
the people in 1901 the people were asked to vote yes or no to the entire Constitution.

Mr Hassell: It is a different situation.

Mr PEARCE: It is the same situation. The people were asked to vote on the whole
Constitution. They were not given the opportunity to vote on each question.

Mr Clarko: How would you have done it?
Mr PEARCE: The people could have been asked to vote on each question. It could have
been done, but our predecessors who put forward the document which members opposite
hold in awe did it on a simple take it or leave it basis. I think it was perfectly reasonable and
I have no problem with it because if a person did not like a substantial part of it he would
have voted no.

Mr Clarko: That is why you should vote no on Saturday.
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Mr PEARCE: Why?
Mr Clarko: Because three issues have been included in the one question.
Mr PEARCE: Imagine the member for Karrinyup in 1900. He would probably have been
only 30 or 40 years old then and he would have been charging around the country saying that
there was a hidden agenda to the Australian Constitution. He would have said that people
were being asked one question, but were really being asked to vote on 107 clauses. That is
what the member for Karrinyup, together with other members of the Opposition, would have
done. They would have asked why the Government was pulling more than 100 clauses into a
single question. They would have said that there was something funny going on.

Mr Hassell: There certainly was.

Mr PEARCE: The member for Karrinyup would have been the prediluvian version of Reith
arguing just that around the counry. If he had had his way we would never have had a
Constitution and there would never have been a nation of Australia. There never would have
been a capacity to put the States together to look after the interest of all Australians.

Mr Williams: They were honest men in those days.

Mr PEARCE: I have two comments to make on that interjection: The member for Clontarf
improves with the distance he is sitting from the front bench. Secondly, the member owes
almost everything he is to the fact that there were people in 1901 who were prepared to take a
rather more progressive view of the Constitution in this country than he is. In 1901 he would
have been a dead set no voter. He would have been roaring around saying that they were
trying to rake away the Navy from Western Australia; he would have asked what would
happen to the Western Australian Army if federation were introduced; he would have said
that the next thing the Government would do was to build a railway line to encourage people
to leave the borders of Western Australia.

Several members interjected.

The SPEAKER: Order! Several things are happening and I seek the cooperation of the
House in trying to resolve them. Firstly, the person on his feet frequently has to shout
irrespective of whether or not interjections are being made, because the background noise is
substantial. I ask membei-s to cooperate by speaking quietly and that will alleviate the
pressure on the Leader of the House to shout. The second point which is causing concern is
the method of interjecting, rather than the content of those interjections. It would be much
better for those members who wish to interject to wait for the person on his feet to take a
breath. I know that two members in this House breathe only through their ears while they are
speaking and the Leader of the House is one of those. That makes interjections difficult
because he does not take a breath too often. By the same token members should at least wait
for the odd occasion on which he does take a breath.

Mr PEARCE: One of the most salutary lessons for any conservative or reactionary such as
those arrayed on the Opposition benches is to go back 10 years and read the speeches on the
issues the Opposition opposed then. The history of this country, and every other country, is
the overriding of the same kind of bizarre propositions that have been put forward during the
course of this referendum campaign. It is worth going back to read some of the original
debates on the Australian Constitution to determine whether the same kinds of claims,
accusations and conservative characteristics were strongly in evidence in the 20 or 30 years it
took to get the nation together. The extent to which people are opposed to things has always
been a great disappointment to me; when anything reasonable is proposed, there is always an
opposition group.

I was no great admirer of Sir Charles Court but one of the things he had, which the Liberal
Party lacks today, was a sense of vision for the State. It was not a vision I shared in many
ways, but at least he got things done. He tended to trample on people in the process and not
to listen to the citizens of Western Australia, but he had a view of what he thought should
happen; that is, this State should not stay where it was, but that the history of mankind was
one of progress. I did not share his vision but at least he had one; the Liberal Party today
does not have a vision, it is just opposed to things. The irony is that it is opposed to things it
was in favour of some time ago. The referendum question which has simultaneous elections
partly enshrined in it was put forward by the Liberal Patty as a constitutional amendment in
the 1970s under the leadership of Malcolm Fraser. The Eraser Government put it forward as
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a change to the Constitution, and the Liberal Party and the Labor Party supported it. Both
parties supported it and it was defeated. The National Party probably opposed it because it
opposes everything. I bet there was a time in the history of the fanning community that they
opposed summer and winter; that someone had suggested that sometimes it should rain and
sometimes the sun should shine, and the Canners opposed it.
Dr Gallop: They opposed child endowment payments because they said it would lead to the
nationalisation of children.

Mr PEARCE: It is an absolute truth that there have been two consistent parties in the history
of Australia: One has been the great example of the Australian Labor Party with its
tremendous consistency in improving social conditions; the other has been the National Party
which has consistently opposed any changes whatsoever from the time of Adam. The Liberal
Party has oscillated according to the capacity of its leader, because one thing that must be
said about the Liberal Party is that it is the most religious of parties - leader worship has been
put down as one of its great philosophies. Under the leadership of Menzies it did nothing;,
under the leadership of Court it did something; under the leadership of Fraser it looked like
the Labor Party; and under the leadership of Johniny Howard it goes around in circles. In
fact, in the history of the Liberal Party it has had some decent leaders and at those times it has
looked like a decent party. That has never been the case with the National Party and the
National Party in Western Australia has the most decent conservative leader that this State
has thrown up in many a long year. It is a pity he cannot get his parry to follow him. The
unfortunate fact is that if one tries to arrange anything with the National Parry, one has to
enter into independent negotiations with every one of its members.

Mr Williams: What sort of leader do you have?

Mr PEARCE: The current Premier of Western Australia is one of the most impressive young
men ever to have led this State. I predict he will lead this State for two decades.

Mr Court: We backed you in the challenge, we reckoned you should have been the leader.

Mr PEARCE: While the member for Nedlands was backing me, I was backing the Premier.

Several members interjected.

Mr PEARCE: That is the absolute truth.

Mr Court: We had the numbers for you.

Mr PEARCE: It is absolutely on the record that when the Labor Party considered its
leadership I did not contest a ballot and gave a public statement at the same time as the
former Premier announced his resignation that I supported Peter Dowding for Premier and
David Parker for Deputy Premier because they were the best people to lead this State. That is
the absolute truth.

Point of Order

Mr H-ASSELL: On a point of order -

The SPEAKER: I know that there has been some hilarity and that the Minister is not
addressing the Bill. I hope the member for Cottesloc intended to draw that to my attention
and did not intend to sidetrack.

Mr HASSELL: I intended to say how fascinating the speech of the Leader of the House is
and to ask whether there was any chance of your encouraging him to address the motion or
his amendment to the motion, rather than talk about all sorts of other things.

The SPEAKER: I shall do my best. I hope that even though the Leader of the House has
been sidetracked by some of chose interjections, which have nothing to do with the matter
before the House, once he has answered them briefly he will get back to the matter under
discussion.

Debate Resumed
Mr PEARCE: I make two predictions tonight. T'he first is that Western Australians will vote
yes on all four questions. The second is that Peter Dowding and David Parker will lead this
State into the next century. Both of those things will prove to be true in the fullness of time.
The interests of the people of Western Australia are well served by a yes vote on each of the
four questions that will be put before the people on Saturday.
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With regard to a greater length of term for the Federal Government, it is an absolute nonsense
to say, now that we have four year terms in every State of Australia bar one, that we ought
not to extend a four year term to the Federal Parliament. All the States, including our own,
and with the exception of Queensland, have moved over time towards having a four year
term for their Governments because they recognise that the stability that comes with a longer
term of Government is important for the economic stability of the States.
Mr Parker: In Queensland they want to achieve the stability of Government by a different
method.

Mr PEARCE: That is right. In Queensland it does not matter how one votes; the same party
always wins. That system is no different from that in Poland or Chile, to pick different ends
of the political spectrum.

The reason why a longer term is of value to each of the States is the same reason why a
longer term is of value to the nation. It is even more important for the nation because the
reason people seek longer terms is for a greater stability in what are more volatile economic
times. There is no Government in this nation which has a greater infuence on the economy
that the Federal Government. It is a nonsense to say that the State Governments need a four
year term to achieve greater economic stability and at the same time to say the Federal
G~overnment - which wields the greatest economic influence - is not allowed to have a four
year term. The people of Western Australia - and indeed the people of the rest of the nation -
are sensible enough to see through that.

Mr Clarko: Simultaneous elections under a different name, which has been rejected by the
Australian people three times - in 1974, 1977 and 1984 - and that is included in what you are
attempting to do.

Mr PEARCE: Where was the member when Prime Minister Eraser was putting up the
proposition for simultaneous elections?

Mr Clarko: I was voting against it.

Mr Hassell: We defeated it.

Mr PEARCE: Why did the Opposition vote against it?

Mr Hassell: Fraser got a majority of the Australian people but missed out on the majority of
the States because we were campaigning against it.

Mr Parker: He got over 60 per cent of the Australian people.

Mr PEARCE: Yes; over 60 per cent of the people were in favour of it.

Mr Hassell: But he lost it because this State, along with three others, was against it.
Mr PEARCE: The State now has the capacity to repair that error on Saturday. I ask the
Opposition to give me a statement on four year terms. Is the Opposition opposed to having
four year terms for the Federal Government?
Mr Clarko: I oppose question one because it gives a four year term to the Senate and takes
away its -

Mr PEARCE: Hang on. Let us concentrate on the Opposition's attitude. Is the Opposition
in favour of a four year term?

Mr Clarko: One of the recommendations of the constitutional committee was that the upper
House have twice the term of the lower House.
Mr PEARCE: Is the Opposition in favour of four year terms?

Mr Clarko: I do not care whether it is three or four. I tend to favour three because it gives
the people a greater opportunity to make their judgments on who shall be their Government.

Mr Hassell: I am against four year terms, and I always have been when we were in
Government and in Opposition. We just voted against it in this Parliament.

Mr PEARCE: The Opposition voted against it, but the Parliament as a whole carried it.

It is the Government's view that it is a nonsense to say that State Parliaments should have
four year terms and the Federal Parliament should be restricted to having three year terms.
With regard to the position of the Senate, it has always been the position of conservative
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pantics to try to have a system that foils the electors. The only reason for having a Senate, or
any kind of upper House. which turns aver members by half at a time, is so that if the voters
enter into some kind of aberration, if they make a mistake and elect a non conservative
Government, it is possible to try to hang on to a majority in the upper House from a previous
election on the basis of foiling the will of the electorate. That is precisely what happens with
upper Houses. The whole business of conservative pantics is to not accept the sovereignty of
the people. They do not accept that in the end the people ought to have a say. That is why
the Opposition has always denied a referendum on one-vote-one-value in Western Australia.

Mr Hassell: Do you support the people's initiated referendum to give the people
sovereignty?

Mr PEARCE: The member cannot say that he supports it.

Mr H-assell: Do you want to give the people sovereignty through a people's initiated
referendum?

Mr PEARCE: We give the people sovereignty in terms of a fairly elected Parliament.

Mr Thomas: What is the Liberal Party's policy on the people's initiated referendum?

Mr Hassell: We have made an announcement that we support it.

Dr Gallop: They support a people's initiated referendum but not on constitutional matters.

Mr PEARCE: That is an interesting point. The member for Cottesloe says that the Liberal
Party supports people's initiated referendums, but it does not support parliamentary initiated
referendums because it fought and fought against the proposition that there ought to be a
referendum of the people of Western Australia to decide whether the Western Australian
Parliament should be constituted on a one-vote-one-value system. One Bill after another has
been brought before this House to say that there ought to be a referendum of the people to
decide whether Western Australia should have the one-vote-one-value system of
Government. The Opposition would never let that matter go to the people - not once. The
only way in which the Opposition was able to defeat that was the fact that it had, in a
gerrymandered upper House, a majority of voters, elected by a minority of voters, who
stopped the people of Western Australia from exercising their sovereign will in the most
important question of how they elect their Parliament.

The Opposition should not tell me about its hypocrisy with regard to people's initiated
referendums. The people's initiated referendum is the same kind of electoral carrot that the
Opposition hands out in a whole range of areas. There will be people's initiated referendums
up to the election in February, and by March we will never hear of them again. I make this
offer to the Opposition. If the Opposition were to say tonight that it would accept a Bill put
forward by the State Government to have a State referendum on one-vote-one-value for the
State Parliament on the basis that that is the way we in Western Australia will deal with this,
we would be prepared to advocate a no vote on question two. Are there any takers for my
offer? If I could get a guarantee from the Opposition that it will allow the passage through
the Parliament of a referendum question on one -vote -onie-value for the State to decide that
issue in a State referendum, we would advocate a no vote in the referendum on Saturday.

Mr Hassell: The referendum on one-vote-one -value is in three days.

Mr PEARCE: I know that, and the member for Floreat is saying in his proposed motion -
which is about to disappear from the Notice Paper - that it is an attempt by Canberra to grab
power.

Mr Clarko: Of course it is.

Mr PEARCE: Let us settle that matter within Western Australia with a Western Australian
referendum. If we can have a guarantee from the Opposition and the National Party that they
will allow the people of Western Australia to have a referendum to determine whether they
want a one-vote-one-value system of voting for the State Parliament on the basis of an
absolute guarantee to that extent so that the legislation can be brought forward - say the week
after next - and a referendum of Western Australians on that important Western Australian
issue be held before the next State election, then the Government in this State will be
prepared to advocate a no vote on question two for the national referendum on Saturday. Do
I get such a guarantee?
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Mr Hassell: That is a fib. You cannot do that.

Mr Wan: Do you support one-vote-one-value for the Senate?
Mr PEARCE: That demonstrates clearly the hypocrisy of the Opposition on this question.
They are saying that one-vote-one-value is a matter that ought to be decided by Western
Australians because it is concerned with elections to the Western Australian Parliament. We
are prepared to accept that position. If the Western Australian Parliament is prepared to say it
will have a referendum of Western Australians to decide this matter for the Western
Australian Parliament, then we are prepared to say to the people of Western Australia they
should vote no to the Commonwealth proposal. Let us hear the position of the National party
on this matter.

Mr Cowan: You would never advocate a no vote.

Mr PEARCE: Give me that guarantee. The member could not do so, of course, for his
members, but if he could -

Mr Cowan: I learned a long time ago in dealing with this Government that we should see
delivery first, If you go out and advocate a no vote, then we will -

Mr PEARCE: We have learned the lesson too. Do I have a guarantee from the Leader of the
National Party that if we advocate a no vote on Saturday to question two concerning
one-vote-one-value he and his members will agree to a referendum of Western Australian
voters on the question of one-vote-one-value for the State Parliament?

Mr Cowan: As long as you give us the right to put forward the no case.

Mr PEARCE: Hang on, we are getting somewhere here. Would we have a guarantee from
the National Party?

Mr Cowan: You give me the guarantee that you will put forward a no vote on question two.

Mr PEARCE: Would we have an absolute guarantee from the National Party that a Bill to
have a referendum on one-vote-one-value would pass through this Parliament this session?

Mr Cowan: You give me the guarantee that you will campaign for a no vote. You deliver
the goods.

Mr PEARCE: I will not deliver in advance. I want a guarantee up front. Where is the
Liberal Party on this issue?
Mr Clarko: We will see how you go.

Mr PEARCE: That is a clear demonstration of the hypocrisy of the Opposition on this
question. Time after time members opposite have had the opportunity to have this matter
settled in the Western Australian Parliament and in the Western Australian electorate and
they have always fought it on the basis that they would have to give up their grubby minority
majority in the Legislative Council if indeed the people were given the opportunity to decide.
I can remember putting to the Leader of the National Party's predecessor, in one of the many
discussions we had over the years, the proposition that the National Party, if it looked at its
position across Australia, would not necessarily be disadvantaged by one-vote-one-value. I
agree that it might get a diminished number of seats in the country areas, but maybe it would
get a maximised number of supporters across the metropolitan constituency, as is the case for
the National Party in Queensland. Overall, if we had proportional representation for the
Legislative Council, for example, on a one-vote-one-value basis - not a zonal basis but an
across the State basis - the National Party would have the capacity to elect people in the
metropolitan zone, taking in many of the outer metropolitan voters. The National Party
should take a swings and roundabouts approach. If their supporters are spread Mround the
place and they have enough support they will win the election.

The Liberal Party might be interested in the fact that I used to share an electorate with Peter
Shack, who was one of the Federal Liberal Party's rnore promising young members.
Unfortunately he ran foul of John Howard and I thought that was a great pity because he is a
man of great capacity and deserves better than he has received. Unfortunately he is now
backbench bound. It is a great pity that a Western Australian should be so consigned to the
backbench by a jealous and protective leader from New South Wales. He is on his way out.
Mr Clarko: He is a shadow Minister.
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Mr Parker: They have announced they will dump him.

Mr PEARCE: He is about to be dumped. Peter Shack said to me back in 1977 or 1978 when
he held that seat, "I cannot understand why the Liberals are afraid of one-vote-one-value in
Western Australia. We have one-vote-one-value in the national Parliament and the Liberal
Party wins elections, If you get the support of the people you will win; and if you don't get
that support you will lose." That is fair, and I must admit it is a view I share. As a matter of
fact, on a one-vote-one-value arrangement in Western Australia the Liberal Party would have
won the election at that time because its Government had a majority of support across
Western Australia in those days.

Mr Hassell: But we don't support vote weighting -

Mr Parker: When you were the Chief Secretary you deliberately rigged the boundaries for
electoral advantage. You had a midnight Cabinet meeting here where you had to take into
account the problems of the former member for Murchison-Eyre because you wanted to put
Newman in his electorate. Remember that?

Mr H-assell: No.

Mr PEARCE: And they had to draw the line from the Kimberley to make the Kimberley
seat, the most remote seat in Australia, have the same kind of population as the member for
Cottesloc 's electorate.

Mr Parker: And you had the member for Murchison-Eyre complaining because you hadn't
drawn the boundaries well enough for him.

Mr PEARCE: The only thing that the former Premier and the member for Nedlands had in
common with the member for Kimberley was that their two electorates were the same size.

Mr Cowan: We have heard enough of this. If the Minister for Parliamentary and Electoral
Reform sits down and lets someone else speak, 1 will make him a counter offer.

Mr PEARCE: All right, and if it is a good counter offer we would even be prepared to
consider it; but I am making the House a counter offer. The House is being asked to consider
four typical and representative distortions of the referendum proposals put forward by the
member for Floreat on behalf of the Opposition, and I am sorry to say that they appear likely
to be supported by the National Party. I would have to say to the Leader of the National
Party who is, as I have said, a person of great capacity, that he waxes hot and cold on these
issues. I have supported him in his ringing condemnation of his Federal leader and it is a
great disappointment to me to see himi following his lead on this referendum question. If I
hear the Leader of the National Party articulating the same kind of dishonesty as the Federal
Leader of the Opposition or, indeed, the member for Floreat on this matter, I will be greatly
disappointed and I will even have to consider lowering the level of my praise for him mn
future debates, and consider whether I am not prepared to put my support behind the current
member for Katanning-Roe for the leadership. He is a young man of great capacity too.

I put this alternative proposition before the House: Instead of accepting these distortions the
House should do two things. First, it should make an unequivocal call for honesty in
campaigning for referendum matters, because the history of referendums unfortunately has
been -

Mr Hassell interjected.

Mr PEARCE: That is exactly what I said, and the House will get an opportunity to make a
judgment on that shortly. Unfortunately the history of referendum campaigns in this country
has been that the most bizarre distortions are put forward with the aim of confusing and
frightening the electorate to get them to vote no because it is a safe thing to do. The net result
of that has been to hand over to the High Court the responsibility for making necessary
changes to the Constitution. That is something that those members opposite who are haters
of the High Court ought to consider - people like the member for Kaxr inyup who comes into
the House week after week with litanies of criticism for the High Court. They should
understand that by continually opposing amendments to the Constitution and ensuring that
Australia has a Constitution framed in 1901 for the needs of 1901 - in fact it was really
framed for the needs of 1890 but it took so long to come into effect - having to meet the
needs of this century, it is left to the High Court time after time to make interpretations which
have the effect of changing the nature of the Constitution.
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Mr Hassell: So you admit that the High Court is fiddling with the Constitution without the
consent of the people?

Mr PEARCE: Absolutely. That is exactly what happens.

Mr Hassell: That is our condemnation of the High Court, and that is a thoroughly deserved
condemnation.

Mr PEARCE: Well, that is exactly what happens; I have said so in this House before. There
is nothing new about that.
Mr Hassell interjected.

Mr Clarko: You agree with me now.

The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr PEARCE: In the late 1940s when Labor Governments ruled this country and when they
had a clear mandate of the people to introduce policies of nationalisation of various industries
they were prevented from doing so by a ruling of the High Court which extended section 92
of the Constitution, which was set up by our forefathers purely to prevent customs tariffs
being exercised across State borders. That power was extended to prevent nationalisation of
any company or industry that ran across State borders.
Mr Clarko: Just as well.
Mr PEARCE: Members should listen to the member for Kanfinyup, this detractor of the High
Court, saying, "In that case when the High Court put out an interpretation of the Constitution
which was never envisaged by our forefathers it was just as well the High Court did it." His
view of the High Court is that it is a great institution if it is on his side and it is a rotten group
of socialists if it is not on his side. That is the kind of partisan attitude the member for
Karrinyup has.

Mr Clarko: No, the High Court does not befit Australia.

Mr PEARCE: Over the years the High Court has made interpretations of sections of the
Constitution which could never have been foreseen by our forefathers and in many ways can
be taken to mean something that was never intended by them - something this State has taken
up with the Commonwealth under Mr Fraser and Mr Hawke. There has been a considerable
extension of the foreign affairs power under interpretations of the High Court.

Mr Hassell: Which you support.

Mr PEARCE: No, we do not support that at all. In fact the Attorney General of this State
has been one who has taken up with the Comnmonwealth in the strongest way possible the
argument that the use of the foreign affairs power has been overextended.

Mr Hassell: I have not heard him make one public statement to that effect.

Mr PEARCE: The truth of the matter is that the Attorney General has done those things.

Mr Hassell: Why doesn't he have the courage to come out and say so?

Mr PEARCE: Because there are two ways of handling things in this world. If one is
determined to bring about important changes one can follow a course to try to bring those
changes into effect. The Attorney General is one of the great quiet achievers of this
Government and indeed of the history of this State, and he has done a lot. The member for
Cottesloc is the sort of person who will whack out a Press release or put out a newsletter to
his electorate, and that is the end of it as far as he is concerned. Once his magic words have
been committed to paper, that is it. 'So shall it be written, so shall it be done', according to
the old Cecil B. De Mille line in The Ten Commandments. The member for Cortesloc is a
talker not an achiever, but the Attorney General is an achiever. The answer to these kinds of
constitutional questions is to have a capacity to challenge the Constitution, which has almost
been denied in the last two decades because every time some constitutional amendment is
projected it is never considered on its merits but always on the party political needs of the
day.

Mr Stephens interjected.
Mr PEARCE: Answer this: If one were to pick out of the Constitutional Convention four
questions. irrespective of which questions they were, what are the chances of picking four
questions where the right answer is no in every case?
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Mr Hassell: Pretty good when it is the Labor Parry trying to fuirther its interests.
Mr PEARCE: Members opposite would have more credibility if they said no to this one on
its merits; yes to that one on its merits and maybe to that one but no for safety. Let me ask
these fervent Liberals who are in favour of voting no, why was it that the Federal shadow
Cabinet put forward to the Federal Liberal Parry room the proposition that they should vote
yes on two questions and no on the other two? Why was that proposition put forward if the
no case is so self evident on each of the four questions?

Mr Stephens: It is because that mob over there makes more mistakes than the Labor Party
does.

Mr PEARCE: What are the chances of coming up with four questions where the no vote was
self evidently wrong? Members opposite really have no credibility on this particular matter.
I just think it is awful -

Mr Stephens: This is a con trick and you know it.

Mr PEARCE: There is certainly a con trick involved in the whole business of the referendum
questions but the con trick is the one which is being perpetrated by Opposition parties. That
is, the con trick of the "hidden agenda", the Canberra "power grab" and of confusing and
frightening the community in order to bring about a defeat. The irony of the whole business
is that the daily political purpose which is sought to be served by this sordid operation is to
keep little Johnny Howard in his job. That is most inimical to the success of the Liberal Party
in future elections. The daily electoral consideration in this case is, "How do we keep Johnny
Howard there? Let him knock off all four referendum questions and have his first success in
six years. If he can do that, he will be able to stay on as Liberal Party Leader for another
three months." Members opposite looking for a national win ought to recognise that that will
be the best thing they could do in order to ensure the continuance of the Hawke Goverrnment.
It is almost a fact that we ought to consider on this side, if we were to take ordinary day to
day political considerations into account, voting no ourselves because the longer we can hold
Johnny Howard up, the more chance we have not only of winning the Federal election but
also the State election. The Federal Liberals are on the nose and everyone knows there is a
spill over of one per cent or two per cent from Federal politics to State politics.
Mr Car: They are trying to keep Macinnon up also.
Mr PEARCE: That is absolutely right. The effort of keeping Johnny Howard and Banry
MacKinnon in their jobs ought to be somtething we should put our attention to. In all
honestly I can say I have kept Barry in his place; I have not had much influence in respect of
John, but if I had, I would use it because I think one ought to help people occupy the Peter
principle - that is, they should rise to the level of their incompetence and stay there. The
Leaders of the Opposition at both State and Federal level have reached that -

Mr Hassell: Is that what you did with education? Was that why you were sacked?
Mr PEARCE: No, I was moved onto higher things. Maybe I have reached my level of
incompetence now.

Amendment to Motion
I give the House the opportunity to consider an alternative proposition to that forward by the
member for Slore at this evening. I move -

To delete all words after "This" in line 2 of the motion, with a view to substituting the
following -

House recommends a "YES" vote on each of the four referendum questions on
September 3rd, and deplores the misrepresentation and distortion which has
characterized the Opposition's campaign against these proposals.

Mr THOMAS: I second the amendment.
MR HASSELL (Cottesloe) [8.25 pmj: I am vigorously opposed to the deletion of the
words of the motion moved by the member for Floreat because to delete those words would
initially leave the House without a view on the referendum question, which would be
deplorable. if the Minister were to have his way, we would be left with a motion advocating
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that we should support the referendum questions. That would be totally inimical to the
interests of Western Australia.
The facts of the matter are that these referendum questions, each and every one of the four of
them, are directed against - and very directly against - the interests of this State. However,
before 1 deal with the substance of that issue, I wish to come back to something the Minister
referred to during the course of his remarks; that is, his reference to honesty in the campaign.
I asked the Minister a couple of times if the Labor Party joined with the Australian
Democrats and the Vallentine Peace Group - or rather I asked about the Australian Democrats
and the Minister referred to both. It will be recalled that during the course of his remarks the
Minister representing the Government acknowledged that the Labor Party had joined with the
Australian Democrats and the Vallentine Peace Group to have a joint how to vote card urging
a yes vote. In addition I pointed out to the Minister that in Saturday's paper the Labor Party
advertised jointly with the Australian Democrats and the Vallentine Peace Group urging a yes
vote.
Mr Thomas: You could join if you warnted to.

Mr HASSELL: I am talking about the issue of honesty. The fact that the Government has
aligned itself with these parties is not relevant to the issue. I was aligned with those people
when we were fighting the Australia Card.

Mr Thomas: I remember it well.

Mr HASSELL: Indeed, I actually worked with Senator Jean Jenkins. We did not see
anything of Senator Jo Vallentine but she was there in opposition to the card and
acknowledged herself as being in opposition to it. 1 also remember the day when we marched
up St Georges Terrace and were joined by members of the Builders Labourers Federation.
That was also interesting. The fact that we had these alliances was unusual and indicated
that, when we get down to the bedrock, there are certain issues on which Australians have
more in common than those dividing them.
However, that is not the point. I return to the allegations of dishonesty. The coincidence of
the Labor Party and the Democrats having a joint vote yes card and jointly advertising to urge
people to vote yes in this referendum occurred when an announcement was made. I heard the
news over the weekend that the Democrats had conducted a survey of all their members in
Australia and their members overwhelmingly voted to support a yes vote to all four
propositions.
Mr Court: They had a postal ballot, did they?

Mr HASSELL: Yes, of all Democrat members in Australia.

Mr Court: So all Democrat members in Western Australia had the opportunity to support a
yes or no vote, did they?
Mr HASSELL: Yes. All Democrats in Western Australia received a ballot paper from their
organisation asking them if they should join in a campaign to vote yes. This was touted as
the basis upon which the Democrats would commit themselves to an alliance with the Labor
Party and with the Vallentine Peace Group to support these referendums. I am sure that the
Minister who has now absented himself from his seat would be interested to know, because
he was so insistent in referring to the Opposition's dishonesty in this campaign, that the
decision of the Democrats in Western Australia was based on just 17 replies from members.
Mr Mensaros: They may have only 17 members.
Mr HASSELL: There are more members. It is true that an overwhelming number of replies
supported the yes vote! Fourteen of the 17 members said they should support the yes vote
and three said they should support a mixture of yes and no votes. This Minister had the
audacity to talk about the integrity of the yes campaign and the integrity of the way these
questions are being argued. That should be judged against the background of the Labor Party
doing a deal with the Democrats and the Democrats basing their public pronouncement on the
votes of just 17 of their members in this State.
I received this information because some Democrats are disgusted at what went on and told
me that, in their view, a deal had been done with the Labor Party before the vote was even
concluded. As I said, the Minister had the audacity to talk about the honesty of his
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campaign. That is not an honest basis upon which the Democrats could make the grand claim
about the overwhelming support of their members for the yes case. There was overwhelming
support in the technical sense that 14 out of 17 of their members favoured it, but only 17 of
all their members in the State voted. That does not represent the kind of honesty that the
Minister was spouting about when he attacked the Opposition because the Opposition has
argued vigorously against the yes campaign.

Mr Stephens: If they got 17 replies, would that not be 90 per cent of their membership?

Mr HASSELL: It is not; they have quite a number of members although I do not remember
the precise number. Seventeen was not an overwhelming State vote.

Mrs Beggs: How many people do they represent?

Mr HASSELL: I think five or six per cent of the vote in Western Australia goes to the
Democrats.

In the short time available to me in opposing the deletion of these words, I will refer to the
second question because, quite apart from the issue of one-vote-one-value which is what that
question is about, it is, without question, the most offensive of the referendum proposals. I
will run through what is so offensive about it and what this Government and its members are
committing themselves to against the interests of the people of Western Australia. The
question states, 'Do you approve a proposed law to alter the Constitution to provide for fair
and democratic parliamentary elections throughout Australia?" That question has two things
wrong with it. Firstly, it is insulting because it suggests that Australia does not have fair and
democratic parliamentary elections. The truth is that Australia's elections are more fair and
more democratic than elections in any other country of the world, bar none, and I include the
Parliament of the United Kingdom which is the mother of Parliaments and the Parliament of
the United States. We have the fairest and most democratic system in the world. This was
the first country in the world to introduce the secret ballot and, if my memory serves me
correctly, the first to give women the vote and to allow universal suffrage.

Mr Cowan: And allow women into Parliament.

Mr HASSELL: Yes, as the Leader of the National Party reminds me, this was the first
country to allow women members of Parliament. Australia's record as a democracy cannot
be challenged. Yet, the National Government is denigrating this country by attacking its
institutions and suggesting in its official question that we do not have fair and democratic
elections in Australia. That is an insult to the Australian people and should be thoroughly
condemned on that ground alone. However, the question is also offensive because it is a
dishonest question. It is based on a value judgment and not on a factual proposition. It asks
about fair and democratic parliamentary elections when, what the question is really about, is a
political slogan that belongs to the Labor Party - the slogan "one-vote-one-value". That
slogan is like most slogans; it is a simple slogan and for simple minds. It fails to take into
account the realities and the complexities of life and, in particular, fails to take into account
the needs of people.

We then come to this fact: For the first time in almost 90 years, the Commonwealth
Government is seeking to interfere directly in the State's Constitution without the consent of
the people of that State. The Commonwealth Government is seeking to change our
Constitution, not indirectly as a necessary consequence of some change of the
Commonwealth's arrangements, its powers or what it does, but by directly attacking our
Constitution. When the founding fathers, the people who represented the different people of
the different States, had written this constitutional document - this Commonwealth. not
Australian, Constitution; there are, of course, seven or eight Australian Constitutions - and
got close to the end of it, they asked where that left the State Constitutions and they wrote
section 106. It reads -

The Constitution of each State of the Commonwealth shall, subject to this
Constitution, continue as at the establishment of the Commonwealth, or as at the
admission or establishmnent of the State, as the case may be, until altered in
accordance with the Constitution of the State.

Here we have an attempted alteration not in accordance with the Constitution of this State.

Last year the Labor Party combined with the National Party to alter the Constitution of
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Western Australia relating to the balance of voting. We in the Liberal Pasty did not agree
with that alteration and we voted against it. However, we defend the right of the Labor Party
and the National Party in accordance with our constitutional procedures to make those
changes. We defend their right to do it, even though we disagreed with it. However, we
absolutely reject the view that it is the right of people in Sydney and Melbourne to change
our Constitution. We absolutely reject the view that it is the right of the Commonwealth
GJovernrnent in Canberra to interfere in the workings of the Parliament and the Constitut ion
of Western Australia.

In the remaining moments of my speech, let us look at the ultimate hypocrisy of this question
because, as clearly the members of the Government do not understand, the new rule - which
is said to be so sacred a principle of democracy that it requires the Commonwealth to
override the Constitutions of the States, to trample the views of the States into the ground - is
not to be applied to the Commonwealth itself. The Commonwealth Parliament is to remain
free to have weighted electorates as it does already in both the House of Representatives and
the Senate. These people have proven their absolute hypocrisy by wanting to introduce a rule
which they claim is fundamental to democracy and they want it to apply only to our State and
not to the Commonwealth itself.

Have the ladies and gentlemen of the Government forgotten that Tasmania has a weighted
vote in the House of Representatives by virtue of a constitutional guarantee that it should
have a minimum number of seats? On the basis of numbers, those seats are not justified.
Have members opposite forgotten that there are 12 senators from Western Australia and
equally that there are 12 senators from New South Wales, even though New South Wales has
at least four times our population? Would members opposite propose that that should be
changed? Of course, they would not. Even they believe that the Senate should have equal
representation from this State. Above all, this question is an absolute outrage.
MR THOMNAS (Welshpool) [8.45 pm]: I speak in favour of the amendment which has
been moved by the Minister for Parliamentary and Electoral Reform that the words contained
in the motion moved by the member for Floreat should be deleted. The words ought to be
deleted because, quite frankly, they are gibberish. They are doublespeak because they seek to
take a proposition and turn it around, to suggest that black is white or that the proposition that
certain rights for the citizens of Australia should be enshrined in the Constitution in some
sense seeks to take away the rights of people. The words in the motion of the member for
Floreat are completely misleading.

We are talking about an amendment to the Australian Constitution - the national Constitution
of Australia, the federation of Australia, of which the State of Western Australia is a part.
Australia is a federation and although much of our heritage came from the United Kingdom
when the Australian Constitution was drafted by representatives of the various colonies at the
end of the last century, a lot of attention was given to the American Constitution because our
representatives were looking at a federal model. The United States was a good place for
them to start looking.

The constitutional development of the United States effectively began with its Declaration of
Independence, which started with the words, 'All men are created equal." If we take away
the sexism contained in that sentence, it is one of the most important political statements
which has ever been made. The fact that statements such as that are made does not
necessarily mean that they are put into effect. It was my privilege last year to visit the United
States. As part of that trip, I visited Mt Vernon, which was the home of George Washington,
one of the founding fathers, as they are called, of the United States. It is interesting to note
that on that estate there were slave quarters for some 300 slaves. In addition to that, there
were 50-odd free people, whites, who lived there. They were the relatives, servants and so
forth of George Washington. In total, about 350 people lived on that estate. Of those 350
people. George Washington was the only one who had a vote.
Thus, despite the fact that those august, good people who founded the United States could
make declarations that all are created equal, only one person - a white, male landowner - of
those 350 people had a vote. However, the fact that those sentiments were incorporated in
the Constitution was used as the basis of reform and universal equal suffrage has been
achieved. As has been pointed out by some critics, certain Constitutions in the world make
particular pronouncements completely at variance with their practices. However, it cannot
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be- argued that it is not an aid to achieving that end to have such rights enshrined in a
Constitution.

A number of points are contained in the referendum on which the people will vote on
Saturday. They are referred to in the motion moved by the member for Floreat. I wish to
address these, the first being the proposition that can essentially be reduced to that of one-
vote-one-value. I would regard that as being synonymous with fair and democratic elections.
That is based un a simple proposition - some may say a somewhat trite proposition - that all
people are equal and ought to have equal rights within the political system. To deny that is to
deny what is virtually universally accepted throughout the world and to leave Western
Australia as a backwater still practisirng politics in a way that is reminiscent in some respects
of the 19th century. The situation in Western Australia is that the votes of some citizens of
the State are worth less than the votes of other citizens of the State. Members opposite, the
National Parry arid the Liberal Party, will defend that in various ways. In every political
system where some people enjoy rights denied to others or some people have greater
privileges than others there is always a rationale to justify that. There is always a rationale to
justify the power structure which protects and maintains privilege against the will or interests
of the population at large.

At various times members opposite have said it is necessary for the more remote, non
metropolitan areas of the State, to have a vote weighting because they are in some sense
disadvantaged because their population is spread more thinly. The argument will change if it
is necessary to adapt, but will always come to the same conclusion, that privilege must
continue to be. propped up. At one stage in this State the situation existed in one House that
only landowners and ex servicemen could vote. At that stage they said that the only people
who ought to be able to exercise a vote were people with a continuing interest in the country
and only landowners had that interest. That is a load of rubbish and an argument rejected by
all people with a view which is consistent with what is generally accorded as political rights
that should be accepted universally within any political system.

The Liberal Parry in Western Australia has a poor record on this question. At virtually every
opportunity it has opposed propositions put forward to introduce democratic elections in this
Stare. It cannot escape the fact that I represent in the electorate of Welshpool almost 20 000
voters. The members of the National Party opposite each represent less than half that number
who also elect one member to this Parliament. Are they going to say that the people of
WelshpooL are any less worthy than the people of Katanning-Roe, Merredin, or any other part
of the State? They cannot deny that that is implicit in the proposition that they put forward
by seeking to continue the current system of vote weighting in this State.

I do not believe that that proposition can in arny sense be justified. The member for Cortesloe,
who just spoke, and other speakers in this argument before have sought to draw an analogy
with the Senate and to say there is equal representation from each State in that place and, of
course, that means that the votes of some people in Senate elections have more effect than
others. However, that ignores the fact that Australia is a federation. It was a number of
sovereign States that chose of their own firee will to form a federation at the beginning of the
century. Part of the price of that was that there should be equal representation of those States
in the Senate. To say that same sort of argument can apply within a State is absurd. There is
no federation between Katanning-Roe and Welshpool or between Merredin and Welshpool;
they are all part of a sovereign State. That is equally wrong and all citizens within the State
should be entitled to equal representation in the Parliament. In a Parliament such as this it is
a quite different proposition to say it is appropriate to have Senate type weighting where the
interests of the States, as the price of federation into which the States entered, ought to be
maintained. It is painfully obvious to anyone who wishes to look at the system that that
should not be the case.

Another proposition referred 'to in the motion moved by the member for Floreat was
reference to the proposition that there should be four year terms in the Federal Parliament. I
believe the benefits of four year terms to good Govemnment are so obvious that they hardly
need stating. What really annoys members opposite, the conservatives in this country
seeking to protect privilege against the popular will, is the fact that that proposition would put
the House of Representatives and the Senate in phase and that it would not be possible to
have the time lag that can frustrate the popular will.
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When there is a Senate, as we formerly had in this State with the Legislative Council, elected
on a staggered basis and the popular will goes in a certain direction there is a time lag and
there needs to be at least two terms for that to come into effect. That is to be felt in the
Parliament concerned. That, of course, is a conservative influence because for the most part
it is a situation which augments against change. There can be no argument against having a
Parliament where both Houses are in phase and both are able to be equally responsive to
changes in popular opinion. In this case it is put as being a reduction in the States' influence
on Federal legislation by weakening the Senate. What an absurdity! Does any member in
this House seriously argue that the Senate is now a States' House? It is no more that than is
the House of Representatives. The system has been changed by the introduction of
proportional representation.

Mr Lightfoot: Do you wish to abolish the Senate?

Mr THOMAS: No. I am a member of a party, if the member were to read its national
platform, that has something to say about bicameral legislatures, the role of the Senate, and
the like. Since the system of proportional representation was introduced in the Senate, it is
able to be distinguished from the House of Representatives, not by the fact that it is a States'
House as opposed to a popular House but is a place where by virtue of proportional
representation sectional interest groups are able to be represented; members may think that is
a good or a bad thing, I do not know. However, the situation is that it is a Chamber of the
Parliament where minor fringe groups such as the Vallentine Peace Group and the Australian
Democrats are able to obtain representation in the Parliament.

As a representative of a major party - and I assume some members opposite would feel the
same - I have some reservation about that system. One would have to say that at the present
time the Senate is not a States' House. There is no sense in which the attitudes adopted by
the Senate are able to be distinguished from the attitudes adopted by the House of
Representatives on the basis of some sort of States' differences. The differences of opinion
within the States are nearly uniform so that the representation within the Senate from the
States does not vary greatly in terms of political complexion and as a consequence one cannot
say it is in any sense a States' House.

If the proposition of having four year terms which are in phase with the House of
Representatives were to weaken the Senate - which it in no sense does, the Senate is still
there and would have the same powers and number of people elected from each State - it
would not be weakening the influence of the States but the influence of the fringe groups and
minor parties able to obtain representation in the Senate. However, it will not do that; it will
leave the Senate with precisely the same powers it has now, except that it will be a system
where the Senate is likely to be more responsive to changes in public opinion. That is highly
desirable and will make it less able to frustrate the Government elected from the House of
Representatives. Is that not a desirable thing?
If the people elected on a particular date, a Government or Parliament of a certain
complexion from which a Government is formed and if, at the same time, another Chamber
of that Parliament is elected, it will presumably represent much the same political
complexion, except that the voting system is different due to proportional representation.
Should it not be equally responsive to public opinion as it is at that time? Why should the
fact that people three or four years before may have felt differently be used to frustrate the
Government which has a mandate from the people? I believe it should not. In any event, that
is another argument rather than one relevant to the one here. It cannot be said in any sense
that the Senate is being weakened and, in particular, it cannot be said that the States'
influence on Federal legislation is likely to be limited.
We then come to one of the greatest furphies of all time with reference to local government.
The Constitutional Commission which drew up the proposition being put to the people on
Saturday had a wide diversity of public opinion and types of people represented on it. I
understand it was unanimously recommended by that commission that Australia's third level
of CGovernment should obtain some form of recognition in our national Constitution. The
Constitution of the Commonwealth of Australia, apart from being the instrument which
creates the Federal Parliament, the High Court and all the other structures of the Federal
Government, is also the national Constitution of Australia of which the State of Western
Australia is part. It contains references to the States, and the States, of course, have their
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own Constitutions. There is within Australia at the present time a third level of Government,
which is a very important one.

Mr Cowan: Responsible to whom?

Mr THOMAS: To the people who elect it.

Mr Cowan: No; try again. To whom is local government responsible?

Mr THOMAS: Local government is constituted under an Act of the State Parliament.

Mr Cowan: Exactly.

Mr THOMAS: As it will continue to be after this referendum is carried. However, it is
appropriate that local government should receive recognition within the national Constitution,
because apart from being the instrument which creates the various arms of the Federal
Government, it is also the Constitution of the nation of Australia, and all the levels of
Government within that nation should be recognised. That is a view which came
unanimously from the Constitutional Commission, and it is a view which is being widely
accepted - almost universally accepted - within local government.

Mr Cowan: Rubbish!

Mr THOMAS: It is almost universally accepted in local government across all political
boundaries.

Mr Cowan: Rubbish!

Mr THOMAS: In fact prominent members of the Liberal Party who are involved in local
government have been very vocal in supporting that proposition.

The final proposition put forward in the referendum on Saturday is the protection of rights
such as religious freedom, the right to compensation if one's property is acquired for public
purposes, trial by jury and so on. As a result of a perversity which I failed to understand -I
listened very carefully to the member for Floreat - that is characterised as being a restriction
rather than an extension of the inherent rights of individuals by subjecting them to
interpretation by the High Court. I cannot see how, by saying one has the freedom to do
something, that freedom is being taken away. The argument is, when an action falls within
the am bit of a particular right, it will be interpretred by the High Court that in some sense that
reduces one's rights. At this stage that proposition seems to be of no moment, because one is
not aware of any proposal within Australia at the present time to take away those rights. The
history of the world shows that it is best to have constitutional rights, because if propositions
are put forward at some time in the future to take away those rights, that constitutional
protection can be used to protect those rights. Although it seems unlikely that any Parliament
in Australia at the present time would seek to take away rights to religion, property or trial by
jury, those things have happened in the past, and could conceivably occur in the future, so it
is as well to provide for them in our Constitution at the present time. One has only to go back
to 1968, when the Liberal Government sought to ban the Church of Scientology. That is not
the sort of cause which would make people here feel warm. It must be remembered that
when rights of that sont are infringed, they are usually infringed against unpopular groups;
groups with which the majority of the populace would feel no great identification. Often
when one is protecting rights one has to protect the rights of unpopular people. Nonetheless
that is important in terms of protecting human rights.

it would probably not have been popular with the majority of the populace to stand up in
Nazi Germany in the 1930s and protect the rights of Jews. It was because the Jews were not
popular that the Government was able to persecute them in the way it did. Similarly, as
recently as 1968, an unpopular group with which most of the populace of this State would not
feel any particular identification, namely the Church of Scientology, was subjected to a Bil
which would have outlawed the practice of that religion in this State. I do not believe that
should be allowed to occur. People should have the right to practise the religion of their
choice. They should have the right to be compensated if their property is compulsorily
acquired by the State for public purposes, People should have the right to trial by jury.
Although it might not seem at this stage that those rights are under threat, it must be
remembered that they can be, and if they are one is better able to protect them if one has the
rights detailed in the Constitution.
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MR COWAN (Merredin - Leader of the National Party) [9.06 pm): The National Party
strongly opposes this amendment by the Leader of the House. Quite clearly the member for
Florear has achieved his purpose in having all the referendum questions debated in this place
rather than merely question 3, but we would much prefer to see the motion as it was moved
by the member for Floreat retained.

It is quite clear to those of us in the National Party that this Government is doing nothing
more than rubber stamping the desires and wishes of the Federal Government; nothing more
and nothing less. The words of the original motion which this amendment is seeking to
delete are precisely the words which should be retained. Very clearly the questions being put
to the people of Australia on 3 September bear no relation to the consuimutional changes which
are to be made if the referendum questions are answered in the affirmative. There is no doubt
that these questions are the most fraudulent which have ever been put to the Australian
people.

Let us look at question one: A proposed law to alter the Constitution to provide for four year
maximum terms for members of both Houses of the Com-monwealth Parliament. Then we
came to the changes in the Bill to provide for that. Do members know that it may achieve
maximum four year terms, but it does not in any way guarantee that those four year terms
will become a fact of life? The Senate is the States' House, and I must confess I agree with
the Leader of the House and the member for Welshpool when they say that the Senate has not
really reflected the views or wishes of the State. One lives in hope that one day that will
occur, but it certainly will not occur if question I is passed. It cannot occur, because if this
referendum question is passed, there will be no change to the powers of the Senate, but there
will certainly be an increase in the influence the Prime Minister has over the Senate.

Once that fixed term is withdrawn, the Senate would be subject to the whim of the Prime
Minister and any vestige of independence or authority it has would be withdrawn, For that
reason alone, the first referendum question should be opposed and the words in the motion of
the member for Floreat should be retained; if that referendum question were passed, it would
weaken the Senate as the States' House and trm it into even more of a rubber stamp than it
already is. I think that would be a tragedy for the Australian Parliament because the Senate is
gutless enough now without it being subject to even greater influence from the Prime
Minister.

I refer to part (b) of the motion, which this amendment wishes to delete. It makes very clear
that the Government is prepared to allow the High Court to determine how elections will be
conducted in Western Australia. Why should the High Court have that privilege? There is
no answer from the Government side at all. I will take up the challenge of the Leader of the
House, when he told members on this side that if we were prepared to support a referendum
in Western Australia, he would then advocate a no case. I throw that challenge back to him.
As far as I am concerned, if the Leader of the House is prepared to advocate a no vote on
Saturday - I do not think he will; I do not think he has the guts to contradict the wishes of his
party and I am sure he would not even have the ability to do that - and to guarantee that the
Government would support the no case and recommend that Western Australian electors vote
no, I will make a deal with him: The National Party will support a referendum of the people
of Western Australia on the question of one-vote-one -value. It will do so on the basis that
there be a choice in respect of what exists under the new electoral system we will have after
the next election - some people say 26 November and some say February next year - and I
think it would be appropriate if this Government were prepared to deliver the goods and
support the no vote. The National Party would then make a deal to have a referendum if the
Government is lucky enough to be in power at that time. If we are in Government, we will
honour that comm-itment. Let the Government have a referendum after the people have
experienced the first term -

Mr Wilson: Are you speaking for the Liberal Opposition as well?

Mr COWAN: Ilam speaking on behalf of the National Party.

Mr Wilson: Then it will not be your Government.

Mr COWAN: Let us say that what exists in the upper House now - the balance of power -
exists in this Chamber then; with that balance of power, we could make this offer. It would
be after the people of Western Australia had experienced the new electoral system for one
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term and on the second election we will guarantee a referendum of the people of Western
Australia to ascertain whether they are satisfied with that electoral system. [ wonder whether
the Government would be prepared to accept that.

Mr Wilson: We just don't believe it.

Mr COWAN: Belief is something rare in this House. I do not believe for one moment that
the Leader of the House could deliver on the guarantee that he would advocate the
Government supports a no vote.
Mr Wilson: In the days of the old coalition, when did the Nationals ever stand up to the
Liberals?

Mr COWAN: There has never been a coalition between the National Party and the Liberal
Parry.

Mr Wilson: Your predecessors.
Mr COWAN: Would the Minister for Health accept that the Labor Party has changed
somewhat over the last few years? [ can tell him that just as there have been changes in the
Labor Party, there has also been change within the National Party.
However, if the Leader of the House is prepared to support the no case in this referendum, the
National Party will guarantee a referendum of the people of Western Australia on the new
electoral system after they have experienced it for one full term. I do not think there could be
anything more fair than that.

Mr Wilson: One just has to believe it.

Mr COWAN: If the Minister for Health does not believe it, then I regard with an equal
amount of disbelief the offer made by the Leader of the House.

Mr Wilson: That is your privilege.

Mr COWAN: There have been many occasions when people have argued the case about
referendum question three, which is referred to in the motion moved by the member for
Floreat as being, "to weaken the structure of local government by extending Commonwealth
jurisdiction over it." That is precisely what referendum question three will do if there is a yes
vote.

Mr Carr: Bunkum.
Mr COWAN: I wonder how many people on that side of the House could tell me just how
much influence the Federal Government has over education policy, and how that is done?
There is no reference in the Australian Constitution to the Commonwealth having any power
at all to determine education policy, and yet, Mr Acting Speaker, you would be the first to
acknowledge that because you are one of those people privileged to pass through the
university system and you would therefore understand the amount of influence the Federal
Government has on our education system. Education has been taken over by the
Commonwealth and if members opposite do not believe that, they had better ask the Minister
for Education, who is the only person on that side of the House fighting the white paper
delivered by the Federal Minister for Education, John Dawkins. No one else on that side of
the House has supported her and argued the case with her but -

Mr Wilson: She is acting on our behalf.

Mr COWAN: And members opposite are deafening with their silence.

Mr Wilson: Absolute nonsense.

Mr COWAN: The control of education in Australia rests with the Commonwealth trough
the tied grants provisions. I put it to the House that the moment local government is given
recognition in the Constitution - no matter how that recognition is worded - the Federal
Government will attempt the same trick. We have already seen the Federal Government -
again through section 96 of the Constitution. through the tied grants provisions - dictate the
terms upon which local government receives its funding. Perhaps the Minister for Local
Government would like to interject now.

Mr Can:. Sorry, what was that?

Mr COWAN: Conveniently the Minister did not hear.
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Mr Can: I am getting a bit bored, mate.
Mr COWAN: The Minister probably would because he has absolutely nothing to contribute
to local government. All the Minister is prepared to do is see that local government is
structured precisely the way he wants it to be - one-vote-one-value. However, I will say it
again, for the Minister's benefit now that he is listening -

Mr Canr interjected.

Mr COWAN: We have evidence already that local government finances are completely
controlled because of the tied grants provisions, under which the Commonwealth makes
funding available to local government through the States.

Mr Cart: That is not their only source of funding.

Mr COWAN: That is the Commonwealth source of funding, and the Commonwealth dictates
precisely how local Government is to receive those funds. As the Minister knows, the Grants
Commission was established in accordance with Federal Government law, and it dictates
exactly those terms upon which funds are to be transferred to local government. Under
section 96 precisely the same thing will happen, not just in the matter of Grants Commission
funding but also in the structure and administration of local government.

Mr Bertram: They can do that already.
Mr COWAN: Yes, they can, but this will only enhance their ability to do it. Even though the
member is interjecting out of his place, what he has said is very important because, when it
comes down to the wire, all of these referendum questions merely ask the High Court to
make an interpretation of the Constitution. That interpretation will be the final determination
of whether the power that should be left with the State - or in the case of question four, with
the people - is transferred to the Commonwealth Parliament. That is the important fact in all
of these questions. The High Court will be responsible for interpreting the changed wording
of the Constitution; members would have to accept that. The proposed changes to the
Constitution will enhance the ability of the High Court to make a determination which
transfers the powers away from the States or from the people, where they rightly belong, to
the Commonwealth Parliament.

Dr Gallop: You have to make a pretty strange set of assumptions to reach that conclusion.

Mr Stephens: No, all you have to do is appoint the right judges; that has been proved. But
you have a pretty weak argument.

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Thomas): Order!

Mr COWAN: There have been several incidents where provisions have been written into the
Constitution, yet those provisions have been interpreted by the High Court in a way which
nobody would have anticipated. The most famous and well known is the matter of those
conservation and environmental issues, especially those dealing with World Heritage listings;
but there are plenty of others. Let us take customs and excise, for example. The
Commonwealth initially was given responsibility for customs and excise in order to have
uniformity of charges within that specific area of taxation; but the Commonwealth was
required to transfer 75 per cent of that tax back to the States. It very quickly devised a system
to get around that, and it was simple: All it had to do was establish a trust fund which meant
there was no money left to transfer to the States. That was challenged in the High Court,
which found in favour of the Commonwealth. How could we be expected to support changes
to the Constitution which ultimately require interpretation by the High Court, which has such
a degree of bias in favour of the transfer of power away from the States to the
Commonwealth? How could we be expected to allow that to happen?

Mr Bertram: It is extraordinary that in the last decade the conservatives have suddenly found
that the High Court is all wrong.

Mr COWAN: The member can say that about all conservatives but me, because I never had
that opinion.

Mr Bertram: A few years ago, if you said anything anti High Court here that was the end of
you - you had really overshot the mark.

Mr COWAN: Upwards of about seven years ago I went to a conference of State National
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Party parliamentarians and I actually moved that the composition of the High Court not be
left to the sole selection of the Commonwealth but be an appointment through each of the
States in their turn, so that the States were responsible. Surely that does not indicate that I
was an advocate of the High Court in its current form?

Mr Bertram: That is a clear exception that proves the rule. A few years ago the
conservatives appointed 30 out of about 32 High Court judges; now you are blaming them.
You appointed them.

Mr COWAN: I ami not blaming them, I am just saying the High Court cannot be expected to
make an interpretation of the changed wording of the Constitution that would favour the
States. In fact it would be the reverse: It can be predicted with some accuracy that the High
Court would most likely transfer to the Commonwealth the powers that exist with the States.
Local government is a responsibility of the States, it has nothing to do with the
Commonwealth.

For that reason we oppose the deletion of the words that were included in the original motion
by the member for Floreat. We strongly oppose it because, just like the very deceitfulness of
these referendum questions, what this Government is proposing to do is equally deceitful.

DR GALLOP (Victoria Park) [9.25 pmn]: There was a time in Australian politics when the
great slogan of the conservatives was "Reds under the bed". But of course over the years that
particular political force in Australian politics has fizzled out, mainly because of the political
organisation and social democratic ideology of the Labor Party - and we beat them in the way
that they ought to be beaten; that is, through political arguments and political processes,
unlike the method that the representatives of members opposite used in the 1950s, or
attempted to use, which was to set up a police state in this country. That is what the former
Prime Minister, Sir Robert Menzies, tried to do.

Mr Court: Talk about raiding newspaper offices!

Several members interjected.

Dr GALLOP: Once upon a time members opposite and their political predecessors used the
slogan "Reds under the bed", but now we have a new slogan: "Judges under the bed". This
has been fostered and fuelled by those hush radicals such as the Leader of the National Parry
who has told us that ever since he was in the cradle he has opposed the High Court of this
country. Now he has been joined by certain members of the Liberal Party who show no
deference whatsoever to that extremely important institution in our country; that is, the High
Court.

Mr Bertram: It is revered throughout the world but not by these people.

Dr GALLOP: Exactly, and it plays a crucial role in our system of Government. I find it
staggering to hear the commnents of the member for Karrinyup about High Court judges who
happen to disagree with his point of view. I would have thought the institution of the High
Court and the role it plays in our system of Government is more important than what the
member for Karrinyup, whose views on these matters are very limited to say the least, thinks
about a particular judge. I believe it is a sad indictment of the Liberal Party in this State at
this time that he can make comments like that about the High Court. As anyone knows, if we
have a Federal system of government we must have a High Court, and if we have a High
Court we must have judges to go in it, and if we have judges to go in it it is their duty to
interpret certain measures. As has been pointed out, any system based on judicial
interpretation must have that degree of flexibility for judges. It is built into the very system
of checks and balances and [ think reasonable people opposite understand that, unlike the
bush radicals who spoke earlier tonight.

Mr Court: Do you support the current use of the external affairs powers?

Dr GALLOP: The extension of external affairs powers in a limited way is progressive; if
taken too far it would be reactionary. Let us return to the basic principles we are debating.

Several members interjected.

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Thomas): Order! This is a very enjoyable debate and many
members wish to participate. A number of them are participating by interjection, and that is
fine provided it is done in such a way that the Hansard reporter is able to record it. When a
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lot of people are yelling at once it is very difficult for me to bear, and for the Hansard
reporter to record it. If the member wishes to respond to interjections that is fine, but they
must be made one at a time.

Dr GALLOP: Mr Acting Speaker. I would love to debate the question of the interpretation
the High Court placed on external affairs power. [ did not want to enter into dialogue on that
tonight so I put my position in very general terms.
Tonight we are debating the constitutional referendum on Saturday, and the background to
this debate is worthy of note. I am supporting the yes case in the referendum. It is worth
reflecting on the process by which we reach this referendum on 3 September. The Attorney
General of this nation, Hon Lionel Bowen, set up a very broadly based committee to look at
the Constitution.

Mr Court: Broadly based - come off it!

Dr GALLOP: Of course it was broadly based.

Mr House: And non elected.

Dr GALLOP: Of course they are non elected people. What a ridiculous comment. The fact
that they were non elected is totally irrelevant because the propositions put forward - three of
which will go to the people on Saturday - will be voted on.

The commission was set up to investigate the contemporary state of the Constitution. It has
done a marvellous job in spreading knowledge of the Constitution through our society. Every
member of this Parliament should applaud the role of that commission.

Mr Court: They are four dishonest questions.

Dr GALLOP: I will come back to that point. Every member of this Parliament should
applaud the role that has been played by the Constitutional Commission in spreading the
word of the Constitution throughout this country. To take one small example: The
distribution free of charge of the Constitution in a manner that has never been done before -
and I have been distributing the Constitution through my electorate and through the schools
in my electorate. This indicates a crucially important new direction in the attempt to educate
our population about the system under which we live.

Mr House: Does it tell us how to work for a living?

Dr GALLOP: That is ridiculous and it indicates a deep philistinism on the member's part. I
would have expected a lot more from the member for Katanning-Roe.
The Constitutional Commission travelled throughout this country; it invited contributions
from members of the public and initiated a very interesting and important dialogue on our
Constitution. It came forward with a number of reports through its subcommnittees. A final
report was produced and three of the recommendations from that report are being put to the
people. The fourth recommendation which deals with the election of the Senate and the
House of Representatives was amended but will be voted on next weekend. We should
applaud that process.

The Opposition should have - and some members did during the initial stages of debate -
looked at every proposition separately and argued each of them on its merits. Unfortunately,
the forces within both the Liberal Party and the National Party believed that it was more
important to attack these measures because they came from a Labor Government, rather than
to look at the merits of each question. That debate was held within the parliamentary Liberal
Party at the national level, and the forces there argued to attack the Labor Goverrnent
because it is a Labor Government. That indicates the consistent pattern of the conservatives
in this country who cannot and will not accept the rightful nature of Labor Government when
elected by the people. The conservatives believe that they were born to rule and that the
Liberal Party and the National Party, when out of power, can do anything to bring down a
Labor Government. Indeed, we saw that very process in 1975. Those conservative parties
could not bring themselves to analyse each measure on its merits; they decided to go for the
no case. To do that of course required them to bring out their old arsenal, the fear campaign,
to argue that somehow our Federal system is threatened. That is the nub of tonight's debate.
The opposition to the yes proposals in the referendum has consistently argued that some
major threat is implied to our Federal system.
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Before moving to the specific measures I point out that if the Federal system is to operate
effectively, with strong State Governments dealing with matters arising within their
boundaries in an effective and responsible way, two conditions need to be met. A legal,
legislative and constitutional type of precondition needs to be met; a formal type of condition
that allows the Federal system to work and gives the States the ability to operate. Most
members on the other side of this House who talk about federalism tend to focus on the
narrow formalistic, legalistic approach to federalism.

We have seen another aspect of Federalism. In the last five to 10 years we have seen the
State Labor Governments - starting in New South Wales, moving through South Australia,
Victoria and Western Australia - carry through ths other aspect of federalism far more
effectively. This has been to build up an effective public sector, to raise the professionalism
of the Public Service, to increase the accountability of the public sector, and generally
speaking make our public servants and our public sector a more effective instrument in
dealing with the Commonwealth in the various matters that come up from day to day. The
other aspect of Federalism is also to use political power that exists within our Federal system
to fight the Commonwealth when necessary and to bring about changes on behalf of the
citizens of this State.

Because the Opposition historically has always focused on the formal issues of States' rights
and has ignored the more important area of building up the powers and responsibilities of
States, it has allowed State Governments and their responsibilities to wither away. That has
been the reason that Commonwealth Governments over the years have moved into certain
areas - State Governments were utterly hopeless. Due to the build up of the effectiveness of
the State Government in the last five to 10 years, I believe that will not happen again. It has
occurred because of Labor Governments at State level. Members on the other side of this
House on the other hand have a very formalistic view of States' rights.

Now to go through each proposition one by one. It is not true to say that the first proposition
will reduce the States' influence on Federal legislation by weakening the Senate as a States'
House. I remind this Parliament that it was the Labor Party - with the Minister responsible
being Arthur Calweil - which introduced proportional representation to the Senate. Over time
we have seen the powers and responsibilities of the Senate develop as the proportional
representation system has emerged. More than any other factor in Australia's Federal
political history, that move by a Labor Government at Federal level has enhanced the power
and responsibility of the Senate in our constitutional and political system.

The Labor Governments at both Federal and State level are supporting the proposition which
is actually increasing the influence and role of the proportional representation philosophy
within the Senate. This so called authoritarian Labor Government in Canberra, which
allegedly wants to take over all power, is actually entrenching a system of lower quotas for
the Senate than exist under the present system. H-ow can that Government be accused of
attempting to take power away from the people in that process? Any reasonable objective
and academic approach to the proposal put forward in this proposition could not in any way
argue that a reduction in the power of the Senate as a States' House will take place. Indeed
its proportional representation within a Federal system allows the different political balances
which exist in every State to have a stronger role in the Federal system than existed before
1948. That can be established quite clearly - equal numbers of senators from each State;
proportional representation for the Senate; the balance of political forces in each State given
strong representation - that is, smaller States such as Western Australia have a stronger role to
play in the Federal political system as indicated by the numbers of Ministers we have in the
Federal Government. I do not accept the proposition that the States will lose any influence
within the Federation due to the first proposition. I think one could argue that their position
is strengthened.

The second proposition put forward by the member for Floreat refers to the severe restriction
and taking over of some of the powers and responsibilities of the sovereign State of Western
Australia. As I interjected on the member for Cottesloc at the time, mailers that deal with our
State constitutional Acts that go before the Supreme Court can be appealed to the High Court
of this country. As the Leader of the House said, it is true that the High Court is the supreme
court of this nation. There must be a supreme court mn a Federal system; that is a fact of
political life. To some extent already, under our system a reference to the Federal
Government via the High Court - I use the word "Government' in a general sense - is
available in relation to our constitutional Acts.
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Why is this proposal on the agenda at the moment? It is on the agenda today because State
Governments and State political parties in the last decade have been unable to see that the
only way to give certainty, stability, and to inject principle into our electoral system is to
establish one-vote-one-value. States' rights cannot be used as an argument against the
principle of one-vote-one -value because that principle takes precedence. Because the
conservative parties of this Stare, Queensland, and Tasmania have not accepted that
proposition, we have available to us under our Federal system of Government the power to
amend the Constitution. The people have every right to vote on these matters on Saturday. It
would be perfectly democratic and proper for them to give that power to the Federal
Government and make it possible for ordinary citizens to change electoral laws that do not
meet the criteria of one-vote-one-value.

The member for Florear referred to a hidden agenda if I heard him correctly. His argument
seemed to be that the Labor Party wanted proportional representation in the Lower House of
this Parliament because it would serve its interests best and it.can do that by having the High
Court rule out of order our current system for the lower and upper Houses. Of course, that is
theoretically possible; all sorts of things are theoretically possible. It is theoretically possible
that the sun may not rise tomorrow. However, the fact is that, according to the normal and
human cannons of commonsense, that is not what is being proposed and it will not happen.
What may very well happen, of course, is that we will see the establishment of a one-vote-
one-value system in our State in which there are single member electorates for the lower
House and proportional representation in the upper House.

I think it is worth noting that Australia's contribution to the so called Westminster system of
Government in recent years has been to develop a system in which there are single member
constituencies for the lower House from which emerges the governing power and
proportional representation for the upper House which provides a check and balance and
gives voters a choice of how they should vote for both Houses.

I support the propositions put forward by Professor Edwards some time ago when he dealt
with conflict between the two Houses of Parliament. However, I very strongly support the
system which exists in this countr and which has been developed by the Labor Party,
beginning with Arthur Calwelt in 1948. The Labor Party introduced a bicameral system with
built in checks and balances. The Labor Part developed that system, not the Liberal Parry
and not these paragons of the rights of the Legislature. In some ways, the Labor Party
introduced that system against its own self interest.

I have focused tonight on the first two propositions. In concluding, I agree with the
assumptions of the National Party and the Liberal Party that the Federal system is a good
system. However, [ do not believe that the first proposition reduces the States' influence on
Federal legislation or that the second proposition severely restricts and takes over some of the
powers and responsibilities of the people of Western Australia.

Amendment (deletion of words) put and a division taken with the following result -

Ayes (24)
Dr Alexanider Mr Donovan Mr Hodge Mr Ripper
Mrs Beggs Mr Evans Dr Lawrence Mr Troy
Mr Bertram Dr Gallop Mr Marlborough Mrs Watkins
Mr Burkcett Mr Grin Mr Parker Dr Watson
Mr Canr Mrs Henderson Mr Pearce Mr Wilson
Mr Cunnngham Mr Gordon Rd]il Mr Read Mrs Buchanan (Teller)

Noes (19)
Mr Blaikie Mr Cowan Mr Lightfoot Mr Watt
Mr Bradshaw Mr Grayden Mr Mensaros Mr Wiese
Mr Cash Mr Greig Mr Schell Mr Wiiamns
Mr Clarko Mr Hassell Mr Stephens Mr Masten (Tellero
Mr Court Mr House rrReg Tubby
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pairs

Ayes Noes
Mr Tom Jones Mr Crane
Mr D.L. Smith Mr Lewis
Mr P.1. Smith Mr Fred Tubby
Mr Peter Dowding Mr Thompson
M4r Bridge Mr Macinnon
MrTaylor Mr Treoorden

Amendment thus passed.

MR PEARCE (Arrnadale - Minister for Parliamentary and Electoral Reform) [9.49 pmn]: I
move -

To substitute for the words deleted the following -

House recommends a "YES" vote on each of the four referendum questions on
September 3rd, and deplores the misrepresentation and distortion which has
characterized the Opposition's campaign against these proposals.

MR COWAN (Merrediri - Leader of the National Parry) [9.50 pm]: I cannot let this
Governiment get away with this issue. Thene is no way [ can accept the amendment to the
motion which reads that, "This House recommends a yes vote on each of the four referendum
questions." I think there are many members on the Government side of the House who
would be happy if there were a no vote. The reason is that if by some mischance there
happens to be a yes vote cast to question two alone there are seven country members on the
Government side whose seats would disappear.

Mr Carr: It could happen to your side too.

Mr COWAN: The seat occupied by the member for Geraldton is one of them.

Several members interjected.

Mr COWAN: From a cursory glance at the electoral data that is available to me I am
convinced that the Labor Party -perhaps the Labor Opposition if this is put into effect -
would hold only four seats in country areas of Western Australia - one in the Kimberley; one
in the Pilbara; one around Bunbury if it is lucky, and one in the goldfields.

Several members interjected.

Mr COWAN: I am quite sure that because the Minister for Agriculture and the Minister for
Police and Emergency Services do not warnt a blood feud to determine who will represent the
goldfields, and because the member for Geraldton is worried about his seat being in jeopardy
and the member for Warren is hoping that his successor will succeed, I will receive some
support to my amendment on the amendment from country members.

Amendment on the Amendment
I move -

To delete the word "YES" in line I of the amendment, with a view to substituting the
word "NO".

When my amendment succeeds, as I am sure it will, I will seek to delete other words so the
motion will read, "This House recommends a no vote -

Point of Order
Dr ALEXANDER: As I understand it the amendment is a direct negative. I understand the
word "no" is a direct negative of the word "yes".
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Thomas): There is no point of order.

Debate Resumed
Mr COWAN: Mr Acting Speaker -

Several members interjected.

The ACTING SPEAKER: Order! There is far too much conversation in the House. It is
great to have members back in the House, but while there is a lot of conversation across the
Chamber it is difficult for me to hear and for Hansard to record the proceedings.
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Mr COWAN: When this proposal succeeds I intend to move for the deletion of the words
"Opposition's campaign against", with a view to substituting other words.
The amended motion would read -

This House recommends a NO vote on each of the four referendum questions on
3 September and deplores the misrepresentation and distortion which has
characterised the Government's campaign in favour of these proposals.

MR PEARCE (Annadale - Minister for Parliamientary and Electoral Reform) (9.54 pinj: I
have a great admiration for the Leader of the National Party. I have felt that he had a lot of
good qualities, but until tonight I did not think he had a sense of humour. To put A
proposition such as this before the House at this late hour shows a degree of flippancy which
has not been previously noted from the straw chewing minority on the other side of the
House.

I have felt for the members of the Commonwealth Ministry and those rational people from a
range of organisations who have tried very hard to present a rational yes case for the
referendum questions against the farrago of lies that have been put around by people in
favour of the no vote. It is a difficult thing to amend the Constitution for the very reason that
when one is arguing a yes case all one can do is simpiy put the rational reasons why there
should be a change to the Constitution. Those people in favour of the no case do not have to
worry about the amendments. They speak about hidden agendas; the 32 changes; whether
Canberra can be trusted; power grabs; whether politicians can be trusted - all the old slogans
which are designed to appeal to the baser emotions of people.

The referendum campaign run by the Opposition in this nation is exactly parallel to its
immigration campaign. The techniques have been the same; that is, to appeal to the darker
side of human nature in the electorate. It is a great shame that this kind of campaigning is
taking place. I made that point earlier and it does not say anything for the Opposition's
judgment of the intelligence of the Australian community. The fact that they are prepared to
appeal to the baser emotions of the comnmunity shows that there is a need for greater maturity
in our political system. We may have to expect that for political motives the Opposition will
do those sorts of things, but to expect a responsible body like the Parliament of this State to
go the extra mile with the Leader of the National Party and not only accept the baseness of
the conduct of those who campaign against the referendum proposals, but also to try to turn
on its head the very reasonable proposition which I put before the House, really is asking too
much of intelligent people.

Amendment on the amendment put and a division taken wit the following result -

Ayes (19)
Mr Blaikie Mr Cowan Mr Lightfoot Mr Wart
Mr Bradshaw Mr Grayden Mr Mensaros Mr Wiese
Mr Cash Mr Greig Mr Scheti M~r Williams
Mr Clarko Mr Hassell Mr Stephens Mr Maslegffeller)
Mr Court Mr House Mr Reg Tubby

Noes (24)
Dr Alexander Mr Donovan Mr Hodge Mr Ripper
Mrs Beggs Mr Evans Dr Lawrence Mr Troy
Mr Berrm Dr Gallop Mr Marlborough Mrs Watkins
Mr Burkett Mr Grill Mr Parker Dr Watson
Mr Canr Mrs Henderson Mr Pearce Mr Wilson
Mr Cunningbamn Mr Gordon Hill Mr Read Mns Buchanan (Teller)
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pairs

Ayes
Mr Crane
Mr Lewis
Mr Fred Tubby
Mr Thompson
Mr Macinnon
Mr Trenorden

Amendmuent on the amendment thus negatived.

Noes
Mr Tom Jones
Wr D.L Smith
Mr PJ Smnth
Mr Peter Dowding
Mr Bridge
Mr Taylor

Amendment (substitut ion of words) put and a division taken with the following result -

Ayes (24)

Dr Alexander
Mrs Beggs
Mr Bertram
Mr Burkett
Mr Carr
Mr Cunningham

Mr Blaikie
Mr Bradshaw
Mr Cash
Mr Cladco
Mr Court

Mr Donovan
Mr Evans
Dr Gallop
Mr Grill
Mrs Henderson
Mr Gordon HKin

Mr Cowan
MWflrayden
Mr Greig
Mr Hassel
Mr House

Mr Hodge
Dr Lawrence
Mr Marlborough
Mr Parker
Mr Pearce
Mr Read

Noes (19)
Mr Light foot
Mr Mensaros
Mr Schellt
Mr Stephens
Mr Reg Tubby

Mr Ripper
Mr Troy
Mrs Watkins
Dr Watson
Mr Wilson
Mrs Buchanan (rI-eler)

Mr Watt
Mr Wiese
Mr Williamns
Mr Maslen (Teller)

Pairs

Ayes Noes

Mr Tom Jones Mr Crane
Mr D.L. Smith Mr Lewis
Mr PJ Smith Mr Fred Tubby
Mr Peter Dowding Mr Thompson
Mr Bridge Mr Macinnon
Mr Taylor Mr Trenorden

Amendment thus passed.

Question (motion, as amended) put and a division taken with the following result -

Ayes (24)

Dr Alexander
Mrs Beggs
Mr Bertram
Mr B urkent
Mr Car
Mr Cunningham

Mr Elatke
Mr Bradshaw
Mr Cash
Mr Clarko
Mr Court

Mr Donovan
Mr Evans
Dr Galop
Mr Grill
Mirs Henderson
Mr Gordon Hl

Mr Cowan
Mr Grayden
Mr Greig
Mr Hassefll
Mr House

Mr-Hodge
Dr Lawrence
Mr Marlborough
Mr Parker
Mr Pearce
Mr Read

Noes (19)
Mr Lightfoot
Mr Mensaros
Mr Schell
Mr Stephens
Mr Reg Tubby

Mr Ripper
Mr Troy
Mn Watkins
Dr Watson
Mr Wilson
Mrs Buchanan (Teller)

Mr Want
Mr Wiese
Mr Williams
Mr Maslen (Teller)
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Pairs
Ayes Noes

Mr Tom Jones Mr Crane
M~r DL ISmith Mlr Lewis
Mr P.1 Smith Mr Fred Tubby
Mr Peter Dowding Mr Thompson
Mr Bridge Mr Macainon
Mr Taylor Mr Trenorden

Question (motion, as amended) thus passed.

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY AMNENDMENT BILL

Second Reading

Debate resumed from 28 October 1987.
MRS HENDERSON (Gosnells - Minister for Lands) [10.06 pmJ:. This Bill which proposes
to amend the Equal Opportunity Act was introduced during the last session of the Parliament.
I would like to indicate the supporting grounds that have been placed in this proposed
amending Bill by the Leader of the National Party. Essentially, he has argued that we should
add to the Equal Opportunity Act a new criterion on which to judge whether a person has
been discriminated against. That criterion is essentially whether a person does or does not
belong to an industrial organisation of employees or employers.

I am interested that the Leader of the National Party would put this forward as a clause to go
in the Equal Opportunity Act because the Act looks at several different criteria on which a
person can claim that he has been discriminated against. Those criteria include things like
sex, race, and marital status. All of those attributes are the sorts of attributes that, while not
lifelong necessarily, are fairly stable and usually last for a considerable period. Thus they can
be used as a measure of equality that extends over a period and can be applied to a number of
different situations in a person's everyday life.

This means that the rest of the Act applies in such a way as to make certain kinds of
behaviour in the public domain unacceptable. Those sorts of behaviour relate to work,
education, access to public places such as shops, hotels, recreation places and facilities, goods
and services such as loans and superannuation policies, insurance and all the areas to which a
consumer might seek access. They include also goods and services and access to clubs other
than those that are based on a particular racial group or a particular sex. Thus it is sensible to
say that those attributes that I mentioned at the beginning - the sex, race, religious belief or
political conviction of a person, attributes which would generally be retained over a long
time - should not form the basis of discrimination against a person. For example, a person
should not be discrimniated against on the basis of sex or religion when at work, when
applying to go to an educational institution, or when applying for goods and services. No
person should be discriminated against in any one of the areas we have outlined in the Act,
which are essentially areas of public activity.

The criterion which has been suggested by the Leader of the National Party for inclusion in
the Bill is intrinsically and qualitatively quite different from those other criteria that we
already have in the Act. It is chiefly different because it does not apply to all those areas of
public life sensibly in the way that the other criteria do. For example, even though the
proposed Bill of the Leader of the National Party seeks to insert a clause relating to
membership or non membership of an industrial organisat ion - not just into the section of the
Act that deals with work, but also into those sections that deal with education and with
provision of goods and services and all those other areas to which our original Act referred -
if one looks at the effect of putting that into those sections one will see that it really does not
make sense.

For example, many associations and organisations; of employees now offer mutual benefits to
their members. Those benefits might include the capacity to book holiday cottages, for
example. A number of unions and other associations of employees - and perhaps associations
of employers - have joined together and the members contribute a certain amount of funds
through their membetship fees towards a facility. That facility is then
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available only to chose people who belong to that association. Whether they are the facilities
of a credit union, a sporting or recreation facility, or the right to occupy a chalet in a holiday
village, ic is a benefit available only to those people who belong to the industrial organisation.

Mr Stephens: You are taking away the right to freedom of choice.

Mrs HENDERSON: This Bill would make it illegal for people to be discriminated against on
the basis of whether or not they belong to an industrial organisation when they sought, for
example, to book a chalet.

Mr Cowan: It is not true; it is only in their place of employment.

Mrs HENDERSON: The Bill refers to all sectors. On page 8 reference is made to goods,
services and facilities.

Mr Cowan: It refers to employment.

Mrs HENDERSON: It does not refer to employment on page 8; reference is made to
employment on page 3, and reference is then made to education, goods, services,
accommodation, clubs etc. It refers to anything, so it would not be possible for any
organisation of employees - whether it is a union or any other organisation - to say that only
people who are members and have paid their dues can benefit from the facilities that those
dues have provided. I do not know whether that was the intention of the Leader of the
National Party when he introduced this Bill. However, it has the effect of making it
impossible for those organisations to provide for their members facilities from the funds
contributed by members.

I presume the key thrust of the Leader of the National Party when introducing this proposed
amendment to the Equal Opportunity Act was the belief that people should not be
discriminated against on the basis of their membership or non membership of an industrial
organisation in the workplace. However, he seems to have overlooked, or not be aware of,
the fact that this point is covered by existing industrial legislation which is well and truly in
place. [ quote section 96F of the Industrial Relations Act -

Discriminatory and other action against persons by reason of non-membership of
employee organisations.
96F. (1) A person who -
(a) threatens that -

(i discriminatory action will or may be taken against a second person; or

60i the free and lawful exercise of his trade, profession or occupation by a
second person will or may be interfered with,

by reason of the circumstance that the second person or a third person is not a
member of;,

(b) advises, encourages or incites a second person to take discriminatory action
against a third person by reason of the circumstance that the third person or a
fourth person is not a member of ...

an employee organization, commits an offence.

It explains at some length in a number of clauses why it is illegal or offends against that
legislation for a person to be discriminated against on the basis of those criteria. I am at a
loss to understand why the Leader of the National Party seeks to insert in the Equal
Opportunity Act a provision which has always been included in industrial legislation - it is
currently part of the Industrial Relations Act - and which is so qualitatively different from all
the other criteria in the Equal Opportunity Act. The amendment in the Bill introduced by the
Leader of the National Party, as it currently stands, makes no sense in terms of the other
facilities from which persons would be excluded. For that reason I totally reject the proposed
Bill.

It does not add in any way to the Equal Oppority Act which has received widespread
support in the community. It is operating extremely effectively; it does not seek to transgress
in an area in which other legislation prevails, such as the industrial relations arena in which
machinery is set up to solve industrial disputes. Many of those industria disputes have
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arisen precisely around the issue raised in this Bill; that is, membership or non membership of
a union or industrial organisation. It seems to choose one section from a Bill and seek to
impose it on the Equal Opportunity Act in a way that makes no sense. In a vast majority of
the sections of the Act it is a pointless exercise, and it detracts from the support given by the
National Party to the Equal Opportunity Act when it was introduced in 1984. The
Government was grateful for that support, which has been vindicated by the success and
appreciation of the Act by the public. The machinery set up to put the Act into operation is
working effectively. Complaints are being successfully conciliated and very few have gone
to the tribunal for adjudication because the level of conciliation has been very high.

I hope the Leader of the National Parry will withdraw the Bill because it adds nothing to the
Equal Opportunity Act. If he wishes to pursue the notion about membership or non
membership of an industrial organisation, the place to look is in the industrial legislation area.
MR MENSAROS (Floreat) [10.17 pmn]: I briefly indicate that the Opposition supports the
National Party in its endeavour and particularly supports the principle that membership of a
trade association should not be used to discriminate against a person who does or does not
belong to it. This proposition highlights the hypocrisy embedded in the previous debate on
the referendum question; in the fourth question the Governiment supported the notion that
tee selective individual rights should be enshrined in a Statute in the Constitution of the
Comnmonwealth of Australia, but forgot about the rest of the individual's rights - amongst
them, the freedom of association which is one of the treasured rights people have. The
Opposition does not believe in legislating for any one of those because it is convinced that
they are inherited rights of the people which people enjoyed long before the Constitution was
written or the white people came to Australia.

My only negative comment in connection with this Bill is that I am sorry that the Leader of
the National Parry tried to achieve his laudable purpose with regard to this Act, because his
move lends some decorum and respect to the Act which it does not deserve.

MR COWAN (Merredin - Leader of the National Party) (10.19 pm]: Firstly, I thank the
member for Floreat for indicating his support and the support of the Liberal Party for this
legislation. We are very disappointed with the attitude of the Government, particularly that
of the Minister. I would have preferred the Minister to have refreshed her memory by
rereading the Bill. I do not for one moment suggest that she has not read it at all, but from
her conments quite clearly she has forgotten its contents. The very case she used to build an
argument is specifically exempted in this legislation, and had the Minister read the Bill and
the speech I made when introducing it, she would have known that or at least been reminded
of it.
There are three specific exemptions. One is to those industrial associations which, quite
natually, must employ personnel who are employees of that association. Another is to those
bodies which supply the services the Minister talked about. If that is not enough, under an
additional clause of this Bill the Equal Opportunities Commission is able to grant other
exemptions where it deems them to be necessary. So all of the reasons upon which the
Minister has based her objections to this legislation have been covered by the Bill and to my
way of thinking completely destroy her argument. It disappoints me that the Government can
produce such a false argument for opposing this legislation. It has been apparent for a long
time that one of the difficulties we have in industrial relations in Western Australia is this
question of voluntary unionism or the right to be employed regardless of whether one is or is
not a member of a union. We do not see it as a responsibility of the Industrial Relations
Commission to determine whether a person should or should not be a member of a union.
We see that as an individual right and something that could be quite easily written into this
legislation. I remind the member for Canning, who interjected, but whom I did not hear and
who will admit that she has a soft voice, that it is time some of the female members of this
State, particularly those women members of this Parliament, recognised that the equal
opportunities legislation in Western Australia is not merely for women and is not exclusively
their province; it is the province of all persons seeking equal opportunity.

Mrs Henderson: Has the member looked at the complaints, because a substantial number of
them have been lodged by men under the Equal Opportunity Act?
Mr COWAN: That proves my point. It is about time the Minister stepped outside the feeling
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expressed to me so eloquently by somebody when I first introduced this Bill and when I was
asked, "What are you doing to our eml?", That is not good enough. The fact of the matter is
that it is time chat the ability of people to gain employment -

Dr Watson interjected:

Mr COWAN: That is a load of rubbish. If the member had read this legislation she would
know that an employer cannot discriminate against an employee or potential employee if that
employee says they are a member of a untion, or that they are not a member of a union - it
works equally well both ways. It makes very clear that an employer cannot ask a person
whether they are or are not a union member and then make a judgment as to whether they
will or will not employ that person. This is nor union bashing. In fact, it deals with the case
equally. If I were the member I would read the legislation and when she has read it hand it to
her colleague sitting next to her, as it may do him some good, as well. I will not labour the
point. All I say is that I thank the Liberal Opposition for its support and am disappointed that
the Government has used a flimsy excuse to reject this legislation. All the Minister who
spoke to this Bill did was indicate that she did not know what it contained. That is a great
disappointment because she built her case Mround something specifically exempted from the
B ill
Question put and a division taken with the following result -

Ayes (19)
Mr B laikie Mr Cowan Mr Lightfoot Mr Watt
Mr Bradshaw Mr Grayden Mr Mensaros Mr Wiese
Mr Cash Mr Greig Mr Schell Mr Williams
Mr Cladco Mr Hassell Mr Stephens Mr Maslen
Mr Court Mr House Mr Reg Tubby (Teller)

Noes (25)
Dr Alexander Mr Evans Mr Marlborough Mrs Watkins
Mrs Beggs Dr Gallop Mr Parker Dr Watson
Mr Bertram MrT Grn Mr Pearce Mr Wilson
Mr Burkett Mrs Henderson Mr Read Mrs Buchanan (Teller)
Mr Canr Mr Gordon Hil Mr Ripper
Mr Cunningham Mr Hodge Mr Thomas
Mr Donovan Dr Lawrence Mr Troy

Pairs

Ayes Noes

Mr Crane Mr Tom Jones
Mr Lewis Mr D.L. Smcth
MrFred Tubby Mr P.J. Smith
Mr Thompson Mr Peter Dowding
Mr Macinnoni Mr Bridge
Mr Trenorden Mr Taylor

Question thus negatived.

Bill defeated.

MISUSE OF DRUGS AMENDMIENT BILL

Second Reading
Debate resumed from 23 June.

MR PEARCE (Armadale - Leader of the House) [10.29 pm]: I think there might be a
mristake in this Bill because it says under clause 1 that "This Act may be cited as the Misuse
of Drugs Amendment Act 1988";!1 think it should be cited in the short title as the Bali Bong
Bill because the fact is that this Bill is, in effect, an effort to cash in by the member for
Darling Range whose unfortunate preseletion. history has been noted by the House. We are
sorry about that; it is particularly unfortunate that a person young and enthusiastic like he in
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this House cannot do better than get preselection for an unwinriable seat, but we admire his
courage for taking it on; it is the son of thing the member for Mt Lawley might consider for
his future career. What members opposite are seeking to do is to cash in on the fact that in
this country there is a sincere desire to stamp out the use of drugs by a range of people, and
particularly to stamp out drug peddling. Na-one has taken a stronger attitude against the use
of drugs, particularly by young people, than the Government, and we have set in train a range
of measures designed to prevent the use of drugs in an illegal way, and to take measures
against drug pushers.

Mr Lightfoot: So you will be supporting this Bill?

Mr PEARCE: Under this Bill, any person who goes to Bali for a seven day holiday, buys a
cheap bong at the Bali markets, and brings it back and sticks it on the mantelpiece, without in
many cases even knowing what it is, is up for prosecution.

Mr Gre ig: The intention of the Bill is not to do that; it is aimed at people who manufacture
drugs.

Mr PEARCE: I will accept that, but then any persons who find themselves in possession of
one of these things will find themselves subject to a range of questions regarding their intent.
The simple way of dealing with drugs is to aim at the drugs. The fact of the matter is that if
the member had in his possession now a bong or any other implement -

Mr Gieig: I have one in my office. I tabled it in Parliament.

Mr PEARCE: Where is the Minister for Police and Emergency Services? Can someone take
down this man's name and address, because he is a suspicious character.

Mr Cash:, The Minister for Police and Emergency Services ran out of Parliament at six
o'clock this evening so he did not have to address this matter.

Mr PEARCE: I offered the Deputy Leader of the Opposition the opportunity to bring this on
next week when the Minister was here, and to deal now with the ozone Bill, and if his
concern with bongs is greater than his concern for the ozone layer, that ought to be noted. If
the Opposition is mote concerned with running down some poor little old lady tourist coming
back from Bali with a bong, rather than facing up to the important environmental issues that
are involved in the future of the ozone layer, then that can be its attitude. If a person has, for
examplti, traces of drugs on his personal bong which show -

Mr Greig: That is illegal now.

Mr PEARCE: That is exactly the point I am making. If a person has in his possession now
an implement which is clearly for the use or the consumption of drugs, that is illegal, and the
police can take action. The member's Bill seeks to extend that to implements which cannot
be clearly demonstrated to have been involved in the use of drugs. That is why the ambit of
this Bill is far too wide. No-one takes a stronger attitude against the use of drugs than this
Government, but that does not mean we are prepared to put into the firing l ine a whole range
of innocent people and endanger their civil liberties, when they are not involved in the use of
drugs but may have in their possession - in many cases quite unknowingly - an implement
which in the view of members opposite or somebody else might be used for drugs.

Mr Cash: You supported the decriminalisation of marijuana. You gave a speech in this
House in favour of it.

Mr PEARCE: That is true, but nevertheless this Government has taken a strong position
against the use of drugs. We have been a strong supporter of the Federal and State
Governments' combined initiatives against drug abuse. It is a little bit cynical for this move
to be made by an Opposition that claims to support the civil liberties of people. This Bill is
aimed not at people who are the users of drugs but at people who may have in their
possession things which cannot clearly be connected with the use of drugs, because if that
connection could be made then the use of those implements would now be illegal and could
lead to the prosecution arid the imprisonment of those people. We have to be fair to people in
doing these sorts of things, and while I admire the efforts of the member for Darling Range to
draw himself to public attention, I do not think the move to fine or gaol. innocent citizens is
the way to do that.

MR CASH (Mt Lawley) [10.34 pm): I support the Bill presented to the Parliament some
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weeks ago by the member for Darling Range. It is interesting that every time the Opposition
presents a Bill. to this House which is somewhat contrary to the views of the Government, no
matter how different our views may be - or even how close our views may be on some
issues - this Leader of the House will get up and condemn the value of that B ill. The Leader
of the House did that recently in respect of taxis, and I am in the process of distributing both
his speech and my speech to the 3 000 people who comprise the taxi industry in Perth. I will
have great pleasure in distributing to the youth groups around metropolitan Perth and the
countr areas the comments just made by the Leader of the House in respect of this very
laudable Bill introduced by the member for Darling Range in sincerity and good faith to try
to slow dawn the drug problems we have in this State. I ask the Leader of the House whether
he is aware of the statistics on drug offences in Western Australia?

Dr Alexander: What about alcohol and tobacco?

Mr CASH: I will get to that; give me a chance, because I anm more than happy to talk about
alcohol and tobacco. I am more than happy to talk about this Leader of the House's speech to
the House in 1981 and about the various contradictory comments he made when the original
Misuse of Drugs Act was brought into this place. It is interesting that in 1981 the Leader of
the House was prepared to condemn the consumption of alcohol and the use of tobacco, and
yet was prepared to support the use of marijuana. We see today in this House his attempts
again to try to encourage the young people of our society to tumn to marijuana and cannabis.

Mr Pearce: That is absolute rubbish.

Mr CASH: The Minister should go back to the speeches he made in 1981 and have a look at
what he said.
Mr Clarko: Remind us.

Mr CASH: The Leader of the House said on 8 September 1981, and I quote in part -

The traffickers in soft drugs by and large tend to be the same people who are the
traffickers in hard drugs, because if one sets up a drug courier operation, one deals in
all the drugs available.

Mr Pearce: That has been supported by the -

Mr CASH: So the Minister is supporting that people who are involved in soft drugs
axiomatically deal in hard drugs?

Mr Pearce: Not always, but very often.

Mr CASH: The Minister said that in 198 1.
Mr Pearce: That was supported by the National Crime Authority. I was just ahead of my
time.

Mr CASH: Is the Minister saying that what he said in 1981 is not true?

Mr Pearce: Of course it is true.

Mr CASH: Is the Minister aware of the premises in Perth known as Joynt Venture?

Mr Pearce: No. but you are probably aware.

Mr CASH: So the Minister is not aware of the premises to which this Bill relates, or
premises which sell similar products?
Mr Pearce: I am not involved in the drug business. You have a skilful knowledge of it. I
wonder where you got that from.
Mr CASH: [ have a knowledge of the drug business which has been accumulated by trying
to fight the drug trade that exists in Perth. I was absolutely surprised to hear the Leader of the
House get up in this place and condemn the member for Darling Range for bringing forward
this important legislation. His comments were an absolute joke. The member for Vasse said
in 198 1, by way of interjection to the current Leader of the House, that the Leader of the
House supported the use of marijuana. He supported it then, and it is quite clear he supports
it today. The people of Western Australia are entitled to know that is the position of this
Leader of the House. One wonders just how far it extends among Government members
generally. We will. fid out shortly when we get the opportunity to vote on this Bill.
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Dr Alexander: They are completely separate issues.

Mr CASH: Please explain to me why it is a separate issue. Has the member read the Bill that
is before the House?

Dr Alexander: I was in the Chair when the Bill was first introduced. I certainly have.

Mr CASH: Is the member aware that the Bill intends to amend the Misuse of Drugs Act to
make illegal the possession of bonigs and waterpipes and other implements used for the
smoking of marijuana?

Dr Alexander: How does that restrict the use of marijuana? Does that actually stop people
from smoking marijuana?

Mr CASH: I would have thought that if places like Joynt Venture were not able to sell these
products and were not able to advertise them in the paper, that would be a restriction on the
young people of Perth walking up the stairs to that establishment, viewing the stock, and
purchasing their requirements so they can go out into the community and commence their
introduction to soft drugs. The member has already heard the Leader of the House say that
the use of soft drugs will lead in due course to the use of hard drugs. Does the member agree
with that?

Dr Alexander: That is not the issue.

Mr Pearce: Hang on! Joynt Venture does not supply drugs at all.

Mr CASH: Nothing I say seems to impress the member for Perth, yet he claims he was in the
House when the member for Darling Range introduced this Bill. I put it to the House that far
from being tough in the area of crime, this Government continues to be soft on crime, and in
particular it is soft on drugs.

Perhaps it is worth looking at what the current Minister for Police and Emergency Services
said in this House when he was asked a question by the member for Darling Range in respect
of the shop trading as Joynt Venture, which is located on the first floor of 794 Hay Street in
Perth. In general terms the member for Darling Range asked whether the Minister for Health
approved of this shop, and whether he agreed that the form of advertising and the sale of the
products offered by that company was contrary to the public health interest, particularly of
our young people. The current Minister for Police and Emergency Services, who at that time
in December 1987 was the Minister for Health, said yes, he believed it was against the
interests of public health in this State. We have a situation where firstly the current Minister
for Police and Emergency Services is not in this House to deal with the matter, and secondly
the Leader of the House admits himself that he supports the decriminvalisation of mnarijuana.

Mr Pearce: I did not admit that.

Mir CASH: Whether the Leader of the House is prepared to admit it, clearly the comments
that he made implied that he is interested in seeing our young people of Perth having drugs
made available to them.

Mr Pearce: That is absolutely untrue.

Mr CASH: The operation of that stare, Joynt Venture, and other stores which sell similar
products, encourages our young people to turn to drugs. The statistics are clearly there.
Mr Pearce: You said they sold drugs.

Mr CASH: I did not say that at all, and the Leader of the House knows that I did not. I said
that it was my view that the comments of the Leader of the House indicated that he was in
favour of the use of marijuana At no time at all did I suggest that that establishment sold
drugs.

Mr Pearce: You said they dealt in soft drugs and were likely to be dealing in hard drugs.

Mr CASH: I said they sold particular products which were likely to encourage young people
to turn to drugs. After all, what are bongs and water hookahs and these other implements
used for? Axe they only for ornamentation? Are they not used for drug purposes? What
absolute garbage! The Minister does not even understand what he is saying.

Mr Pearce: You do not understand what you are saying either.

Mr CASH: [ do have some knowledge of the problem of drugs in Perth.
A63381-9
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Mr Pearce: How did you get it?

Mr CASH: From speaking firstly with members of oar Drug Squad, with people interested in
youth affairs, and speaking to parents faced with the problem of their young children Turning
to drugs. This Leader of the House is in fact encouraging the continued operation of these
places which in themselves, in my view, encourage young people to turn to drugs.

Earlier this year most members of this House would have received correspondence from
various schools Mround the metropolitan area asking them to support legislation to prohibit,
firstly, the sale of cannabis smoking utensils, and secondly, booklets describing how to grow
cannabis. I accept that making illegal booklets describing how to grow cannabis would cause
a situation where libraries could not keep books of that type on their shelves and that
provision would be too wide. But the amendment proposed by the member for Darling
Range is clearly restricted to those utensils which the police acknowledge are used by people
who take drugs. The House would do well to support the proposition.

I want to go through some statistics -

Dr Alexander; These would be like your statistics on random breath testing.

Mr CASH: I do not understand.

Dr Alexander: They were totally unreliable.

Mr CASH: I do niot think I quoted statistics in relation to random breath testing. I think the
member is mistaken about who quoted them.

Dr Alexander: They were arguments from your side.

Mr CASH: Thai is quite different from my quoting the statistics. I think The member would
be aware that, much to the chagrin of the Australian Labor Party, the random breath testing
Bill was passed by the upper House tonight. Members opposite hoped against hope that it
would be knocked back tonight by the upper House. The member has already had
instructions from the Leader of the House who has told hint to be quiet.

Mr Pearce: I did not.

Mr CASH: The Leader of the House has just waved his little finger at the member for Perth,
as he has done before, signalling to him to take it easy and not interject too much because that
only extends the time of the debate.

Mr Pearce: I told the Deputy Leader of the Opposition that we are not going past 11I o'clock,
because that is the agreement. The member for Darling Range wants to fiish the Bill, and I
said to the member for Morley-Swan that on that basis he is not to speak.

Mr CASH: The Leader of the House is confuiing exactly what I have just said. He waved
his finger at the member for Perth telling him not to interject because it extends the debate.
Mr Pearce: That is the second time you have messed up private members' time.

Mr Court: It is private members' day and we can debate until I1I o'clock.

Mr Pearce: Our members can debate too, and I do not want it suggested that because I told
one of oar members not to speak it was an instruction to the member for Perth not to interject.

Several members interjected.

The SPEAKER: I think we have had enough.
Mr CASH: I was referring to the statistics on drugs. In 1982, 1 897 drug offences were
reported to the police in Western Australia. That increased in 1983 to 2 573. In 1984 it was
4 591. In 1985 it increased to 4 870, and in 1986 to 6 262. In 1987 the horrendous figure of
7 524 drug offences were reported to the WA police. Between 1983 and 1987 the increase
was 296.62 per cent. That is totally unacceptable. It is a set of statistics which the Leader of
the House might care to look at and understand, given the comments That he has just made to
this House.

How often do members opposite stand up in this Parliament and condemn those who smoke -
those who use tobacco? I accept the comments which many of those members make. I can
assure members I am not knocking them. I refer to the member for
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Scarborough, well known as an opponent of the use of tobacco. [ accept chat; I have known it
for years. I have heard the member for Balcarta speak in this place and also in the Parliament
in Darwin on the evils of tobacco. I have heard the member for Canning go on and on in this
House about tobacco, yet when the question of whether we should support an organisat ion
comes up -

Mr Read: We are not talking about marijuana, we are talking about tobacco.

Mr CASH: We are talking about implements and utensils which can be used in the smoking
of marijuana.

Mr Read: What about cigarette paper?

Mr CASH: Quite clearly the member for Mandurah has not read the Bill, because we are not
talking about dealing in cigarette papers, so he will be okay; he can continue, if that is what it
is all about. Quite clearly members of the Government have not read the Bill before the
House. The Bill seeks to amend the existing Misuse of Drugs Act to prohibit certain
implements and utensils that are used in the smoking of marijuana, or cannabis. Clearly, it
does not talk about cigarette papers as such and in fact in the second reading speech given by
the member for Darling Range he was at pains to point out that he was talking about those
implements known as bangs, water hookahs, and other similar implements that were
available for sale in a certain establishment in Perth. There has been a fair bit of publicity in
the paper about the sale of these implements to young people in Perth.

Dr Alexander: Is cigarette paper a utensil as well?

Mr CASH: The Leader of the House has just tried to extend the proposition so far as to
suggest that the High Court will probably interpret it as such. The member for Perth will
remember the debate earlier tonight wherein we suggested that the High Court might interpret
things in a particular way, and the Leader of the H-ouse was not prepared to accept those
arguments. It now suits the Leader of the House to contradict his earlier comments and
suggest that the interpretation might go that far. I suggest that the Leader of the House and
other members of the Government read the second reading speech given by the member for
Darling Range which clearly sets out those implements that ts amendment was designed to
catch.

Dr Alexander: But it is not in the Bill.

Mr CASH: I urge the member for Perth to move all other amendments he believes necessary
to this Bill so chat we can prevent the sale of these implements or utensils to young people.
Dr Alexander: Matches?

Mr CASH: It may suit the member for Perth to make his interjections but I challenge him to
stand up in this place and move amendments he believes will advantage our young people
rather than support an argument that has been put by the Leader of the House which quite
clearly is designed to help destroy the young generation of Perth. Members know that is
happening. They have only to go down to those places to see the young kids going into them.
Members can watch them look at the products being sold, and buy them; and then what do
they do? They are young people and into experimentation so they go home or to their mate's
place and start experimenting.
Dr Alexander: If you banned that shop they would still be available - they will go
underground. Aren't you a realist about these things?

Mr CASH: I believe I am a realist and in being a realist I think it is incumbent on the
member for Perth to support this amendment. I am encouraged by the inrerjections that I
receive from the Government because they clearly show that some Government members,
regrettably, quite clearly want to encourage the use of these implements and utensils by
young people.

Mr Pearce: That is absolutely untrue.

Mr Parter: What nonsense.

Mr CASH: I include the Deputy Premier in this. They are interested in encouraging drug
taking in this city.

Mr Parker: What nonsense.
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Mr CASH: Government members should look at their own statistics and at the comments
made by the Leader of the House in 1981 when he spoke about the Misuse of Drugs Act. H-e
clearly believed there was a link between those who dealt in soft drugs and those who dealt in
hard drugs. The Leader of the House should extend some of the logic of his intetjections and
see where he ends up.
Mr Pearce: But you just told me you did not believe this place did deal in drugs, so what is
the relevance?

Mr CASH: It is worth advising the House that many police officers would encourage
Government members to support this amendment - police officers who are required in the
course of their duty to go round and pick up those kids who have stonted on soft drugs, been
hooked on hard drugs and ended up in the gutter. They would like the Government to give
them some support.

Mr Pearce; Well, they get it.

Mr CASH: We have heard this Government claim that it supports the Police Force. For the
last five and a half years the people of Western Australia have not believed that, and I can tell
the Government from a lot of experience gained by talking to police officers that they do not
believe it. Very belatedly. and only because of the polls it took which showed that law and
order was one of the biggest issues in the community, did the Government decide to put the
ship into reverse arnd head in the other direction.

Mr Parker: Have you asked the member for Cottesloe why he was happy to allow the Joynt
Venture shop to operate when he was the Minister for Police?
Mr CASH: The Deputy Premier puts that question to me knowing that the member for
Cortesloe is not in the House.

Mr Parker: If he were here [ would put it to him, but he is not.

Mr CASH: If the Minister for Police and Emergency Services were here I would ask hin
why, as Minister for Police and Emergency Services, he allows brothels to operate in
Kalgoorlie.

Mr Parker: For the same reason the member for Cottesloc did, probably.

Mr CASH: For the same reason? In their absence the Deputy Premier thinks he can answer
far both of them.

Mr Parker: I am sure there is not much difference between the member for Cottesloe's
reasons at the time and the member for Kalgoorlie's reasons.
Mr CASH: Do you support the member for Kalgoorlie, as Minister for Police and
Emergency Services -

Mr Parker: We are talking about this Bill. What I would like to know is why the member for
Cortesloe was quite happy to allow Joynt Venture to operate while he was Minister for
Police.

The SPEAKER: Order! I think we would make better progress if we stuck to the Bill.

Mr CASH: I put it to the Deputy Premier that the question he asks me could quite easily be
turned on his current Minister for Police and Emergency Services, who clearly allows
brothels to operate in Kalgoorlie.

The SPEAKER: Order! Just hang on a minute. I am trying to be cooperative.

Mr CASH: I take your point, Mr Speaker, and I will move on. 1 was referring to the
Government's claim that it wanted to work with the communit in order to beat crime. That
is a very laudable exercise and one which I support one hundred per cent.

Mr Pearce: You can be on the TV ads if you like.

Mr CASH: That is a silly thing to say because I do not need to go on TV with your Premier
to indicate that the Liberal Party supports law and order -
Mr Pearce: Because you don't.

Mr CASH: - and supports its Police Force. The Leader of the House knows that for the last
three years I have moved round Western Australia making it very clear that the Liberal
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Party's support for law and order far and away exceeded any claim of support by the Labor
Party, so the Leader of the House should not talk absolute rot.
I want to read some words that appeared in the Premier's foreword to the booklet "Working
Together to Beat Crime". On page one, under the signature of the Premier, it says in part -

Through the plan, the Government will:

take strong action to reduce juvenile crime;
encourage changes to the lifestyle, family and schooling patterns which are
leading young people to commit crime;

help famnilies and communities prevent crime;
The Premier's final comment in his foreword is -

I am confident that by working together, we will beat crime and achieve a much
greater level of safety and security for all Western Australians.

If Government members really believe in the words of the Premier in the foreword to that
booklet, they would support this amendment to the Misuse of Drugs Act which clearly is
designed to prevent young people from moving into the drug scene or, if it cannot prevent
them, at [east reduce their numbers.
Mr Cireig: And not encourage them.
Mr CASH: And, as the member for Darling Range says, certainly not encourage them.
While this House allows operators such as the Joynt Venture group in Perth, and other groups
which offer for sale implements and utensils used for smoking marijuana and cannabis, I do
not believe that we as a Parliament are standing up and being counted in protecting our youth;
more than that, I do not think that we as a House are supporting the very words this Premier
has written in the foreword to his booklet.
Mr Blaikie: Do you realise that when this was raised in Parliament in 1981 the Leader of the
House was suspended from the House over his attitude during that debate?
Mr CASH: I was not aware of that, but having read the debates and watched the Leader of
the House here -

Mr Blaikie: I was on the receiving end of part of that.
Mr Pearce: You were in the Chair and we had the most stupid bit of chairmanship ever that
evening; I drew attention to your lack of intelligence and time has proved me right.
Mr Blaikie: That was all over your predilection and liking for marijuana.
The SPEAKER: Order! The member for Mt Lawley has the floor.

Mr CASH: I invite members of the House to look at the 1981 debates on the Mvisuse of
Drugs Act. Quite clearly a number of members who are now Ministers were totally opposed
to the then Liberal Government's intention to bring in an Act of Parliament that would allow
police to take action against those who traded in drugs and were in fact users of drugs. It is
interesting, for example, to read the comments of the now Deputy Premier and the lack of
support he offered in respect of those debates. It was interesting to read the comments of the
current Leader of the House, who at that stage was a supporter of the legalisation of
marijuana and obviously, in representing the Government's view today, still holds that view.
Mr Blaikie: On that side of the House they support the smoking of marijuana.

Wr Pearce: That is untrue.
Mr Burket": I don't even support smoking cigarettes, you fat clown.

Mr Blaikie interjected.
Mr CASH: Mr Speaker -
The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr Pearce: It is ilegal to smoke marijuana in this State. That is the truth.

Mr CASH: The Leader of the House says it is illegal to smoke marijuana, but in the 1981
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debate he clearly wanted it legalised. The Leader of the House cannot deny that. As much as
the Leader of die House may dislike it, Hansard recorded his comments at the time and they
are there for everyone to read.
Mr Pearce: No they are nor; you read them out now.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr Pearce: Thatcis not whatzlsaid in 198 1.
Mr CASH: Clearly the Leader of the House continues to support the legalisation of
marijuana and I want the people of this State to understand where the Government stands on
this issue. The member for Vasse suggested that all Government members supported the use
of marijuana. Well I must say that I do not agree with him in that respect. Earlier I
mentioned people such as the members for Scarborough, Bacarta and Canning, who made it
clear that they do not even support the smoking of tobacco.
Mr Burkett: And the member for Vasse cast his broad, fat brush saying that everyone on this
side supports the smoking of marijuana.
Mr Blaikie interjected.
Mr CASH: I would make the point that some people on that side of the House do not support
the smoking or the legalisation of marijuana and I ask them to support the member for
Darling Range in his amendment. There is a need to amend the Misuse of Drugs Act and
there is a need to protect our young people from moving into soft drugs. By extension the
Leader of the House has suggested that if one moves into soft drugs, one will end up on hard
drugs. I urge those responsible members of the Governiment to recognise that this is a very
reasonable and fair amendment. I urge them to support it.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr Donovan.

House adjourned at 11.04 pm
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APPENDIX A

ODESTION WI3:hOUIT NOTICE - WFEDNESDIAY. [31STAUGjUST. 1918

Hen. 84J. Mac~innon 10 the Hcii. Premier

Wili ihe Premier provide detaiis or the incomec included in this year's CEP Budgot
undcr the heading Business Undertakings, Profits and Surplus for:

(a) 1987/88

(b) 1988/89 S154,518,0U0O

suggested Reply

(A) 1987-SR Details as follows

Rural and Industries Bank -
State Energy Commission - Statutory Levy
water Authority of W.A. - Statutory Levy
Fremantle Port Authority - Statutory Levy
State Government Insurance Corporation
Country Water Board's

25,993,854
32, 248,368
8,490,707
1,208,358
1,806,609

111,069

69,RSA,965

(8) 1988-89 Details as follows :
$

Rural and Industries Bank
State Energy Commission -Statutory Levy
water Authority at W.A. Statutory Levy
Fremantle Port Authority -Statutory Levy
State Government Insurance Corporation
State Government insurance CommiSSion
Western Australian Development Corporation
Landbank of W.A-
Country Water Board's
Other

31,817,000
33,044,000
9,891,000
1,220,000
3,000,000

28,000,000
15, 300,000
31,721,000

125. 000
400,000

1514,518,000
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE

ELECTRICAL INSTALLATIONS - SPECIFICATION No CME 2462-4/88
Wes frail Officer

928. Mr CASH to the Minister for Transport:

(1) Does specification No CME 2462-4/88 at item 9.3.1 require that electrical
installations be installed to the satisfaction of the works engineer plant and the
supply authority prior to the acceptance and connection of the installation?

(2) Was this item adhered to in respect of this contract, and if not, who gave
permission for the installation to be connected to the electricity supply prior to
the job being accepted?

(3) Did the electrical contractor attend the site for the testing of the installation on
28 July 1988 at 8.30 am, only to find that the Westrail officer who had agreed
to be present did not make himself available and later suggested that the
electrical contractor return at 8.00 am the next day?

(4) In view of the inconvenience and additional time incurred by the electrical
contractor due to a Westrail officer not attending a previously agreed
appointment, will the contractor be compensated for this loss of working time?

(5) Is it usual for Westrail officers to break previously agreed appointnents
without advising the other party?

Mr PEARCE replied:

(1) Yes.

(2) In accordance with the Electricity Act regulations the prime responsibility for
safety and inspection rests with the electrical subcontractor. Westrail's works
engineer - plant - was advised by the contractor - Beechboro Building
Company - on 27 July 1988 that the power supply could be connected. To
facilitate the testing, qualified Westrail electrical staff fitted fuses to the
current supplying the buildings just prior to the visit by the electrical
subcontractor on 291July 1988.

(3) Westrail's project engineer arranged with the prime contractor for the
electrical subcontractor to meet him in his office at 8.00 am 28 July 1988.
Evidently there was a cormmunication breakdown between the prime and
subcontractors as the latter did not report to the office of Westrail's project
engineer as had been arranged. It appears he went to the test room site instead
and left without making any inquiries from other Westrail staff. Later that
morning the subcontractor telephoned Westrail's engineer and agreement was
reached for the former to be at Westrail's office at 8.30 am the next day.

(4) In view of the answer to (3) Westrail has no obligation in respect of lost time
incurred by the subcontractor.

(5) No, the above explanation confirms that Westrail officers did not break a
previously agreed appointment on this occasion.

LAND - BROOMEZ
Land Prices

934. Mr COURT to the Minister for Lands:

(I) Is the Government in a position to release sufficient land at Broome for there
to be a surplus, allowing prices to find more reasonable levels?

(2) Has she prepared a strategy to combat the high cost of rental accommodation
in Broorne?

(3) If yes, what is this strategy?
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Mrs HENDERSON replied:

(1) Yes. Sixty three residential lots and five lots zoned for special tourism
purposes on the prime Murray Road site were auctioned and sold in July this
year. The average price for residential lots in the July auction was lower than
the previous release. This in addition to the commitment to release 100
residential lots in late October has led to the stabilisation of land prices at
Broome. In the long term, there are plans for the development of a further 170
lots in Broome to meet additional public demands that arise.

(2) This matter is not specifically within my portfolio. However, the indirect
strategy is to make land available at a reasonable price so that a healthy
balance of owner-occupied residences and rental properties is possible. The
Minister for Housing and Homeswest also have an interest in rental strategies
and are involved in residential land development in Broome to ensure a
balanced supply.

(3) Answered by (2) above.

STATE GOVERNMENT - PETROCHEMICAL PROJECT'
Valuations

961. Mr HASSELL to the Deputy Premier:
(1) What valuations of the petrochemical plant have been received or

commissioned by the Government?
(2) From what sources?

(3) Who was the valuer in each case?

(4) What was the valuation in each case?

Mr PARKER replied:

(1) The Government has -

(a) perused valuations done by Price Waterhouse and Bankers Trust of the
petrochemical plant; and

(b) commnissioned a valuation by First Boston in conjunction with
chemical consultant T. Le Roux.

(2)-(3)
See (1)(a).

(4) The valuations by Price Waterhouse and Bankers Trust are confidential to the
commercial parties concerned. The valuation being done for Government by
First Boston/Le Roux is being adjusted to allow for technical changes to the
plant dictated by new, improved market opportunities. This valuation will be
made available shortly.

R & I BANK - LA ROSA, MR AND MRS

982. Mr WATT to the Treasurer:

(1) Following the newspaper reports of a consent judgment in the Supreme Court
against Mr and Mrs P.C. La Rosa in favour of the Rural and Industries Bank
for more than $30 million, is the R & I Bank being investigated by the police
at the bank's request?

(2) Is the R & I Bank certain that the whole of the money apparently owed by Mr
and Mrs La Rosa and/or their associated companies is owed by them to the
bank?

(3) What security was given by Mr and Mrs La Rosa or their associated
companies for the credit extended to them?

(4) When were the securities given to the bank?

(5) How much did Mr and Mrs La Rosa or their associated companies have on
overdraft imimediately prior to the securities being granted?
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(6) What is the estimated amount of the debt that the R & I Bank will be able to
recover after legal and other fees and costs have been met?

(7) H-ow many of the Rt & I Bank staff have had their employment terminated, or
have resigned, over the bank's dealings with Mr and Mrs La Rosa for their
associated companies?

(8) (a) Since the consent judgment in the Supreme Court, have any further
loans been made to Mr and Mrs La Rosa; and

(b) if so, how much and on what terms?

(9) Does the bank stand to recover any or all of its losses from the SGlO through
professional indemnity insurance?

(10) How much of the R & I Bank's shortfall from the loans to Mr and Mrs La
Rosa and/or their associated companies are still unaccounted for?

(11) In view of the bank's apparently inadequate internal controls, is the
Government satisfied that the R & I Bank is the proper body to supervise
Teachers Credit Society?

(12) What action does the Government plan to take having regard to the shortfall in
the profits received by the Government from the R & I Bank as a result of the
La Rosa affair?

(13) Does the Government consider that it would be proper for an inquiry to be
held by an independent person or body to ensure that the R & I Bank has not
been negligent in its dealings with Mr and Mrs La Rosa or their associated
companies?

The question was ruled out of order.
R & I BANK - STATE BUILDING SOCIETY

New South Wales - Dowding, Hon Peter
984. Mr COURT to the Treasurer:

Was the Treasurer advised by the Rt & I Bank that it would require $75 million
to purchase the equity of the State Building Society of New South Wales if the
Rt & I Bank's offer was successful?

Mr PETER DOWDING replied:
Information was conveyed that appropriate arrangements would be made to
ensure that the bank's capital was adequate to support the purchase.

R & I BANK - RESERVE BANK OF AUSTRALIA
Prudential Standards

985. Mr COURT to the Treasurer:.

(1) Does the R & I Bank comply with the Reserve Bank's prudential standards?

(2) If yes, what are the capital adequacy ratios to total assets required under these
prudential standards?

(3) Did the R & I Bank consult the Treasurer advising that it would require a
further increase in fixed capital if it took over the assets of the State Building
Society of New South Wales?

Mr PETER DOWDING replied:

(1) While the R &I Bank as a State bank is not required to comply with the
Reserve Bank's prudential standards, the bank generally does so and if
departures occur the bank confers and consults with the RLBA to ensure it is
aware of and appreciates the special circumstances that may exist.

(2) A bank, under the Banking Act, is required to maintain a capital ratio of 5.25
per cent of its total assets until 1 September 1988 when the ratio increases to
six per cent.

(3) Refer to question 984.
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FISHING - TREATIES CONVENTIONS AND AGREEMENTS
USSR - Prime Minister's Statement

1000, Mr MENSAROS to the Premider:

In view of his evasive answ er to question 832 (3) of 1988 could he inform the
House whether he was aware of the Prime Minister's statement quoted in the
Melbourne Age on 9 March 1987; viz -

"I1 find it difficult, on the basis of Soviet activities around the world over
the last couple of decades to accept that they would limit their interests to
purely fishing."

The question was ruled out of order.

WATER AUTHORITY OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA - SALINITY
Yen yenning Lakes, Beverley - Project Funding

1007. Mr TRENORDEN to the Minister for Water Resources:

(1) Is it true that the Government has ceased funding the measuring of salt buildup
at Yenyenning Lakes, Beverley under a committee chaired by Mr J. Lane?

(2) If so, does this indicate that the Government does not consider the project
important?

(3) Is it also true that the Water Authority has requested that future fu~nding be
carried by the Beverley Shire Council and the Department of Agriculture?

(4) If the above is correct, what guarantees are there that there will be action taken
on the findings of the project?

Mr BRIDGE replied:

(1) No.

(2) Not applicable.

(3) I understand that the Water Authority has written to the Convener of the
Yenyenning Lakes working group regarding continued funding of the study.
The Water Authority representative on the working group is requesting an
early meeting of the group to discuss funding arrangements for the final year
of the study.

(4) Future action on this matter is up to the working group.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT - BAYSWATER CITY COUNCIL,
Tenders - Drainage Work, Morley

1008. Mr CLARKO to the Minister for Local Governiment:

(1) Has he written to the Bayswater City Council regarding its failure to call
tenders for drainage work at Wiord Place, Morley?

(2) Did he express his "disquiet over the handling of the matter" to the council?

(3) If so, why was he "disquieted"?

(4) Are any charges to be laid in regard to this matter?

(5) If not, what action does he intend to take on this matter?

Mr CARR replied:

(1) Yes.

(2) I advised the council that I was extremely concerned that the render
regulations had been breached.

(3) See (2).

(4) No.

(5) I have sought and received assurances from council that it has set in place
procedures to ensure that the regulations are observed in future. Having
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regard to the fact that council officers acted in good faith in the best interests
of the municipality, and in response to a perceived emergency, I do not intend
to take any further action on this matter.

SPORTSGROUNDS - ALCOHOL CONSUMPTION
Complaints

1014. Mr MacKIN4NON to the Minister for Police and Emergency Services representing
the Minister for Sport and Recreation:

(1) Has the Minister received any complaints from the general public in relation
to excessive alcohol consumption at sporting events?

(2) Has the Minister examdied the suggestion that only low alcohol beer be sold
for consumption at sporting events?

(3) If so, what action, if any, has the Govemment taken in response to -

(a) the complaints levelled; and

(b) the suggestion made?

Mr TAYLOR replied:

(1) Yes.

(2)-(3)
The WAFL and WACA, which control the major spectator sporting events in
WA, have been previously contacted by my department. Both associations
designate licensed and unlicensed areas as per their agreement with the
Licensing Court. These areas are clearly identified to assist the public. The
WACA permits the sale of low alcohol beer only in the licensed areas of
public enclosures.

TRAFFIC SIGNALS
Albany Highway, Martin - Installation

1016. Mr MacKIN*NON to the Minister for Transport:

(1) Will traffic control signals be installed at the intersection of Albany Highway
and CiosneLls Road in Martin during the current financial year?

(2) If not, when is it anticipated these control signals will be installed?

MW PEARCE replied:

This site is under consideration for the 1988-89 program.

PRIMARY EDUCATION - LEEMING PRIMARY SCHOOL
Classrooms - Improvements

1017. Mr MacKIN4NON to the Minister for Education:

(1) How many transportable, or demountable, classrooms will be located on site at
the Leeming Primazy'School during the 1989 school year?

(2) What work, if any, is to be carried out on these buildings to improve them
prior to the beginning of the 1989 school year?

Dr LAWRENCE replied:

(1) Three for primary students and one preprimary transportable classroom.

(2) None.

PRIMARY EDUCATION - EAST LEEMIING PRIMARY SCHOOL
Completion - Educational Admission

1018. Mr MacKINNON to the Minister for Education:

(1) When is it expected that the East Leeming Primary School will be completed?

(2) What is the anticipated enrolment at the beginning of the 1989 school year at
the East Leeming Primary School?
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Dr LAWRENCE replied:

(1) 30 January 1989.
(2) Forty eight preprimary children and 227 students in years I to 7.

CABINET MINUTE - HENDERSON, HON Y.
Strata Titles

1019. Mr MacKINNON to the Minister far Lands:

(I) Has the Cabinet minute, referred to by her in answer to question 78 of 1988,
been presented to Cabinet?

(2) If so, when was that Cabinet minute presented to Cabinet?

(3) What decisions were made by Cabinet as a consequence of that submission?

Mrs HENDERSON replied:

(I) No.
(2) Not applicable.

(3) There have been some discussions of the issues relating to reforming the
Strata Titles Act and more discussions are planned. When all outstanding
matters have been resolved this will proceed to Cabinet.

GUARDIANSHIP AND ADMINISTRATION BILL
Introduction

1020. Mr MacKINNON to the Minister for Health:

When does the Government intend to introduce the proposed Guardianship
and Administration Bill as referred to by him in his answer to question 241 of
25 May?

Mr WILSON replied:

The Government intends to introduce the proposed Guardianship and
Administration Bill in the current session of Parliament.

WATER SUPPLY
Canning Vale --Improvements

1021. Mr MacKINNON to the Minister for Water Resources:

(1) Are there any plans for improvements to be made to the water services
currently being supplied to residents in the Canning Vale area?

(2) If so, what is the nature of this work, and when will it be completed?

Mr BRIDGE replied:

(1)-(2)
Improvements to the supply of water to the residential areas of Canning Vale
were completed on 25 August 1988. The work consisted of an alternative
supply being made to the area at the corner of Ranford Road and Bannister
Road which will dramatically reduce the number of planned and unplanned
occasions that the system will need to be closed down. Connections to the
rapidly developing industrial area can now be made independently, thereby
allowing water connections to be maintained to residential properties without
inconvenience to customers.

TRAFFIC SIGNALS
Installations

1022. Mir MacKINNON to the Minister for Transport:

(1) When will traffic control signals be installed at the intersection of Yangebup
Road and Stock Road?

(2) Will traffic control signals be installed in the current financial year at the
intersections of -
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(a) Barrington Street and Stock Road; and

(b) Spearwood Avenue and Rockingharm Road?

Mr PEARCE replied:

(1) These signals were installed on 27 July 1988.

(2) No; other sites have higher priority.

PRIMARY EDUCATION - WEST LYNWOOD PRIMARY SCHOOL
Repair Work

1023. Mr MacKINNON to the Minister for Education:

When is it anticipated that the repair work currently being carried out at the
West Lynwood Primary School will be completed?

Dr LAWRENCE replied:

3 October 1988.
DRIVING LICENCES

Plastic Licences

1025. Mr MacKINNON to the Minister for Police and Emergency Services:

(1) When does the Government plan to introduce plastic drivers' licences?

(2) Who will produce these licences?

(3) Will it be a requirement for photographs to be included on those drivers'
licences?

Mr TAYLOR replied:

(1) 1 January 1989.
(2) Cheque Printers and Encoders, Osborne Park. on behalf of the Police

Department.

(3) Photographs on drivers' licences will be optional at the discretion of the
licence holder.

LAND USE - LAKES HOSPITAL SITE

1028. Mr MacKINNON to the Minister for Health:

(1) How much land is contained in the Lakes Hospital site?

(2) Is the land still earmarked for use as a future hospital site?

(3) If not, what will be the future use of this land?

(4) Who is currently in control of this site?

Mr WILSON replied:

(1) Eighty three hectares.

(2) Yes.

(3) Not applicable.

(4) The site is vested in the Lakes Hospital board.

STATE ENERGY COMMISSION - LAND OWNERSHIP AND TENURE
Derby

1029. Mr MacKINNON to the Minister for Economic Development and Trade:

(1) What land does the State Energy Commission currently own in Derby?

(2) What is the purpose for which those lots are being used?

Mr PARKER replied:

(1) The State Energy Commission does not currently own any land in Derby.

(2) Not applicable.
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ROAD MAINTENANCE WORKS
Wyndhiam-HalIls Creek Road

1030. Mr MacKINNON to the Minister for Transport:

(1) When is the upgrading of the Wyndham-Halls Creek Road listed for
completion?

(2) What is the estimate of the cost of completing that work?

Mr PEARCE replied:

(1) Upgrading of the Hails Creek to Wyndham section of the Great Northern
Highway involves the widening of 118 kilometres of road and the construction
of a number of bridges. The Great Northern Highway is part of the national
highway system for which the Commonwealth has accepted financial
responsibility. The project wilt need to compete for funding with other
important national highway projects such as the construction and sealing of
the Newman-Port 1-edland Road, widening of Eyre Highway, widening of
Great Northern Highway between Wubin and Meekatharra and construction of
the Northam bypass. It is unlikely that substantial funds could be allocated
until completion of the Newman-Port Hedland project during 1989-90. All
projects on national highways require the Federal Minister's approval.

(2) The estimated cost of the upgrading work is in the order of $50 million in
present day costs.

BOND CORPORATION - STATE GOVERNMENT
Lenders - "Comfort" Provisions

1032. Mr MacKINNON to the Premier:

(1) Was it a condition of the settlement reached between the NCSC, SGIC and
Bond Corporation that the Governument provide "comfort" to lenders of the
Bond Corporation?

(2) If so, what form does this "comfort" take?

Mr PETER DOWDING replied:

(1) No.

(2) Not applicable.

STATE GOVERNMENT INSURANCE COMMISSION - PROFITS
St Georges TerraceProperties

1035. Mr MacKINNON to the Premier:

(1) Did the $137 million unaudited profit announced by the SGIC recently include
profits from the sale of its St Georges Terrace properties to the
Packer-Anderson consortium and, if so, how much was that profit?

(2) Has any money actually been received by the SOIC firom chat sale and, if so,
how much?

(3) When does the SOIC expect to receive full payment for the sale of the above
properties?

Mr PETER DOWDING replied:

(I)-(2)
This commercial information will be made available in the audited annual
report and financial statements of the SCIC when tabled in the State
Parliament.

(3) As reported by the SOIC on 20 March 1988, the sale of property had a
deferred payment over two and a half years.
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PETROCHEMICAL PROJECT
Building and Construction

1038. Mvr MacKIN4NON to the Deputy Premier:

When is construction on the Government's petrochemical project due to
begin?

Mr PARKER replied:

At this stage it appears that construction will commence prior to the end of
1988.

PETROCHEM[ICAL PROJECT
Task Force - Members

1039. Mi MacKINNON to the Deputy Premier:

Who are the members of the petrochemical project task force for which Mr
Kevin Edwards is the executive officer?

Mr PARKER replied:

The task force consists of officers of the Treasury, Department of Resources
Development, and various legal, technical and banking consultants.

PETROCHEMICAL PROJECT - STATE GOVERNMENT
Valuation

1040. Mr MacKINNON to the Deputy Premier:

(I) Has the Government had a valuation made of the Kwinana petrochemical
project?

(2) If so, who carried out the valuation for the project?

(3) What was the valuation?

Mvr PARKER replied:

See answer to be supplied to question 961.
PETROCHEM[ICAL PROJECT - STATE GOVERNMENT

Protected Investments
1041. Mr MacKINNON to the Deputy Premier:

How are the Government's investments in the petrochemical project
protected?

Mr PARKER replied:

The Government will take every step to ensure that its investment is protected
through appropriate legal mechanisms at the time that such investments are
determined.

PETROCHEMICAL PROJECT
Agreement - Parliament Ratification

1042. Mrt MacKIN4NON to the Deputy Premier:

(I) Will the petrochemical project in Kwinana be the subject of an agreement to
be ratified by the Parliament?

(2) If so, when will that agreement -

(a) be concluded; and

(b) be presented to the Parliament?

Mr PARKER replied:

(1) No.

(2) Not applicable.
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BELL GROUP CONVERTIBLE BONDS - STATE GOVERNMENT
INSURANCE COMMIUSSION
Equity - Petrochemical Project

1044. Mr MacKINNON to the Premier:

Is it correct, as reported, that the $ 150 milion in Bell convertible bonds held
by the SOIC will1 be converted into equity in the proposed petrochemical
plant?

Mr PETER DOWDING replied:

The SGIC advises that it has no bimediate plans involving its long term
investment in Bell Group Ltd convertible bonds.

PETROCHEMICAL PROJECT
$2.8 Billion Valuation

1045. Mr MacKflqNON to the Deputy Premier:

Who prepared the $1.8 billion valuation of the petrochemical project that the
Deputy Premier referred to in The West Australian of 3 August?

Mr PARKER replied:

No valuations of this order were accepted. Interim ranges of valuations were
obtained by other parties and ame commercially confidential to those panics.

PETROCHEMICAL PROJECT
Project Manager

1046. Mr MacKINNON to the Deputy Premier:

Who will be the project manager for the petrochemical project?

Mr PARKER replied:

The project manager has yet to be appointed and will be selected from
reputable international petrochemical project managers.

PETROCHEMICAL PROJECT - GAS FUELS
Gas Tariff

1047. Mr MacKINNON to the Deputy Premier:

Is it correct that gas will be sold to the petrochemical project at a price of
$2.20 per gigajoule?

Mr PARKER replied:
The Government does not wish to enter into the public arena with gas or
electricity prices of specific projects, but can make the assurance that the price
was established by independent negotiations between the State Energy
Commission of Western Australia and the original proponents, and was settled
in 1987.

PETROCHEMICAL PROJECT - GOFAIR INVESTMENTS LTD
Project Manager - Pay Settlement

1048. Mr MacKINNON to the Deputy Premier:

(1) Has the original project manager of the petrochemical project, Gofaix
Investments Ltd, been paid out by the new project owners, which include the
State Govemment, of its management and construction contract which was
held with the project's original promoters?

(2) If so, how much was paid to the company?

Mr PARKER replied:
(1) No. No payments have been nor will be made to Gofair Investments Ltd.

(2) Not applicable.
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PETROCHEMICAL PROJECT - STATE GOVERNMENT
Involvement

1052. Ms MacKINNON to the Deputy Premier:
What are the precise terms of the involvement of the State Government with
the petrochemical project?

Mr PARKER replied:

The precise terms of the State Government's involvement in the petrochemical
project are yet to be determined.

PETROCHEMICAL PROJECT
Government's Decision Makers' Newsletter - Annual Operating Costs

1054. Mr MacKINNON to the Premier:

(1) Is it correct that figures quoted in the Government's Decision Makers
newsletter - August 1988 - of $340 million as the annual operating costs of the
petrochemical project are incorrect?

(2) -If so what are the estimated annual operating costs of the project?

Mr PETER DOWDING replied:

(I) Yes.
(2) The average annual operating expenses over the first five years of the project

are estimated to be $ 100 million.

PRIMARY EDUCATION - MT BARKER PRIMARY SCHOOL
Principal - Taxpayer's Formal Complaint

1055. Mr LIGHTFOOT to the Minister for Education:

(1) Can she confirm that a formal complaint was submitted by a taxpayer against
the Principal of the Mt Barker Primary School in December 1987?

(2) Can she confim that the Chief Executive Officer of the Ministry of Education
stated he believed -

(a) the return of the shield - Mt Barker Primary School Speech Award - to
one of the donors was unlawful; and

(b) the principal's action was unwise and may be viewed as provocative?

(3) Is the Chief Executive Officer to take disciplinary action against the principal?
(4) Did the Chief Executive Officer of the Ministry of Education recommend that

the Principal of the Mt Barker Primary School seek a transfer or be
transferred, responding to a formal complaint submitted by a taxpayer in
December 1987?

(5) Does the department endorse or condone the publication and distribution by
the Mt Barker Primary School of a statement claiming that the 'threatened
transfer" of the Principal of the Mt Barker Primary School by the Chief
Executive Officer of the Ministr of Education was responding to a formal
complaint - submitted in December 1987 - by a taxpayer?

(6) Does the department endorse and condone the reading of a letter of formal
complaint, submitted by a Western Australian taxpayer to the Chief Executive
Officer of the Ministry of Education, by the Principal of the Mt Barker
Primary School to a public meeting of that school's Parents and Citizens
Association on 15 March 1988?

Dr LAWRENCE replied:

I am aware of the longstanding and often bitter community disharmony at Mt
Barter to which the member refers. In dealing with complaints against
teachers, the chief executive officer is empowered by the Education Act with
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sole responsibility to act as he thinks fit and by regulation 135 to implement
certain procedures. He also has access to the opinion of Crown Law should he
feel the need. The prevailing view in the community is to want to put this
unfortunate episode to rest and allow the school staff, with the support of the
parents, to continue to work for the benefit of the students at Mt Barker
Primary School.

TEACHERS - RESIGNATIONS
1987-1 988

1056. Mr BRADSHAW to the Minister for Education:

(1) How many teachers resigned, on average, in the 1987 year?

(2) What is the average resignation of teachers in the 1988 year?

Dr LAWRENCE replied:

(1) 424 resigned in the 1987 school year.
(2) 216 resigned in the first semester of 1988.
Note:

Figures given in an earlier answer to Hon N.E. Moore gave the number of
resignations over the financial years 1979 to 1987.

PSYCHOSURGERY
Western Australia

1057. Mr BRADSHAW to the Minister for Health:

(1) Is any psychosurgery carried out in Western Australia?

(2) If yes, how much has been carried out in the last 12 months?

Mr WILSON replied:
(1) No - not for the last 15 years at least.

(2) See (1).
STATESHIPS -ANL CARGO OPERATIONS PTY LTD

Consortium - Cargo Handling Facility

1058. Mr CASH to the Minister for Transport:

(1) Is the Government considering a consortium between ANL and Stateships for
the purpose of offering a cargo handling facility to importers and exporters at
Fremantle?

(2) 'What is the capital cost of the necessary facilities?
(3) Where is the facility or terminal to be located at Fremantle?

(4) What will be the capacity of the new facility?

(5) How many containers will be required to be handled to cover expenses?

(6) Will the consortium be entitled to any special benefits such as reduced
wharfage, dues, other taxation exemptions that would not be available to a
private operator?

(7) Has this proposal been discussed with other port users and, if not, why not?

(8) Before agreeing to any extension of facilities at Fremantle which may
duplicate existing or planned facilities which are to be provided by private
container and cargo handling operations at Fremantle, will he discuss the
proposed consortium with the private operators to ensure that the private
operators are given such additional facilities as may be required to ensure that
there is no duplication of facilities and further that taxpayers' funds are not
wasted?

Mr PEARCE replied:

(1) I am aware that ANL and Stateships are developing concepts for establishing
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a cargo handling facility at Fremantle. At this stage no proposals have been
developed or submitted to Government for decision.

1065.N

(2)-(8)
Not applicable.

STATESHIPS - FUEL TAXATION
Exemptions

Is CASH to the Minister for Transport:

(1) Does Stateships enjoy any exemption or rebate in respect of fuel taxes or fuel
levies?

(2) If so, will he advise on such exemptions and levies for the financial years
ended -

(a) 30 June 1986;

(b) 30 June 1987; and

Mr

(1)
(2)

(c) 30 June 1988?
PEARCE replied:

No.

Not applicable.

STATESHIPS
Conservancy Charges - Exemptions

1066. Mr CASH to the Minister for Transport:

(1) Does Stateships enjoy any rebate or exemption from conservancy charges
levied in Western Australia or at Cocos Island or Christmas Island?

(2) If yes, will he outline the rebates or exemptions granted for the financial years
ended -

Mr

(1)
(2)

(a) 30 June 1986;

(b) 30OJune 1987; and

(c) 30 June 1988?
PEARCE replied:

No.

Not applicable.

STATESHIPS
"Jon Sanders" - Acquisition Terms

1067. Mr CASH to the Minister for Transport:

(1) What are the terms under which the Jon Sanders has been acquired by
Stateships?

(2) Has the ship been purchased and, if so, at what cost?

(3) If bareboat chartered, for what period and at what charter cost per day?

(4) Does Stateships have the option to purchase the vessel and, if so, under what
conditions and at what time?

(5) Can the charter be terminated early and, if so, at what time and at what
penalty?

(6) Are the two new vessels to be acquired by Stateships being acquired on the
same terms and conditions as the Jon Sanders and, if not, will he outline the
specific differences in the arrangement?

Mr PEARCE replied:

(l)-(6)
The information asked for is to be kept confidential by virtue of a
confidentiality clause required by the owners in the charter parties.
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STATESHIPS
"Irene Green wood", "Pilbara', 'Koolinda" - Retainment Period

1068. Mr CASH to the Minister for Transport:

How long is it intended that Stateships will retain the Irene Greenwood,
Pilbara and Koolinda?

Mr PEARCE replied:

The plan recently adopted to enable Statesbips to achieve a profitable trading
outcome without subsidy contemplates the replacement of MV Irene
Greenwood by three new Jon Sanders type vessels in some 12 to 18 months'
time. Stage 2 of the plan contemplates the replacement of MV Pilbara and
MV Koolinda when the charters on those ships expire in the second half of
1991.

STATESHIPS
"Irene Greenwood' - Charter Terms

1069. Mr CASH to the Minister for Transport;

(1) What are the terms of the charter of the Irene Greenwood?
(2) What option does States hips have to purchase the vessel and the cost?

(3) Does Stateships. have an option to terminate the charter and, if so, when and
are any penalties involved?

(4) Is the reported profit of $5 million factual or simply a saving in the early
termination of the bare boat charter of this vessel?

(5) How is the reported profit established?

Mr PEARCE replied:

(1) The vessel is on charter to Stateships until July 1994.

(2) Stateships has the option to purchase the vessel for values which diminish
after each year of charter hire. It is not intended to publicise those values as
this could influence resale prospects for Stateships.

(3) No.

(4)-(5)
The profit will depend upon market conditions prevailing at the time of sale.
If present conditions are maintained a substantial profit will be realised.

STATESHIPS - GOVERNMENT GRANTS
30 June 1988

1 070. Mr C ASH to the Minister for Transport:

(1) What subsidy or grant was received by Stateships from the Federal
Government in the financial year ended 30 June 1988?

(2) What was the trading loss incurred by Stateships in the financial year ended 30
June 1988 before taking into account the Federal subsidy?

Mr PEARCE replied:

(1) None. Allocations arising from Grants Commission reconmnendations have
traditionally been included in the overall amount received by the State.

(2) Accounts for the financial year ended 30 June 1988 are not yet complete.
These will be submitted and tabled in the Parliament at the appropriate time.

STATESHIPS
"Irene Greenwood', "Pilbara ", " Koolinda " "Jon Sanders" - Loss Incurred;

30 June 1988
1071. Mr CASH to the Minister for Transport:

(1) What was the total loss incurred in the operation of the Irene Greenwood in
the financial -year ended 30 June 1988?
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(2) In the same period as above, what was the loss incurred with the -

(a) Pilbara;
(b) Koolinda; and

(c) Jon Sanders?

Mr PEARCE replied:

(04-2)
Refer to answer to question 1017 (2). In adopting the plan for Stateships to
achieve profitability the Government has accepted that it will need to compete
in the commercial marketplace on the same footing as its Australian
counterparts - notably ANL - and foreign shipowners. Accordingly,
disclosure of information which would not normally be available from private
sector operators and information which could prejudice the ability of
Stateships to compete effectively will only be given on a confidential basis.
Stateships' public reports will be required to present information in the same
way as their competing counterparts.

STATESHIPS
"Irene Greenwood', "Pilbara". "Koolinda" - Projected Profit or Loss; 30 June 1989

1072. Mr CASH to the Minister for Transport:

What is the projected profit or loss to be made by the Irene Greenwood,
P1/bare and Koolinda in their proposed service from Western Australia
through the eastern seaboard to New Guinea and return, for the financial year
ending 30 June L989?

Mr PEARCE replied:

Refer to answer to question 107 1.
STATESHIPS

New Vessels - Projected Profit or Loss- 30 June /989
1073. Mr CASH to the Minister for Transport:

What is the projected or budgeted profit or loss for the two new vessels to be
introduced into the Cocos Island, Christmas Island, Indonesian, Malaysian
trade for the finiancial year ending 30 June 1989?

Mr PEARCE replied:

Refer to answer to question 107 1.
STATESHIPS - GOVERNMENT GRANTS

30 June 1989
1074. Mr CASH to the Minister for Transport:

(t.) Will Stateships, through the Government, receive any Federal subsidy in the
financial year ending 30 June 1989?

(2) If so, what amount?

Mr PEARCE replied:

(1) No.

(2) Not applicable.

STATESHIPS - NEW GUIN EA TRADE
"Irene Greenwood", "P ilbara", "Koolinda" - Service Period

1075. Mr CASHI to the Minister for Transport:

(1) How long is it intended that the Irene Greenwood, P1/bare and Koolinda are
to be employed in the Western Australia to New Guinea trade?

(2) What other services and fleet expansion have been considered by State ships or
are presently under consideration?7
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Mr

(1)
(2)

PEARCE replied:

Refer to my answer to question 1068.
Refer to my answer to question 1058.

STATESH-IPS
New Vessels - Manning Agreements

1076. Mr CASH to the Minister for Transport:

What manning rationalisation or agreements have been reached with the
introduction of two new vessels into the Stateships fleet?

Mr PEARCE replied:

A complement of I I has been established as the manning of MV Jon Sanders
and sisrer vessels.

STATESH-IPS - STATE GOVERNMENT
"Irene Greenwood' - Financial Estimates

1077. Mr CASH to the Minister for Transport:

What is the basis of the Goverrnent and Stateships estimates that $5 million
will be made on the option to buy the Irene Greenwood and the subsequent
sale as suggested in Press reports?-

Mr PEARCE replied:

Refer to my answer to question 1069.

STATES HIPS
Shore Related Administrative Costs - 30 June 1988

1078. Mr CASH to the Minister for Transport:

What were the total shore related administrative costs incurred by Stateships
in the financial year ended 30 June' 1988?

Mr PEARCE replied:

Refer to my answer to question 1070 (2)

STATESH[PS
"Jon Sanders" - Projected Profit or Loss, 30 June 1988

1079. Mr CASH to the Minister for Transport:

What is the projected profit or loss for the operation of the Jon Sanders in the
proposed trade between Fremantle, north west ports and Darwin for the year
ending 30 June 1988?

Mr PEARCE replied:

Refer to my answer to question 107 1.

SCAFFOLDING - STAMP
Scaffold Hire Business

1080. Mr CASH to the Minister representing the Minister for Budget Management:

In regard to a scaffold hire business, does stamnp duty apply to the items of
scaffolding only or is stamp duty payable on a charge for erection and a
charge for delivery of the scaffold?

Mr TAYLOR replied:

The Stamp Act requires the total amount received in respect of rental business
to be declared for stamp duty purposes. The State Taxation Department would
accordingly require the inclusion of charges for erection or delivery.
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CITY OF PERTH ENDOWMENT LAND ACT - PERTH METROPOLITAN
REGIONAL COASTAL DEVELOPMENT

Provisions - Policy Interference
1082. Mr MENSAROS to the Minister for Planning:

To what extent do the provisions of the Perth metropolitan regional coastal
development policy interfere, restrict or contradict the respective provisions of
the City of Perth Endowment Land Act?

Mr PEARCE replied:

As far as can be ascertained, there is no direct restriction or contradiction by
the draft coastal policy of the provisions of the City of Perth Endowment
Lands Act.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT - RIGHTS OF WAY
Adjoining Property Owners - Upgrading Policy

1083. Mr MENSAROS to the Minister for Local Government:

(1) What is the Government's general policy about upgrading rights of way
owned by adjoining property owners?

(2) Would he consider suitable amendments to the Local Government Act, when
next amended, to enable municipalities to fund upgrading - like bitumen
surfacing etc. - of such rights of way?

Mr CARR replied:

(1) The upgrading of private streets is a matter for individual local governments to
determine.

(2) The Local Government Act gives local governments the power to upgrade
private streets, after due notice has been given, at the expense of adjoining
property owners. Further consideration will be given to this issue in the
preparation of the new local government Bill.

MAMMOGRAPHY
Testing Units - Western Australia

1084. Mr BRADSHAW to the Minister for Health:

(1) Do we have any mammography testing units in Western Australia?

(2) Is so, where are these situated?

(3) Are they currently in use?

Mr WILSON replied:

(1) Yes.

(2) One at Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital;
one at Royal Perth Hospital; and
one at Bentley - and privately owned.
Others in various private clinics and hospitals.

(3) Yes.

BOND CORPORATION - STATE GOVERNMENT INSURANCE
COMMISSION

Bell Group Convertible Bonds - Undertaking
1088. Mr MacKINNON to the Premier:

(1) Did the Bond Corporation give an undertaking to the SGIC to improve the
corrunerciality of the Bell convertible bonds which the SOIC had taken up at a
face value of $150 million?

(2) If yes, how will this undertaking be honoured?

Mr PETER DOWD[NG replied:

(1) Yes.
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(2) Bond Corporation is still to advise on how it will improve the commnerciality
of Bell Group Ltd convertible bonds.

GOLDCORP
Reserve Bank Status - Reserve Bank Control

1091. Mr COURT to the Premier:

(1) If Gold Banking Corporation was effectively a State bank with full WA
Government guarantees, why was it necessary for this State bank to receive
full Reserve Bank status?

(2) If Reserve Bank status is granted, would the new Cold Banking Corporation
then come under the operating controls of the Reserve Bank?

Mr PETER DOWDING replied:

(1)-(2)
As was explained clearly to the Deputy Leader of the Opposition several dines
during debate earlier this session on the Gold Banking Corporation
Amendment Bill, Gold Corporation has been established with the normal
framework of a Stare bank and as such does not require a banking licence
from the Comnmonwealth. However, all Australian State banks, including the
R & I Bank, voluntarily operate within the administrative arid prudential
standards laid down by the Reserve Bank of Australia and under the RBA's
prudential supervision.

STATE ENERGY COMMISSION - ELECT RIC CABLES
New Homes - Safety Tests

1094. Mr COURT to the Deputy Premier and Minister for Economic Development and
Trade:
(1) Has the SEC implemented its plans to scrap back-up safety tests on electrical

wiring in new houses and have the work of electrical contractors subject to
only random checks by commuission inspectors?

(2) If yes, at what stage is the implementation of this plant?

(3) What evidence does it have that the results of its original study on this matter
would apply when all testing is by random checks only?

Mr PARKER replied:

(1) No. Thbe proposal to change inspection procedures is currently at the industry
comnment phase.

(2) Answered by (1)
(3) SECWA has confidence in the results of the pilot project. The contractors that

participated are considered representative of the electric al industry.

INDUSTRIAL SAFETY
Contractor Licences - 1985 Report

1095. Mr COURT to the Minister for Economnic Development and Trade:

(1) Will the Government be fuly implementing the recommendations from a
1985 report into industrial safety and the licensing of contractors?

(2) Does he support the advice of Mr Stephen Malley, SM who investigated the
death of a youth who was accidentally electrocuted in January this year at
Camarvon, that there should be more SEC inspectors?

(3) If yes, what action is being taken in this regard?

(4) Will he be raking action so that the relevant industry bodies take time to re-
examine the 1985 review in order to assess the industr's current needs?

Mr PARKER replied:

(1) There were many recomnmendations in the 1985 report, most of which have
been implemented or are in the course of being implemented. A large
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proportion of the recomnmendations referred to internal administrative matters
only, many of which have been put into operation.

(2) In some palms, yes, in others, no.

(3) SEC WA is following the recommendation of the 1985 report which stated -
The (Inspection) Branch should become primarily a regulatory and
policing body..

and

The Commission Inspectors should have the responsibility of checking
the work of (licensed) contractors and authorised inspectors from time
to time, both far new installations and atle rations/addit ions. Such
inspections would be on a planned sampling basis..

(4) [ do not intend to delay the introduction of the new regulations because -

(a) there has already been extensive participation by interested parties in
the electrical industry; and

(b) all industry groups agree that the newly drafted regulations need to be
promulgated btefore the end of this year.

WAVE POWER GENERATORS - ESPERANCE COAST
State Energy Commission - Wave Power International

1096. Mr COURT to the Minister for Economic Development and Trade:

(1) What is the latest position in relation to the establishment of a wave power
generator off the Esperance coast?

(2) Has the SEC entered into any commitments with Wave Power International in
relation to buying power from one of its generators?

Mr PARKER replied;

(1) The promoters, Wave Power International Limited, are endeavouring to raise
the necessary funds in the USA.

(2) The SEC has entered into an agreement with Wave Power International
Limited to buy electricity subject to satisfactory project progress.

STATE GOVERNMENT INS URAhNCE COMMISSION
Head Office - M'irrabooka Office Park

1097. Mr COURT to the Premier:

Is the SGIC still planning to move its head office to an office park in
Mirrabooka even though it has committed itself to large rental guarantees for
the new Westralia Square development?

Mr PETER DOWDING replied:

The State Government Insurance Commnission is presently undertaking a
schematic evaluation and cost benefit analysis of the establishment of a head
office park development at Mirrabooka. A decision as to whether to proceed
will be made when these studies are completed.

STATE GOVERNMENT REVENUE - LOCAL GOVERNMENT
WA Inc Examples - Raising Revenues

1098. Mlr COURT to the Premier:

Can he give examples as to how local government could follow their WA Inc
examples to raise revenue instead of increasing rates?

Mr PETER DOWDIG replied:

The question is not understood.
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WA DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION - LAND
East Perth -Redevelopment Proposals

1099. Mr COURT to the Premier:

(1) Has the WADC retained the brief to redevelop a large area of East Perth
adjoining the river?

(2) If yes, at what stage are these redevelopment proposals?

Mr PETER DOWDING replied:

(I) LandCorp is responsible for the East Perth project. LandCorp is a division of
WADC.

(2) LandCorp is conducting a major feasibility study into all aspects of this
project. An initial report is expected to be provided to Government late in
1988.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE

CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND BUDGETS - INCOME
"Business Undertakings. Profits and Surpluses"

166, Mr MacKJNNON to the Treasurer:

Will the Treasurer provide details of the income included in this year's
Consolidated Revenue Fund Budget under the heading, "Business
undertakings, Profits and Surpluses" for -

(a) 1987-88 $69 858 965; arid

(b) 1988-89 $154 518 000,
Mr PETER DOWDING replied:

In order to assist the Leader of the Opposition, we have had people beetling
away to get the information for him. It is quite detailed. I ask that leave be
given for it to appear as an appendix in H-ansard. I will give a copy to the
Leader of the Opposition and copies to the Press Gallery who would probably
also be interested in it.

[The material in appendix A was incorporated by leave of the House.]

[See p No 2477]

STATE GOVERNMENT BUDGETS - LOUIS ALLEN ABORIGINAL
ART COLLEC!TION

Cost Discrepancy

167. Mr THOMAS to the Treasurer:

Can the Treasurer say why the Budget shows that the Louis Allen Aboriginal
art collection cost $2.4 million, instead of $2.1 million, the figure announced
when the Government acquired the collection?

Mr PETER DOWDING replied:

Yes, I can. I am absolutely astounded that there could be people in this place
and in the other place who are somehow critical of the Government for
acquiring the Louis Allen collection. If the House will excuse my digressing
for 30 seconds, I will remark on the fact thax I slept next to Paddy Juinjee in
1977. 1 could have bought a Paddy Jumnjee for $5 in 1977. 1 was actually
busily ensuring that the member for Kimberley would be elected to his rightful
place in the House. Paddy Jwnjee was studiously ignored by the art world, the
political world and the Western Australian commuunity until circa 1982 when
his works were exhibited in the National Gallery in Canberra. It seems that
everyone around the world has begun to collect and acquire the fantastic
heritage that we have the best of in this State, except us.
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When I became aware that the Louis Allen collection was available and that
Mr Holmes a Court had decl ined to acquire it because despite its intrinsic and
monetary value he felt that to curate it and care for it would be coo expensive
and would need greater resources than he cared to commit to it, I was
unashamedly delighted that the State Government acted to acquire it, and I
will defend chat decision against the Liberal Party, which does not matter
much, and others.

Mr Thomas: The philistines.

Wr PETER DOWDING: I will defend the decision also against the philistines in the
community who want to argue about it.

It has taken people outside Australia, particularly Western Australia to point
out to us what an enormously valuable asset contemporary Aboriginal art and
historical and traditional Aboriginal art can be.

Mr Speaker, I compliment you on your decision to have displays of art within
Parliament House and I compliment the Joint House Committee for supporting
that decision. The Jimmy Pike exhibition in the foyer outside my office is
outstanding.

The answer to the question of the member for Welshpool is that the cost was
$2.1 million, but the American dollar moved slightly on the day and it ended
up at $2 308 782. Packaging, air freight, insurance, travelling expenses, and
storage brought the figure to $2 409 322. 1 do not like being too political, but
the truth is that we should all be really pleased that the collection has come to
Western Australia.

STATE SUPERANNUATION BOARD
Payments from Contributors' Funds - Superannuation and Family Benefits Act

168. Mr MacKINNON to the Treasurer:

(1) What payments have been made by the State Superannuation Board from
contributors' funds under the Superannuation and Family Benefits Act 1938 in
the years ending 30 June 1986, 30 June 1987, and 30 June 1988?

(2) What payments is it anticipated will be made by the State Superannuation
Board from contributors' funds under the Superannuation and Famnily Benefits
Act 1938 during the year ending 30 June 1989?

Mr PETER DOWDING replied:

I sent a copy of the question to the State Superannuation Board and asked it to
provide an answer. Its response was that it could not understand what the
Leader of the Opposition was on about because it was not clear to it what he
meant when he asked about payments from contributors' funds made under
the Superannuation and Family Benefits Act. I cannot help the Leader of the
Opposition write his questions, but on this occasion I will be charitable and try
to give him an answer. It appears to be difficult for him to understand the
matter.

I told the Leader of the Opposition yesterday that the move from the old
scheme to the new scheme, which was encouraged by us to address the
fundamental problem of the unfunded liability of the old scheme, was more
successful than we could possibly have expected. But there was a cost to it.

Mr Parker: A short term cost.

Mr PETER DOWDING: The Deputy Premier is quite right. That short termi cost will
be of enormous advantage to Western Australia. I know that the Leader of the
Opposition thinks only in the short trn. He is thinking about the time before
the next leadership spill, which is very shont term.

However, we are concerned about the long term because we will be here in the
long term. Of the 30 000 contributors in the old scheme more than 26 000
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moved to the new scheme at a faster rate than was estimated and therefore at a
higher cost. The fact that 76 per cent of people transferred across rather than
the anticipated 40 per cent had a very important effect. Based on a 40 per cent
transfer rare the estimated surplus in the old scheme was put at $45 million to
offset the cost of pensions. However, because the transfer rate was 76 per cent
the effect was not only a cost in relation to the new scheme, because we had to
pay 10 per cent to the new scheme for the transfer, but also it emptied the
money out of the old scheme into the new one and in emptying char money out
it actually reduced the surplus to only $6 million in the old scheme.
For example, the 10 per cent interest that had to be paid on funds being
transferred amounted to $25 million more than anticipated because of the
higher transfer rate. [n addition, when we set up the new scheme we
transferred the $80 million indexation account across to the new scheme; so
the interest on the indexation account, which had assisted the funding of
pensions under the old scheme, was no longer available.

Mr Macinnon: That was $80 million to the board, but within the board not the
Treasury.

Mr PETER DOWDING: Hang on a second. Just understand, money was being
transferred out of ant old scheme into a new scheme.

Mr Macinnon: But within the board.

Mr PETER DOWDING: But the funds are separate funds.

Mr Macinnon: I understand that clearly.
Mr PETER DOWDING: I do not think the Leader of the Opposition does.

Mr Macinnon: The taxpayers are funding them separately, and that is the point.
Transferring them within the fund is gobbledygook. I asked what was
transferred out of the fund.

Mr PETER DOWDING: The interest from the indention account was no longer
available to fund the old scheme. It is not gobbledygook; the Leader of the
Opposition cannot even get his questions right. At least I can get the answers
right. There would have been a need for a significant increase in funding of
the old scheme even if the cost of funding those 14 000 pensions had remained
the same because we had taken out of the old scheme and put into the new
one, but the draw on the new scheme is not as great as the draw on the old
scheme because it is, in fact, a new scheme and the majority of people were
staying in it.

Mr MacKinnon: The Premier just contradicted himself. He said 70 per cent had been
transferring and the majority were staying in the old scheme.

Mr PETER DOWDING: No, I did not.

Mr Macinnon: That is exactly what you said.

Mr PETER DOWD[NG: I did not say chat the majority stayed in the old scheme.
The majority of pensions that have to be funded are in the old scheme because
the new scheme is a lump sum scheme.

Mr Macinnon: That is good; that makes sense.

Mr PETER DOWDING: I am glad that the Leader of the Opposition is beginnting to
see some light.

Mr Macinnon: What the Premier said before did not make sense.

Mr PETER DOWDING: The Leader of the Opposition is a clever person and I am
not. I am telling him thac no-one thinks his questions are right. The answer to
the Leader's question as supplied to me by the State Superannuation Board is
in 1986, 53.1; 1987, 56; and 1988, 31.5. That is on the basis that he is
referring to pension payments which include fortnightly pensions, pensioner
commutation payments and pension indention costs.. The estimated amount
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to be paid from contributors' funds under the 1.938 Act for the year ended
30 June 1989 is 21.2.

Mr Macinnon; The Budget amount from the taxpayer is a hundred and something
million.

Mr PETER DOWDING: Every time there is something the Leader of the Opposition
does not understand he issues a Press release containing all sonts of innuendos
about someone kidding somebody.

Mr Macinnon: Those figures have told the story.

Mr PETER DOWDING: They do tell the story, but it is not of a fund that is not
performing but of a major change in the structure of superannuation in Public
Set-vice superannuation for the benefits of the Western Australian community.
Every rime there is something that the Leader of the Opposition does nor quite
understand he whacks out a Press release which, with a bit of innuendo,
actually smears the integrity -

Mr Macinnon: The fund is not performing and taxpayers had to top it up
enormously;, that is the fact.

Mr PETER DOWDING, That is just not right. What does the Leader of the
Opposition think an unfunded scheme is? Does he know what the general
fund contributed? Let me take a figure our of the air from 1983 when, out of a
total cost of $82.37 million for that scheme - when the Leader's gutless
Government had done nothing to try to address the problem coming up over
the horizon - $82.37 million was paid out. Does the Leader of the Opposition
know what the contributions from within the fund were? Have a guess -

$82 million. Guess what the fund contributed in an unfunded scheme?

Mr MacKinnon: Tell me.

Mr PETER DOWD[NC: Take a wild guess.

Mr Bradshaw: $100 million.

Ms PETER DOWDING: I have a $100 million at the back, do I have any advance? I
will tell the Leader of the Opposition what it was, it was $9.29 million.

FOOTBALL - WEST COAST EAGLES
1/FL Finals - Success Effects

169. Mr BERTRAM to the Minister for Tourism:

Can she advise the House of the benefits and any possible problems arising
from the likely event of a West Coast Eagles win at VFL park next Saturday?

Mrs BEGGS replied;

I do not know why everyone is laughing as this is a very serious matter that I
bring to the attention of the House. In recent weeks I have asked the Tourism
Commission to do some research into what is the likely effect of the success
of the West Coast Eagles team in Victoria. They have advised me that in
terms of tourism the potential offered by a victorious Eagles team is absolutely
enormous.

Mr Blaikie: Lou Richards will resign.

Mrs BEGGS: This is a serious matter. Apart from the transcontinental migration of
many Melbumians every time an Eagles' game is played in Perth, we believe
seriously that parents of young, aspiring VEL footballers in Melbourne will be
pressured by their children to send them to Perth to learn how to play football
in the sun and out of the mud. This is very important to thousands of Eagles'
supporters in Western Australia.

Mr Blaikie: What are you doing about getting the final played in WA?

Mrs BEGGS: There is also likely to be a very interesting and increasing flow west of
the VFL spy, a creature who hangs around the grounds during training
sessions and sends back to the city of drizzle much sought after prematch
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intelligence. I acknowledge that these are not the most savoury visitors to
Western Australia, but they spend a great deal of money.
I have been advised there could be potential problems. As members know,
many Victorian football supporters gathered in one place is of great concern to
most Western Australians. However, some of our tourism operators have
indicated there could be problems with excessive demands being placed on
their limited stocks of Carbton draught and four and 20 pies, and in the event
that these stocks rn completely dry local medical experts are uncertain
whether Emu export and Bakewell will offset the likely withdrawal symptoms.
On a more serious note, it is very important that all Western Australians
congratulate the Eagles on their fine achievement of getting into the VEL
finals this weekend. I am absolutely positive that they will win.

PETROCHEMICAL PROJECT - STATE GOVERNMENT FINANCE
Investment

170. Mr COURT to the Treasurer:

The Treasurer has stated that the Government will not be investing more than the
$150 million committed to the Rothwells rescue into the petrochemical project,
therefore -

(1) Can the Treasurer tell us just how much will be invested in the project?

(2) Was it necessary for the Government to be involved for the project to
succeed?

(3) Has the Treasurer prepared a list of community project expenditures such as
schools, hospitals and police manpower which are to be delayed because of
the Government's committing itself to this project when it could have been
financed by the private sector?

Mr PETER DOWDING replied:

What a pathetic effort! Fair dinkum; it is a bit sad. How many times has the
member to be told of the points I have mentioned in this House to him and
others so many times? He knows why I get up and answer it; because he has
asked me. I have told him who is in charge, and that is the Deputy Premier.
He is doing an excellent job. lHe is doing an excellent job in his portfolio, and
the Cabinet is doing an excellent job, every one of them. I reckon the whole
lot of them could be Premier.

Point of Order

Mr COURT: The Premier said I have addressed the question to the wrong Minister.
Shall I readdress it to the Deputy Premier?

Questions without Notice Resumed

Mr PETER DOWDING: The member asked the question. He must take it. Little
boy wonder realises he cannot take it.

Mr Clarko: Why are you standing up?

Mr PETER DOWDING: Because I am in the middle of answering iti. The member's
premise is wrong because I have not said that we will invest $150 million.

Mr Court: You said less.

An Opposition member: More.

An Opposition member: Less.

Mr PETER DOWDING: One member says more, another says yes. Members
opposite cannot get their act together. I have said quite clearly that the final
decision will be made in due course, but my impression is that it is likely to be
less.

Mr Court: Why?
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Mr PETER DOWDING: Because the decision has not been made.

Mr Court: You brought the Budget down yesterday.

Mr PETER DOWDING: The decision has not been made, and it does not necessarily
impact on the Budget. What the Deputy Leader of the Opposition did not
understand when he ran his business - and it did not do so well - was that there
is a whole range of timings and decisions and arrangements to be made which
will not impact on the Budget. He should ask his dad how he spent
$1 .1 billion. If he has forgotten how much that is, it is $1 000 million.

Several members interjected.

The SPEAKER: Order!

Mr PETER DOWDING: That was in 1982-83, without impacting on the State
Budget.

Several members interjected.

Mr PETER DOWDING: It is an excellent pipeline. The trouble is that we
underwrote the whole project. We paid for the pipeline, but we did not earn
any equity. The member opposite, Mr A-Cap, would surely understand that
there might have been an even bigger quid in it for the community.

Mr Lightfoot: It is a great asset for Western Australia.

STATE GOVERNMENT BUDGETS - EMPLOYMENT
Leader of the Opposition - Deficiency Suggestions

171. Dr ALEXA.NDER to the Minister for Employment and Training:

Can the Minister comment on the suggestion by the Leader of the Opposition
that the Budget was deficient in dealing with employment matters?

Mr GORDON HILL replied: The Premier summed it up when he said, 'What a silly
comment that was!" The Leader of the Opposition has made many comments
in recent times which are grossly inaccurate, but perhaps the statement he
made yesterday to listeners to 6WF Drive Time Radio takes the prize for
inaccuracy. I remind the House that the Leader of the Opposition was a senior
Minister in a Liberal Government which presided over some of the worst
unemployment this State has ever seen.

Mr Clarko: That is rubbish! Look at the nine years.

Mr GORDON HILL: Let mec remind members that we have a particularly proud
record in reducing unemployment in the State, and I will give members some
facts and figures.

Several members interjected.

The SPEAKER: Order!

Mr GORDON HILL: Let me advise the House of a comment of the Leader of the
Opposition yesterday on Drive Time Radio.

Mr Peter Dowding: He is not here.

Mr GORDON HILL: I notice that the Leader of the Opposition has scurried from the
Parliament; he is not able to take the heat when it is turned up by the Premier.
Let me remdid the House - and the Opposition might rush to tell him of his
inaccuracies - what the Leader of the Opposition said yesterday. He said, "We
have got young people to the extent of about 20 000 or more out of a job." It
was not a mistake, because he said it not once but twice during the course of
the interview. Quite clearly it is a deception. The Leader of the Opposition is
trying to deceive the public of Western Australia.

Let me advise the Leader of the Opposition and the House of the Australian
Bureau of Statistics' labour force survey in July. That indicates that the
number of teenagers seeking full-time work in Western Australia declined by
24.8 percent, or 2 600 from 10 500 to 7 900 over the past 12 months. That is
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less than half the figture quoted by the Leader of the Opposition in trying to
give the impression that this Government is doing very little about youth
unemployment. The only circumstances in which we would have 20 000 or
more unemployed in this State is if members opposite were ever to assumne
Government in this State. The young people leaving school tn this Stare can
breathe easy because that will not happen.

STUDENT ALLOWANCES - AGRICULTURAL EDUCAT'ION
Federal Isolated Children's Allowances - Withdrawal

172. Mr HOUSE, to the Minister for Education:

(1) Is the Minister aware that children attending agricultural colleges in Western
Australia will no longer qualify for Federal isolated children's allowances
when they come from an area where there is a high school, owing to the
Federal Government's withdrawal of funding in the 198 8-89 Budget?

(2) Will the Minister seek to have the assistance reinstated?

Dr LAWRENCE replied:

Yes, I am aware of that decision by the Commonwealth Government. We
have been in close contact with that Government to determine whether there
might have been some misunderstanding. I am very disappointed to say that
there is no misunderstanding, but it may be that by declaring those agricultural
programs to be special programs we can circumvent the Commonwealth's
regulations. If not, we are moving very hard and fast, as many people in the
rural sector are, to complain vehemently about that decision.
We have spent a lot of time and energy investigating ways and means of
improving agricultural education at TAFE and postgraduate levels, as well as
at the high school level. We now have a comrmittee designing an agricultural
education plan to put into action very soon. The last thing we want is for the
Commnonwealth to prohibit the attendance of children on the basis that since
they have an ordinary high school in the district, they should not go to an
agricultural high school. We will be taking very firm steps in relation to the
Commonwealth and perhaps reclassifying those schools so that they are called
special schools under the Commuonwealth regulations.
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